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II INTRODUCTION 
One of the most strikingly general properties of matter 
in the fluid state is the existence, below a certain critical 
temperature~ of a sharp phase transition representing con-
densation-evaporation. This development of non-homogeneity 
in an initially homogeneous phase is characterized 9n the 
Pv isotherm by a horizontal portion, at the end points of 
which~)T undergoes a discontinuous change. These points 
define the saturation specific volumes of the fluid. 
The extreme generality of the phenomenon attracted much 
experimental and theoretical attention though the details of 
the kinetic process remained obscure. In the late 1800 1s, 
in the course of meteorological investigations relating to 
processes of cloud formation, it was discovered that a vapor 
need not condense when it is saturated. Under certain con-
ditions, it could be made to persist at some higher pressure 
at the same temperature. By analogy with similar phenomena 
in solutions, this state was called supersaturated. The 
kinetic process leading to the collapse of supersaturated 
states is call$d nucleation. 
A very essential feature of supersaturated states is 
their metastable character. It is a common experience tha~ 
no such states persist for appreciable periods of time for 
vapors in contact with bulk liquid nor can they be created,in 
general, by cooling the walls of a containing vessel slowly , 
since condensation occurs on the wall of the vessel. 
If, however~ one cools the vapor more ~apidly ±han heat 
flow from the wall can occur, one can produce, momentarily, 
a supersaturated stateo The rapid expansion of a vapor, for 
example, is approximately adiabatic with resultant cooling 
and this is the most common procedure for the production of 
such stateso If the supersaturation is sufficiently great, 
condensation of the vapor results. 
One characterizes the degree of supersaturation by the 
ratio of the actual pressure existing in the-vapor to the 
equilibrium vapor pressure of bulk liquid at the same temper-
atureo This ratio is known as the supersaturation ratio; the 
ratio just necessary for the onset of condensation is known 
as the critical supersaturation ratio. 
Early workers in the field were led to the conclusion 
that the collapse of the supersaturated state could only be 
brought about through the action of a nucleus or seed, though 
the original concept of the nature of these nuclei was vague. 
In particular, the nuclei were not an inherent part of the 
system but were of some foreign origino The study of these 
foreign nuclei, their nature and methods of production, 
occupies a major portion of the very early work and con-
tinues to play a vital role in modern investigationso Further 
investigation, however, revealed that the presence of foreign 
nuclei was sufficient to cause condensation but was not 
necessary. The two processes are distinguished by the terms 
foreign (or heterogeneous) and spontaneous (or homogeneous) 
nucleation, respectivelyo 
2 
Theoretical studies centered on the latter process and, 
in 1935, a formulation and solution of the problem was pre-
sented which was in excellent agreement with certain exp'eri-
mental results. 
In the course of an investigation of the role of solid 
bodies as foreign nuclei for the nucleation of water vapor, 
it was found that the earlier experiments on the spontaneous 
nucleation of water vapor could not be reproduced. At about 
the same time, questions concerning the fundamental concep-. 
tual validity of the theoretical analysis were raised by 
Kirkwood and Buff, in criticizing the use of nucleation 
data as a test of ce~tain theoretical developments concern-
ing ·surface tension formulated by these authors. 
Accordingly, an experimental study of the spontaneous 
nucleation of water vapor was undertaken and in the course 
of research, theoretical investigations were also performed. 
3 
IIo PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 
lo Early Investigations 
Aitken (la} was apparently the first to observe the 
phenomenon of supersaturation in gases during the expansion 
' 
of a saturated vaporo He concluded that the presence of dust 
particles or liquid droplets was necessary in order that 
condensation occur and noted that while filtration of the 
air materially reduced the number density of mist particles 
formed, the presence of combustion products had the opposite 
effecto_As a result of a later investigation (lb) he con-
cluded that the colors which appear in the light beam used 
to make the mist visible were influenced by the size of the 
mist droplets while the intensity of the scattered light 
was dependent upon the number ~ensityo 
Closely paralleling Aitken's original work~ Coulier (16} 
Kiessling (41}~ and Ro von Helmholtz (77a) investigated the 
characteristics of the supersaturated state (by expansion of 
the saturated vapor) and similarly concluded that foreign 
nuclei were necessary for cond'ensation to occuro The number 
of droplets formed was proportional to the number of foreign 
nuclei o Helmholtz investigated -specific types of foreign· 
nuclei and concluded that condensati·on was facilitated when 
the foreign nucleus reacted chemically with the vapor and~ 
4 
in fact? condensation occurred-with almost no supersaturationo 
The degree of supersaturation required to form condensate 
varied with the ~ of the nuclei rather than their numbero 
Finally, he showed that -electrification of the vapor increased 
the density of condensate (77b). 
It was not until the classical researches of C.T.R. 
Wilson (82a)~ however~ that the phenomenon of spontaneous 
nucleation was discovered and its distinction from hetero-
geneous nucleation clearly made. It was in the course of 
these investigations that the now famous Wilson cloud chamber 
was developed (82b). The essential features of the chamber 
are shown in Figure l(a). The chamber (A) was a 15 cc. glass 
cylinder in which a closely fitting piston (P) moved, lubri-
cated by the ~iquid of the vapor under investigation. The 
liquid also served to seal the upper chamber. The piston was 
elevated to some height by a head of air introduced at (C) 
(the gas and vapor in (A) being compressed) and the system 
was allowed to equilibrate. In time 1 the space above the 
piston became saturated with vapor. The air space beneath 
the piston was then connected by means of a rapidly opening 
valve (C) to the atmosphere. The pressure drop caused the 
piston to descend very rapidly 1 expanding the gas in the 
upper space in an essentially adiabatic fashion. The piston 
came to an abrupt halt when it hit the bottom of the chamber. 
The measurement consistBd in varying the initial height of the 
piston (to vary the initial volume) and observing the effects 
of sequentially expanding the same volume of gas from de-
creasing initial volumes to a fixed final volume; the results 
were characterized in terms of the expansion ratio re ==V 2/V 1 
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though P1/P2 was measured. (Since 9 however 9 v2 is always the 
same. P1/P2 = V 2/V1 ). The re~ul ~s were also expressed in terms 
o:r the supersaturation ratio, S, which is computed using the 
adiabatic law to compute the final temperature and hence 
obtain the vapor pressure at T2 .* 
Thus~ 
(2.1) 
where Tz T, (re)l---1 (2.2) -
i - Cp/cv 
and Pi:. initial vapor pressure in the chamber 
Poo = equilibrium vapor pressure at the final temp-
erature T2 
The primary advantage over earlier expansion chambers 9 
used by Aitken and others in such studies, was the rapidity 
of the expansion which should have been more nearly 
adiabatic. The speed was increased by working with a very 
small chamber. 
The investigation of water vapor showed that, initially, 
very slight expansions produced a dense fog but, in time, for 
the same sample of gas an expansion ratio o:r re= 1.02 would 
not produce any condensate and one had to have r 6 = 1.25** 
* The results are sometimes reported in terms of the 
11
critical11 expansion ratio, r 6 r. itical)' which is easily ~o~verted to Scritical, the cri~fcai supersaturation ratio. 
'. ·~·1'·~·~-\' ' 
** This would be a critical expansion ratio. 
6 
to obtain condensation. The initial expansions were inter-
preted as" c.leaning 11 expansions causing dust nuclei to be 
rained out. 
It was further found that in the range 1.38~ re>,.. 1.252 
the appearance of' the condensate was 11 rainlike10 with rela-
tively few but large droplets. The number density was 
essentially constant in this range~ unaffected by sunlight 
or filtration of the air. Whem the ratio, re, exceeded 1.38 
a sharp increase in number density (and corresponding de-
crease in droplet size) was noted. Colors were observed when 
the mist was viewed at some angle to the light beam.* The 
results are summarized in Table 1. 
Wilson interpreted these results as follows: 
1. A small number of nuclei ( <.100 per cc.) effective 
in the range 1.38)/ re>,. 1.252 exist whose concen-
tration is dependent upon the carrier gas (they do 
not occur in freshly prepared H2 ). 
2. When re > 1.38~the number of' nuclei rapidly increases 
until the number density is in the millions per cc. 
These nuclei were thought to be aggregates of water 
molecules to account .for their huge numbers; hence 
the term spontaneous n~cleation. 
* These results were also obtained in preliminary experiments 
with a larger chamber. 
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Gas 
Air 
02 
C02 
H2 
Cl2 
N2 
Air 
TAJE..E 1 
Data of Wilson for Water 
Rain Cloud Comment 
tO C {PJ7P2lcrit. to C I!h21i2 ) cri t • 
18.5 1.,247 17.,5 1.373 Rain 
l7o5 1.261 1.378 Fog 
15.5 1.254- 18.5 1.375 Rain 
16.5 1.251 1.378 Fog 
18.5 1.250 15.0 lo372 Rain 
1.252:!: .004 1.378 Fog 
17-21 1.257 18-21.5 1.383 
17-19 1.36-1.37 17·5 1.535 C02 solubility 
in water com-
plicated the 
measurements. 
No rainlike conden- 20 .. 5-22 1.380 
sation for freshly \ 
prepared H2. 
20-21.5 1.30 18 1.45 Cl2 solubility 
in water intro-
duced compli-
cations.The 
rain density was 
higher than for 
other gases. 
ll-l7o5 1.262 13-15 1.38 
l£1L2.2lcri t Colors Vis-ible in Scattered Light 
1.41-1.42 
Nl.42 
'>1.42 
1.44 
Brilliant greens and blue·greens 
Rapid change from blue to red and violet . 
Red ~o yellow 
White with blue tinge 
One interesting point was noted by Wilsono Whenever 
condensate was formed, the very n~xt slight expansion yielded 
"rain•1 and preliminary cleaning expansions were required 
before the chamber could be used againo The nuclei so 
formed are referred to as re-evaporation nucleio 
In the same investigation, the influence on the con-
densation process of various types of radiation and the 
presence of various metals in the chamber was studied. 
Wilson's summary is essentially reproduced here.(82c). 
1. X-rays produce nuclei effective at re= lo25. TheiT 
number density is a function of the beam intensity. 
Uranium compounds prod~ce similar effects. 
2. Weak ultraviolet radiation on water saturated o2 
yields nuclei effective at re= lo25; strong ultr~· 
violet radiation apparently causes the nuclei to 
grow since the critical expansion ratio depends upon 
the intensity and duration of the exposure. Very 
strong ultraviolet light will cause growth to visible 
droplets in an unsaturated atmosphere without 
expansion! Wilson consldered these nuclei to be a 
product of some photochemical reaction (presumably 
H2 o2 ) o 
3a The presence of an amalgamated Zn plate causes a 
dense fog at a value of re at which, in the absence 
of the metal, a few drops would be producedo Clean Zn, 
Pb show a much weaker effect9 Cu and Sn are without 
effecto 
8 
Wilson identified ~ of the nuclei effective in the 
range 1.38~re~ 1.25 as ions by carrying out experiments in 
which· an electric field was applied to the region of obser-
vation in the chamber. Neither the nuclei produced by ultra-
violet light nor those from metals were affected by a field 
of 150v/cm; the X-ray nuclei ~affected. Consequently~ 
it was thought that ions were not the only nuclei effective 
in this range. The cloud limit was not affected by a field 
strength of 225v/cm. 
Wilson (82d), in further investigations with ions, dis-
covered that positive and negative ions behave differently 
in the condensation process. In particular, for water, neg-
. . 
ativ.e ions were preferreQ. nuclei, being effective at re= 1.25 
while positive ions did not become effective until r ~ 1.31. 
e 
9 
Experiments were also described which showed that in naturally 
ionized air, a field of 400 v/cm did not affect the number 
density of condensate in the range r = 1.25 to 1.38. In order 
e 
to permit the identification of these unknown nuclei, which 
are unaffected by a preliminary clearing field but cause con-
densation at exactly the same expansion ratio as artificially 
produced ions, he postulated the production of ions by the 
expansion. 
In the years that followed, many other investigators 
. 
repeated and extended these researches on foreign nuclei. 
Before proceeding to a detailed survey of the experimental 
investigations of spontaneous nucleation, the major findings 
on heterogeneous nucleation will be briefly reviewed to 
point out the varied nature of the possible influences upon 
10 
the condensation processo 
2o Heterogeneous Nucleation 
Barus (6a~b) carried out extensive studies on condensation 
nuclei utilizing the colors visible in the scattered light 
from the cloud to estimate the size and number density of 
the dropletso He concluded that large nuclei could be fil-
tered out~ but that smaller nuclei (identified with Wilson°s 
reevaporation nuclei) could nota 
The influence of ozone·on the condensation process was 
studied by a number of investigatorso Leithauser and Pohl (48) 
concluded that due to chemical reaction between 03 and N2 
to yield acid anhydrides~ ··condensation of water was promoted a 
(Pringl (61) reported similar observations). Cooling the gas 
to -79°0 removed the nuclei>presumably due to condensation 
of the nitrogen oxideso Other acid anhydrides also promoted 
condensationo 
Bieber (8) reported (blue) cloud formation in the 
presence of o3 * without N2 being presento He concluded that 
H2 o2 was the responsible nucleus in accord with Wilson
1s 
earlier ideao 
Investigations by Sachs (67) of nuclei produced by 
ultraviolet radiation indicated that they were uncharged~ 
* From am AC field~ ultraviolet radiation, or direct into-
duction of 03o 
stable (persisting tor over an hour) and not removable by 
cooling. Heating to 180°0, howeverg destroye~ them. All 
gases investigated (airi 002 , o2 , N2 ~ CHC13 ) except ~? gave 
similar results. 'I'he n'umber o:t' nuclei produced in H2 was 
.1', 
ver;y: smallo 
Saltmarsh (68) reported that nuclei were n£i formed 
under the influence o:t' ultraviolet light -in the absence of 
o2 or co2 o 
Recently 9 Farley (19) confirmed that these nuclei are 
electrically neutral and noted ·that a deuteron beam produced 
similar nucleio McHenry and Twomey (52) found nuclei proe 
duction at wa;elengths in the range 2345-23991 (an absorp• 
tion band of o2 ) in air» N2, and o2 o T~ey believed that in 
moist airs NH3 was formed ~s the main nuc.leus. A report by 
Gutzwiller and Verzar (30), however, indicates that NH3 is 
ineffective in filtered air. 
An interesting observation by Owen (57) was that the 
sudden cooling of dry udust-free" air to liquid air temp-
eratures produced nuclei of some sort~ Gendron(26) reported 
a similar observation. 
~he huge number of investigations of nucleation on ions 
has been summarized by Volmer (76a) and Needles(55) and the 
previous work shows simply that various substances may show 
preferential condensation on positive or negative ions, or 
neither. 
~or condensation of mixed vapors (very much used in 
11 
nuclear physics research} 't_ha_ crit..ica J supe:vsa.t.ura..:t.,i_on_.r.a..t.io 
is always decreasetl ~elative tc5 that of pure vapor (76:f) .. 
The information to be gleaned from this summary is 
12 
simply that foreign nuclei of any sort 1 derived in any manner~ 
ten~ to cause condensation at lower supersaturations than 
wou~d exist of they were absent. An immediate experimental 
problem is indicated; the removal of ~ for~ign nuclei must 
somehow be guaranteed in order to carry out spontaneous 
nucleation studies. 
3 .. Spontaneous Nucleation 
The first highly detailed investigation of spontaneous 
nucleation, after Wilson~ was carried out by Andren (4) who 
measured the number concentration of droplets formed as a 
function of the terminal supersaturation ratio. The form of 
the apparatus is shown in Figure l(b). The chamber volume A 
was either "smallu (60 cc) or 11 large10 (260cc) .. The piston P 
wa,s supported by air pressure. Connection of the system to a 
vacuum reservoir (through G) caused the piston to descend 
a.nd the gas in A to be expandecio 
The measurements were made for. rainlike condensation by 
directly observing the number of droplets formed in a given 
volume. For very dense clouds~ the average particle size was 
computed from the fall velocity and Stoke's law. Together 
Wi-th .a knowledg-e of the total Vapor pr.essur-e .and .:Volume one 
could make a rough estimate of the number concentration 
assuming all droplets were the same sizeo An electric field 
could be applied to the volume A. 
The initial experiment on water vapor used filtered air, 
cleaned by repeated expansions. The results essentially con-
firm those of Wilson~ though Andren notes that the "limits11 
of 1.25 and 1.38 set by Wilson are not sharp and the defini-
tion of fog is not clear. 
To test for the possibility of impurity, the experiment 
was repeated except that the air was passed through a cold 
spiral (~79°C) 9 over CaCl2~ P2o5>and filtered before entering 
the chamber. The chamber itself was heated until steam issued 
freely from the exit port (R). The results were unchanged. 
In Figure 2 the data of Andren on condensation of water 
in air and H2 are graphically summarized. 
For water condensing in naturally ionized air 9 the 
sharp rise in number density in the region of the Wilson 
cloud limit (8~7) is noted when an external clearing field 
13 
of 330V/cm is applied (Curve Ic). When a smaller field is 
applied (Ib)~ the sharp rise occurs at a lower supersaturat~on. 
Finally, for condensation on ions (without a field), the 
break appears in the region of the rain limit of Wilson (Ia). 
It is interesting to note·that the difference in the 
number of droplets formed at the cloud limit in the experiments 
with and without a field (Ia,Ic) is of the order of the 
number per cc of ion pairs in naturally ionized air (tV 1000) 
(76g). 
The influence of artificial ionization (Curves II, III) 
is striking. For the ionized gas, the more active the source 
(Radium) the lower the supersaturation.at which condensation 
to 
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becomes appreciable o Much more str.iking is the lowering of' 
the apparent critical supersaturationratio (IIc) compared 
14 
to the corresponding case f'or naturally ionized air (Ic)o This 
implies that not all the ions formed are removed by the 
electric fieldo 
The results using H2 confirm Wilson 
8s finding that no 
rainlike condensation occurs but more striking is the 
dependence of' the apparent critical supersaturation ratio 
on the size of' the chamber (Ia-s~ Ia-l)o Andren considered 
the possibility that the heat conductivity of ~ was respon-
sible for the necessity of a greater expansion in the smaller 
chamber to effect condensation but observation of' the process 
in the region of the walls. showed no particular deviation in 
number densityo 
Powell (60) investigated the effect on the condensation 
process of varying the total pressure in the chamber (keep-
ing the vapor pressure constant)o The chamber was an exact 
duplicate of that used by Wilson (Figure la)o The criterion 
of 18 cloud18 was taken as the appearance of a mauve tint in 
the light scattered from condensate (see Table l)o 
Typical results for water vapor are shown in Figure 3ao 
The sharp dependence of the nominal critical supersaturation 
ratio (calculated from the initial conditions and (re>critical) 
upon the ratio of vapor pressure to total pressure is clearly 
indicatedo (Experimentally~ the critical supersaturation 
ratio was found to depend upon the rate of expansion when the 
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total pressure was low}. The error inS~ based on Powell 1 s 
estimated i% error in re and 0.1°0 error in.T1 , is approxi-
mately 5% (see Chapter III, section 8)o 
Powell explained the results at low total pressures as 
due to an enrichment of the vapor phase of the cooling gas 
by diffusion from the warmer liquid on the walls (and on the 
piston).* The liquid water is not cooled by the expansion and 9 
hence, as the carrier gas and vapor cool, a vapor pressure 
gradient is set up. The rate of evaporation depends upon the 
total pressure though its effectiveness in altering Scritical 
depends upon the cooling rate (or rate of expansion). For 
high pressures and high speed expansions~ the result is 
negligibleo (In Wilson°s experiments, the ratio of the vapor 
.. 
pressure to total pressure was about .Ol)o 
Powell pointed out for the first time the second vital 
role played by the carrier gas in these experiments. It not 
only provides the thermal reservoir for cooling the vapor but 
also suppresses the diffusion of vapor from the hot liquid 
wall to the vapor in the carrier g~s. 
If one extrapolates the results to ?,.~~ or "l.?J?T --7 0 
limiting rain and cloud limits can be obtainedo(Table 2}. 
The high temperature values quoted by Powell ( > 30°0} 
are calculated on the basis of an extrapolative procedure 
*The increase in (V2/V1 ) it• 1 is then clearly due to the. 
much greater mass of vaEE~ tR~~ must be cooledo 
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and are probably not precise. 
TABLE 2 
Tl V2/V1 T2 5 critical 
Cloud 18°0 lo370 -16.4°0 7.80 
700 lo375 -26.4°0 8.95 
Rain 18°0 
(or Ion) 
1.245 =6.5°0 3.98 
Powell also noted the existence of reevaporation nuclei. 
Anderson and Froemke (3a) redesigned the expansion 
apparatus in such a manner as to prevent the liquid from 
being splashed about by the motion of the piston and yet 
maintain a very rapid expansion (Figure lc). Its operation 
is quite similar to that of Andren~s chamber. These authors 
felt that previous workers did not obtain a truly adiabatic 
expansion. They obtained a value of the critical expansion 
ratio for the ion (or rain) limit of 
(re>critical = 1.2006 ± 0.0001 
Therefore S ::- 3.0 T1 >::: 298.1 T2-: 277.1 
and in a later investigation (3b) found the value at the 
cloud limit to be 
(re>critical= 1 ·339± •001 
and hence S = 6.$ T1 = 298.1 
T2 '::. ?65 o3 
These results are distinctly lower than those reported 
previously. 
In 1934? Volmer and Flood (76n) carried out a pains-
taking investigation of the spontaneous nucleation of various 
16 
vaporso The apparatus is shown in Figure l(d)o The experiment 
was similar to all others in that successively larger ex-
pansions were carried out until condensation occurred (after 
preliminary cleaning expansions)o According to the authors~ 
droplet formation set in sharply and reproducibly though 
... 
splashing of the liquid did cause observational difficultieso 
The criterion of condensation u~ed was that a small 
increase in r 6 yielded a definite increase in the number of 
droplets/ceo 
The validity of the assumption of an adiabatic process 
was checked for this chamber by carrying out expansions with 
a resistance thermometer in.the chambero* The minimum 
temperature reached was in agreement with that predicted 
theoretically and persisted for a measurable timeo When r 
e 
exceeded la4 9 however 9 the lowest temperature reached 
deviated from that expected ideallyo The upper limit of lo4 
would probably be raised for larger chambers (76 1) 
The results for water and various organic compounds 
are given in Tables 3 and 4 along with the results of some 
aarlier investigators for the organic liquidSa 
Tne authors claim a precision of ::to~ em in (P1/P2 ) (out 
of 15 em) without a field and± ol to o2 with the fieldo This 
*There was no condensable vapor in the chamber (76k)o 
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TABLE 3 
Data of Volmer and Flood for Water 
Tl (re>crit T2 Scrit Scalc(B.D.Z.) 
303.0 1.269 275·3 4-.22 4-.16 
302~8 1.268 275.2 4-.21 
300.9 1.258 274-.3 4-.06 
3.01.7 1.267 274-.3 4-.21 
288.3 1.275 261.4· 4.91 4.96 
288.2 1.279 261.0 5.04-
288.1 1.278 261.0 5.02 
287.1 1.273 260.5 4-.89 
287 ·5 1.278 260.4- 5.06 
TARLE 4 
Critical Expansion Ratios and Supersaturations 
b:el~ * ~~BtJ (re>c:I!:l±. Substance __li_ __!2_ Scrit cloud rain 
Methanol 295 lo285 270 3o20 ± .. 1 1 .. 8 
(a)l .. 42 
(b)J- .. 378 
Ethanol 289 o5 lol72 277o2 2o34±o05 2.28 
(a)lo25 
n-propanol 289 ~.190 27,Qo4 3.05 ~.05 3.22 
(b)l .237 
i-propanol 283.2 1 .. 190 264.7 2 0 80±.07 2.89 
n butonal 291 1 .. 206 270 .. 2 4o60±ol3 4o53 
nitromethane 29lo5 1 .. 462 252 .. 2 6 o05 ±.,13 6.22 
Ethyl acetate290 1 .. 175 240 12 .. 3 10.37 
lo670 244 8 .. 6 
(c) 
it- Data of Volmer and Flood 
(a) Donnan,PhiloMag [6) 2- 305 (1902) 
(b) Prizbram 9 Ber o Akad .. Wiss. Wien IIa 118 331 ( 1909) (c) Laby,Phil .. Trans .. Roy .. Soc .. A208 ~4s-fl908) 
~>0 refer to positive or negative ion nuclei .. 
lo32 
1 .. 3069 
lo251~ 
1 .. 20 
1.2019 
1 .178G> 
1 .. 486 
leads to an error of about 5% in Scritical• Volmer notes that 
the small region behind the upper electrode is field-free 
and so some ions would not be removed from the chamber. He 
regards this as insignificant. 
18 
Fo~ water condensing in naturally ionized air (N 103 ions/cc), 
the critical supersaturation ratio fotmd is in essential 
agreement with earlier work: 
Scri tical= 4.1 at 265°K ( Cre>critical > 1.252) 
The ratios for spontaneous nucleation are distinctly 
lower than previously reported. The difference was due to the 
different criterion of condensation employed. Volmer felt 
that the Wilson criterion (cloud) was not correct. 
Loeb, Kip, and Einarsson (50) used a chamber similar to 
that used by Wilson in an investigation of the preferential 
condensation of H20 on positive or negative ions. (Figure l(e)). 
Their results are again quite different for spontaneous 
nucleation (Table 5) though they agree with Wilson's results 
for ion condensation. The criterion of condensation was obser-
vation of a 11 definite cloud11 , not 11 4 or 5 dropsu. 
Spontaneous 
1.32 
1.26 
1.33 
TABLE 5 
(re>critical 
Positive Ion 
1.31 
Negative Ion 
1.25 
19 
In 1941, Frey (23) reported an investigation of the 
dependence of the number of droplets formed as a function of 
supersaturation ratio. (The apparatus is shown is Figure l(e)). 
He obtained as the lp..miting values of S for the onset of 
condensation just the results of Volmer and Flood (Figure 3b). 
These were obtained by an extrapolative procedure (since the 
minimum number of droplets that could be detected was 103/cc) 
and represent a maximum for Scritical" The purification 
scheme was quite unusual* The author attempted the removal 
of impurities by ionizing the gas in the chamber with an X-ray 
dischar~e (for 10 seconds) and then, 5 seconds later, 
carrying out the expansion. The field was on at all times 
( ,.J 150v/cm). From Andren's data, however, the difficulty of 
removing nuclei produced by artificial ionization is clearly 
indicated. 
The effect of sequential expansion of the same gas 
sample after ionization is shown in Figure 3b. The dotted 
curve (a) is the same as in the first figure. 
~he first departure from the usual experimental pro-
, . 
cedure was due to Sander and Damkohler (69). The apparatus 
(Figure l(g)) consists simply of a 0.7 liter flask connected 
to a 12 liter vacuum reservoir. The expansion is initiated by 
opening the 20mm bore stopcock connecting the flask and 
reservoir; no piston is used. Since the volume of air is 
not enclosed, the air has to be purified. The authors used 
a system consisting of filters and freezing traps, then 
saturated the air in some manner and passed it into the 
20 
chamber (Figure 4)o The purification scheme was varied with 
no change in resultso The saturation scheme was similarly 
altered, again without effect. 
The results were expressed in the form of equations: 
Scritical: 7~0 - lo521 (no ions) for T) -62°C 
scritical~7~5 = lo537 (ions) 
Thus,.at 260°K, Scriticai= 4a32 (no ions)and 4a08(with ions). 
The results for spontaneous nucleation are the lowest 
reported in all the investigations but~ againj the ion limit 
is in agreement with earlier worko 
From this brief surveyj it is clear that £2. agreement 
exists as to the point at .which spontaneous nucleation occurso 
There appears to be !!.2. question concerning the ion limit: 
-Dur~ng the course of this research, Polle~man (58) and 
Pound (59) reported spontaneous nucleation experiments which 
apparently supported the Volmer-Flood resultso A close 
examination of Pound 0s reported results show this not to be soo 
Discussion of their work will be deferred until our own 
results have been presentedo From thls research and some very 
recent data of Pound, the conclusion seems to be that the 
higher supersaturation~ reported by Wilson, is more nearly 
correcto 
4o The Theory of Nucleation 
The theory of the nucleation process was initiated with 
the proof by Kelvin (40) that the vapor pressure over a 
curved liquid surface is higher than over a plane surface at 
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the same temperature. He derived the relation, for a 
spherical interface, 
p2. =..PI t ~ (2.3) 
where P2 is the pressure on the concave side of the surface, 
21 
P1 is the pressure on the ·convex side and ~is the surface 
tension. Applied to a small droplet, it shows that the pressure 
inside the drop$P2 , is greater than the pressure outside~P1 , 
by 2~ and.thus small droplets can coexist with a vapor which 
r 
is supersaturated with respect to a bulk phase. 
The brilliant work of Gibbs marks the first real conti-
bution to the theory. An examination of the condition for the 
formation of a new phase from one which had previously existed 
was carried out! To do this in a rigorous fashion, Gibbs 
developed an exact thermodynamic treatment of surfaces (27a) 
and was able to show that the Kelvin law, under certain condi-
tions, represents the condition of thermodynamic equilibrium 
between phases separated by a curved interface (27b). He 
showed that in order to convert a vapor phase, initially homo-
geneous, to a new liquid phase 1 work would have to be done 
on the original phase in the amount a-A/3 where crwas inter-
preted as the macroscopic surface tension and·A, the area-of 
the curved interface formed (27c). 
When this formalism is applied t9 observed degrees of 
supersaturation, the radius of the droplet involved is found 
to be of the order of lo-7 cm.,the droplets consisting of 
50 to 100 molecules. This ·extremely small droplet is not 
visible; the observed droplets are assumed to arise from these 
submicroscopic entities by some growth process o -t• The theories 
o:f nucleation utilize a thermodynamic development which 
applies to minute droplets and quest-ions o:f growth to visible 
droplets do not ariseo The theories relate to the conditions 
under which the spontaneous conversion o:f a homogeneous 
phase into two phases will occuro 
The quantity frA/3 is positive 9 and nence spontaneous 
conversion should not occur (27d)~ Volmer and Weber (76m)i 
22 
however 9 considered the process of nucleation to be essentially 
a :fluctuation phenomenon (since the average properties o:f the 
system are not significant with respect to its stability (76b)) 
and applied the :fluctuation theory o:f Einstein (73b)o One 
computes the relative probabilitY,Pi,of a given state 
being reached by :fluctuation from some initial state 9 from 
the reversible work~ .tlg? ~necessary to transform the syst.em 
from the initial state to the new stateo 
The explicit formulation yields 
~~ 
Pi::::. constant exp (- ~) 
Gibbs computed the work of formation of a droplet :from an 
initially homogeneous vapor and, hence 9 the probability of 
this eventtis proportional t~ exp (-~A/3KT~o 
On this basis 9 Volmer and Weber arrived at an expression 
for the rate of formation of such droplets as could remain in 
*The submicroscopic droplets are identified with Wilsonus 
spontaneous nucleio 
equilibrium with a vapor whose pressure was higher than the 
equilibrium vapor pressure at the same temperature (a super-
saturated vapor). These droplets are called (critical) nuclei 
inasmuch as will be shown below*~ ( cri ticaJ.) nuclei are capable 
of spontaneous growth. Thus? 
T ~ Be.x.p [- ~~j 
I== rate of formation of critical nuclei per unit 
volume per unit time 
B: an unknown constant 
Farkas (l8) extended the treatment, evaluated a portion of 
B::9 to obtain 
\ ~ [- ~~~] 
'I= c ·~ -€_~p :>V\ I A (2 .&) 
where p2 is the vapor pressure of the droplet~ A its area. 
There still remained the unknown constant C. 
In l934~ Becker and D~ring (7a) rejected the fluctuation 
approach and derived~ on a __ kinetic basis 9 an expression for I 
in which no undetermined constants appeared. The treatment 
took account of both the growth of molecular aggregates (or 
droplets) by collision and their decay by evaporation~ these 
detailed processes having no place in the fluctuation theoryo 
They found for the rate of nuclei production per unit volume 9 
Idt~ 
Idt ~ -1 Q N 3t,_ (Poof SO: M t.f. \~xp\- lb lr f"l2cr" l (2. 7 J 
. \}:q: R L T2 f \Poo} L ~ \1\R' f' T ~~ fYpiX)Jj 
*See Chapter IV. 
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where ~;:condensation coe:ff'icient (assumed 1) 
. 9-.::. density o:f the liquid . 
m ~molecular weight pe~ molecule 
the quantity in the exponent being orA/3RT expressed in a 
di:f:ferent :form (27h)o 
.The results calculated on the assumption that the proper 
value of' Idt 9 corresponding to the observed condensation, was 
unity agreed with the data o:f Volmer and Flood to within a :few 
percento (See Tables 3,4)o The discrepancies f'or methanol and 
-
ethyl acetate were attributed to experimental error due to 
the high partial pressure of methanol (14%) in the expansion 
chamber and the non-adiabaticity o:f the expansions used in 
the measurements on ethyl acetate (76c)o 
The problem would seem to have been closed except :for 
minor refinements in the mathematical technique of' the sol-
utiono Frenkel (22a) introduced the concept o:f heterophase 
:fluctuations 9 in which a distribution of' molecular aggregates 
(o:f liquid density) o:f varying sizes exists at all times in 
the vapor, and generated this distributiono Zeldowitch (84b) 
transformed the relevant di:fferenee equation set up by Hecker 
and Doring to a partial di:f:ferential equation and, in the 
solution, utilized the Frenkel distributiono The result o:f 
the calculations agreed closely with the more complicated 
analysis of Becker and Doring (5)o 
Further '8 corrected analyses" were given by Volmer (76a) 
and Sander and Damkohler (69) but the results were.essentially 
unaltered a 
It was concluded that the earlier experiments .ego Wilson 
24 
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were in error and that the Volmer-Flood data represented the 
true experimental situation~ The one apparent discrepancy 9 the 
failure of the nucleation frequency* to agree with the results 
of Andren on the number of droplets formed in this range of 
supersaturation was taken not to be meaningful for these inves-
tigations due to other complicating experimental factors. 
5Q Statement of the Problem 
In 1949, Kirkwood and Buff (42a) and Tolman (73a) indicated 
that the surface tension of a fluid should depend upon its 
curvature,c, and in particular, it should decr~ase with 
increasing curvature (or decreasing radius, since r ~ 1/c). 
LaMer and Pound (45) reasoned that since the calculation of 
the nucleation rate depends strongly on the surface tension, 
varying as exp [-a-~] 9 and the <J involved really refers to a 
submicroscopic drop with a highly curved surface, a more 
correct value of ~ would be given by Tolman's formula (for 
computing facility). They calculated the critical super-
saturation ratio with the revised value of ~ and, naturally, 
this did not yield the experimentally observed values of 
Volmer and Flood. Pound and LaMer concluded that these theories 
of surface tension were incorrect. Kirkwood and Buff (42b) 
promptly replied that the application of macro-thermodynamic 
concepts to such small droplets as arise in the nucleation 
*The number of nuclei formed per cc. per second. 
theory is very questionable and even questioned the validity 
of the experimental resultso They indicated explicitly certain 
theoretical difficulties (even allowing the use of macro 
concepts) which could be significanto 
26 
It appeared, however, that the theory of Becker and D~ring, 
though resting upon a very shaky conceptual foundation, could 
indeed predict with remarkable precision the experimental 
resultso 
In the course of investigations on condensation phenomena 
in wind tunnels Head (44} reported that the use of the Becker-
Doring-Zeldowitch* theorybfor predicting the location of 
shocks due to the condensation of the components of air1 did 
not lead to the observed results although similar calculations 
by Oswatich (56) for water condensation shocks.in hypersonic 
wind tunnels yielded quite good agreement with experiment9 
Other investigators (17,47,78) reported similar discrepancies 
even with water vapor. 
Serious doubts as to the validity of the quantitative B.DoZo 
theory were raised and the experimental data which validated 
the theory 9 based upon cloud chamber studies, ·was not indis-
putable~ Accordingly, an intensive experimental investigation 
of the spontaneous nucleation of supercooled water was under-
taken, ~ogether with theoretical investigat~ons, the latter 
initiated in an attempt to account for certain experimental 
discrepancieso Several investigations of the theory appeared 
*Hereinafter referred to as the B.D.Z. theory. 
in the literature during the course of t~is research but 
discussion of them will be reserved for the appropriate 
place in the detailed presentationG 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE NUCLEATION 
OF SUPERCOOLED WATER VAPOR 
lo Basic Concepts of the Measurement 
It~is important at the outset to understand just what 
assumptions enter into the comparison between theory and 
experiment for the type of exp~riment under consideration~ 
the relatively slow cloud chamber expansion. 
Briefly~ the carrier gas, saturated with the vapor 9 is 
-
caused to undergo a cooling process by means of an adiabatic 
expansion and when the cooling is sufficiently large the 
appearance of condensate, suspended in the vapor, is noted.* 
28 
The significant experimental parameters are the pressure and 
temperature at the point of condensation. One does not measure 
the actual rate of condensationg this is instantaneous to an 
observer. Since the B:.D.Z. theory predicts a very sharp rise 
in rate as the supersaturation increases, one assumes that 
the instantaneous nature of the observed transition is an 
experimental reflection of this aspect of the theory. 
This immediately raises the question as to what rate of 
nuclei production corresponds to the observed number density 
of droplets. There are really two points to be considered: 
how fast do the nuclei grow to visible size and, simultaneously 9 
does the process yield nucleation only once or continuously, 
while the initial nuclei are growing (the latter being 
,.., A carrier gas is required to be able to expand the vapor 
and gas sufficiently to obtain any appreciable cooling. 
determined by the rate of growth of nuclei and the rate of 
cooling of the vapor)? 
The usual assumption ~s to consider tpe appearance of 
1 drop/cc to be equivalent to the numerical equivalent of the 
isothermal 9 isobaric rate of nuclei production at the terminal 
conditions integrated over the time of the process (76d)o The 
growth is assumed to be nearly instantaneous so that the vapor 
concentration is reduced too rapidly to permit further nuclea-
tion once the initial nucleation has occurredo The validity 
of the growth assumption is difficult to assesso The use of 
the criterion of 1/cc may be questioned from a practical 
point of view~ even assuming the lgl correspondence between 
the nuclei produced and the droplets observed~ since an 
impurity concentration of this magnitude is not unreasonably 
higho (This point will be considered later)o 
Summing up 9 the experimental measurement of the point at 
which condensation occurs is related to a calculated rate 
process of nucleation by means of an unknown coupling of 
subsequent growth of the nuclei to a visible sizeo The usual 
assumption ignores the growth process but it should be noted 
that in wind tunnel expansions~ this cannot be valid and is 
not ignored (56)o The growth calculations are necessarily 
crudeo The theoretical criterion of condensation is also 
fundamentally quite different and relates to the conditions 
for shock formation (see Chapter V)o 
2o Operating Characteristics of Cloud Chambers 
Before proceeding to an examination of earlier experi-
29 
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mental techniques and the details of the experimental research 
undertaken here 9 it will be profitable to briefly examine the 
characteristic features of the operation of a cloud chambero 
Basically 9 the process consists in the self-cooling 9 by 
their expansion 9 of the vapor.and carrier gas while the con-
tainer remains at the initial temperatureo It is apparent that 
failure to cool the walls of the vessel immediately makes 
available to the gas a large source of heat as it is coolingo 
Successful operation 9 in the sense of obtaining a well de-
fined process (an adiabatic expansion) 9 depends upon com-
pleting the cooling process before the conduction of heat 
from the walls can exert any significant influenceo The rapid-
ity of expansion and size of the chamber will obviously deter-
mine how well one can satisfy this requiremento That it is 
possible at all is due to the possibility of a much greater 
rate of cooling of the vapor and gas compared to the rate of 
heat conduction tto the gaso 
Two types of chamber are in use 9 the volume-defined and 
the pressure=defined 9 the terminology referring to the method 
of producing the desired expansiono Their characteristics have 
been examined in detail by Wilson (83a) and we shall essentially 
summarize his analysiso 
The volume-defined chamber is operated, so that the 
expansion is determined by a mechanicall~ fixed increase of 
the Volumeo The process is then characterized by the expansion 
ratio (which is directly measurable) and 9 if adiabatic 9 the 
final temperature 9 T29 is given by Equation 2o2o 
It must be realized that one cannot really calculate the·' 
supersaturation at the condensation point since there is no 
longer any supersaturation once condensation has occurredo If 
the relations are assumed to be valid up to the point just 
prior to condensat~on~ while the phase is still homogeneous 
on a macro scale 9 a supersaturation varying very slightly from 
the correct one may be calculatedo This is not a severe 
approximationo The supersaturation at any point is then 
given by Equation 2ol and the critical supersaturation is 
obtained from the critical expansion ratioo 
It is interesting to follow the temporal development of 
the supersaturation in a volume=defined chambero This is 
shown in Figure 5ao The rate at which supersaturation is 
produced accelerates from the initial time t 1 until the pro-
cess comes to an abrupt halt at tro Shock phenomena set in 
at this pointo 
The effect on the adiabaticity of expansion in volume= 
defined chambers,due to heating by the wall,has been studied 
by Williams (8l)o If one defines the persistence of the super-
saturated state as the time 9 ~' required for the gas in the 
chamber9 expanded to re-=- 1+ r + ar:9 to alter its condition 
(by warming up) to such a~ extent that its state was equi-
valent to that which would be reached were the expansion 
ratio only re; l+r 9 then the author 9s calculation yields 9 
(3.1) 
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where f =Gas density 
-t--= Gas specific heat ~\-\4) 
'I.~ Gas thermal conductivity 
v ::::.volume of chamber 
s "'= surface area of chamber 
For large chambers~ this time is long indicating a negligible 
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heating effecto The importance of the persistence of the super-
saturated state is simply that it creates a condition under 
which the nuclei can grow in the supersaturated vaporo If 
growth is really instantaneous, this is not important~ but 
instantaneous growth is not likely and the allowable time of 
growth should be importanto 
Tme pressure-defined chambers operate on the principle 
of equalizing the pressure between two vessels to halt the 
expansiono The analysis 1as given by Herzog (37)\is more com-
plicated and essentially considers the expansion to occur 
without loss of energy~ the whole system, chamber and reser-
voir, being iso~edo From the condition of the conservation 
of mass and energy it may be shown that . 
where 
p. - ~lv I + I 
P:z.- v/v' + P./p, 
V ~ volume of chamber 
V 0 =volume of reservoir 
P1 -: initial pressure in chamber at T1 P2 =-instantaneous final pressure in chamber at T2 
P}= i~itial pressure in the reservoir at T1 
and the adiabatic law is written in the form 
T 1 ~ initial temperature in chamber T2 = instantaneous final T in reservoir" 
{3.3) is valid for the instantaneous final condition, just 
prior to condensation 1 before the system returns to the 
initial temperature. Since one cannot measure P1/P2 directly, 
(since the temperature T2 is not maintained) it is nece~sary 
to estimate the error incurred-by allowing the chamber and 
reservoir to return to room temperature and using the measured 
final pressure at T1 as the pressure P2 • Two cases are of 
interestg 
(1) v'~ ~ corresponding to expansion into the atmosphere: 
then P1/P2 :. P1/P]_ and the measurement of P1/P2 can he 
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made from the initial pressures at the initial temperature. 
(2) or P]_/P -7 0 corresponding to expansion into a vacuum. 
P1/P2~ l+V 1/V 
~ 
and hence P1/P2 is again easily measurableo 
The calculations are important with respect to experi-
ments of the Sander and Damkohler type in which one makes 
simple pressure measurements at the initial temperature and 
the adiabatic law is assumed. The pressure defined expansion 
must satisfy one or the other condition in order that a valid 
application of (3.3) be possible. 
The characteristics of the expansion are shown in Figure 
5b.·Note that the rate of production of the supersaturated 
state tails off toward the end of the process and hence the 
attainment of the final temperature is considerably slower 
than in a volume-defined chambero Overshoot (and returning 
puff's of gas when no piston is present) also complicate the 
actual experiment, giving rise to shock like phenomena (though 
Sander and Damkohler report no evidence of overshoot in 
their work). 
Calculations of sensitive times for pr~ssure-defined 
chambers have not been made but experimental determinations 
show them to be longer than for a correspondingly large 
volume-defined chambers (83a). 
The most common type of chamber used in nucleation 
experiments~ the piston operated chamber, corresponds to a 
pressure-defined chamber, since it depends upon equalization 
of pressure to halt the expansion. The piston merely encloses 
the vapor under consideration. These are discussed below 
where a modified expression for P1/P2 will be developed. 
3· Criticism of Earlier Experimental Techniques 
No attempt will be made to criticize each experiment in 
detail, but rather, the general nature of the objections will 
be indicated in order that factors to be considered in the 
de_sign of a new apparatus may be clearly outlined. The 
establishment of a criterion of condensation and the dis-
tinction between nucleation and growth have been indicated as 
difficulties common to all work in nucleation. 
The first and most obvious difficulty lies in the assess-
ment of the adiabaticity of the expansion. Once the process 
has been initiated, heat transfer from the wall tends to 
offset the cooling. The competition in rates essentially 
determines the degree of adiabaticity.* The calculations of 
* It should be noted that the adiabatic character of_ the 
expansion is required only to make possible the determi-
nation of T2 • 
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Williams (81) show that heat transfer varies with (V/8)2 
and hence large chambers are desirable. Very small chamber, 
such as used by Wilson and Powell~ depend upon very fast 
expansions to offset the effect of the wall. The only relevant 
experimental measurements are those of Volmer and Flood and, 
for their chamber, the limits of the adiabatic region were 
indicated. It appears that the assumption of an adiabatic 
process is not too bad for a large (/ 1 liter) chamber (76e). 
For pressure-defined chambers, the use of the pressure 
ratio)measured at the initial temperaturelin the adiabatic 
law must be carefully examined. From the analysis of Herzog 
(37) it is apparent that unless the reservoir is evacuated or 
very large, the correct v~lue of P1/P2 will not be obtained 
in experiments of the Bander-Daml{ohler type. 
For those pressure-defin~d chambers which employ a 
piston, so that V 0 and V are not fixed, the analysis must 
be modified. The extent tQ which the expansion proceeds is 
fixed by the equality o~ pressure (ignoring overshoot) but' 
both the final pressures and volumes may vary from those at 
the condensation point. This situation nay be analyzed in 
the following manner. Consider the processes outlined below: 
B ) 
Process A. The gas in the chamber at P1 ~v1 ,T1 , connected to 
a reservoir at P{9T1 ,v1, undergoes an adiabatic expansion; 
the gas in the reservoir suffers an adiabatic compression. 
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The instantaneous process halts when the pressures equalize"* 
The adiabatic expansion in the chamber leads to a temp-
erature drop given by 
' ~· ) 1-i T "2. ::: T, l ·/p~ T (3o4) 
Similarly, adiabatic compression in the reservoir yields 
I 1-1 T-! ~ T, ( P,/p2.) i (3"5) 
Hence 1-"'1 \,./ri ~ l B~/) ::r (3 o6) 
Process B" The chamber 1 at P2,V29 T2 ,warms up while the re-
servoir at P21V2 9 T2, cools off until at equilibrium they are 
both at P3 ,T1 but no~ occupy v3 and V3 1respectively. 
The conservation of mass requires that the following 
P:3 v6 I 
li 
P2V 2/T2 -:. PlV!l/Tl. 
Combination of (3oll) and (3.10) yields 
lP. '4 = h [ \ +- V3/v{' J /p,_) ~"• l%')~ + Y3,.f{ 
(3.8)· 
(3 o9) 
( 3 .11 )' 
*We are neglecting gravitational effects due to the piston. 
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Note that this is not a constant energy process 1 as 
envisioned by Herzog f'or.the pressure-defined chamber without 
~ . 
a piston. The return to the initial temperature (process B) 
may occur by any means of heat transfer, not necessarily 
from the hot gas to the cold gas. ~his is more reasonable 
when a piston separates the gas volumes. 
The two similar cases of' interest ar~: 
1. When V 0 ~ O<ll (expansion into the atmosphere) 3 
'P./pl.-::. fVp~~ ~~~-1 ~ ~Vp3 
Since the reservoir(atmospheric) pressure won't be affected 
by the process. 
2. When Pi~O (expansion into a vacuum) 
li/p:z.- -= (V-r lv,) ~ -= ( V 3 /v. ) ~ 
Since when Pi;0 1 the expanding gas will occupy the entire 
volume and V/Tota1 -:::. V 3 · 
The error has been calculated for two typical cases 
(Table 6). Volume is measured in liters;pressure in mm • 
. TABLE 6 
V 3 ~ pl V ~ V 1 P]_ p3 
16 130 760 134 12 553 570 
1.4 4.6 760 5 1 449 542 
(Pl/P3)obs 
·1 o333 
1.400 
(Pl/P2) 
lo343 
1.405 
Ll 41r e 
oOl ( oOl 
.005 < .005 
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The corr~ction to S is small but relatively larger for T2 t 
The temporal development of' the supersaturation is shown 
in Figure 5 c • 
* See section 8. 
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Another di~ficulty with pressure-defined chambers, as 
pointed out by Powell (60), occurs when there is liquid present 
in the chamber. Tlhe expansion_tails off at th~ end and in i;.he 
last stages the cooling occurs quite slowly. There is a 
noticeable time lag after the expansion is initiated before 
condensate is visible. During this time, evaporation of the 
liquid may occur. It is enhanced by the low pressure existing 
in the chamber. An increase in the vapor density in this 
manner would lead to a calculated critical supersaturation 
ratio which was too low-. The extent to which this process occurs 
cannot be easily estimated on an a priori basis but _Poweli 0s 
data indicates that it could be appreciable if the lag is 
sufficiently long. Note that this difficulty does not occur 
inherently in the Wilson-Powell experiments as no time lag 
exists .• The expansion is very rapid, coming to :a jarring halt • 
. 
The rapid halt raises other problems; splashing of the 
liquid occurs within the chamber during and at the end of th~ 
expansiond This might be confused with the appearance of 
condensate. Further, evaporation of such spray could yield 
·nuclei (the motes present in the liquid) (90). 
' 
A very important experimental parameter is the initial 
vapor pressure in the chamber. When liquid ·.is present, in 
time, the equilibrium vapor pressure is reached. When the 
vapor must be introduced into a flowing gas stream, as in the 
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experiments of Sander and Damkdhler, the problem is more com-
plicated as it is difficult to saturate a flowing gas stream 
without forming spray (13 1 75) .One must avoid using any device 
which yields spray .inasmuch as the droplets form excellent 
nuclei and even should they eV'aporate 1 the motes of' the liquid 
might serve as nuclei. Assuming the flowing gas is saturated 
may lead to errors. 
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Last 1 but by no means least~- is the assumption of' the 
~bsence of' foreign nuclei in the chamber. Obviously, the unsus-
pected presence of' such nuclei make the interpretation of' the 
results quite impossible. It would appear that chambers in 
which ttcleaning" expansions are used would be free- from this 
difficulty. Two points, however, indicate possible sources of' 
difficulty •. One is the existence of' reevaporation nuclei. 
Their presence must be accounted for in some manner else they 
remain a possibly unsuspected form of' foreign nucleus. They. 
imply incomplete removal of' such nuclei. 
The other point, mentioned by Volmer in connection with 
his own experiments, but common to all workers (except Sander 
and Damkohler, and Pound), is that in ea'ch chamber described 
the electrodes used to remove ions (which serve as nuclei) 
never encompass the entire chamber. There is always a field-
free space behind or to the side of the electrode. The ini-
tiation of the expansion process sets the gas into rapid 
flowing motion. The gas behind-or to the side of the elec-
trode then usually enters the region of' the_field. Prior to 
the point at which the expansion is cri~ical for ions, the 
latter are swept out as they enter the field. When the ion 
limit is passed, the very next ions dragged into the region 
cannot be removed - they immediately cause the supersaturated 
state to collapse. This condensation can occur arter the ion 
limit is passed but berore the. true 'supersaturation limit ror 
spontaneous nucleation is reached.* Wilson°s postulated pro-. 
duction or ions by the expansion process could easily be due 
to this type or phenomenono 
The experimental rindings or Andren on the great dir-
rerence in the number concentration or observed droplets (as 
a runction or supersaturation) between nat.urally ionized and 
artiricially ionized gases even in the presence or the same 
strong electric rield indicate that the removal or ions by the 
rield is not complete. The dependence on rield strength is 
to be noted! (See Figure 2). 
The discussion or impurity removal rrom rlowing gas 
streams will be taken up in a later section. 
4. The Growth or Droplets . 
Though the growth or droplets to a visible size·rrom 
nuclei cannot be measured or computed 9 measurements on rates 
or visible droplet growth have been carried out. The im-
portance or this problem has been indicated. 
Hazen (33) and Barrett and Germain (5a) have shown that 
arter an uncertain initial period, during which the gas cools, 
nucleates and the droplets grow to a minimum-visible size, the 
growth law is or the rorm 
* Ir such a limit exists£· 
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a.r2jdt:: K r ... droplet radius ( 3 Ql3) 
K-= constant 
Barrett (5b) has shown too that extrapolation of the 
growth curve toward zero time leads to an intersection with 
the time axis at P'4 0 ol second a.fter zero. He interprets this 
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as indicating a smaller growth rate during the first 0.1 to 
0.2 second and this is in accord with the calculations of 
Frisch and Collins (24a), and 4he experiments of Bradley and 
Evans (10) and Monchick (54) on the evaporation of droplets. 
The growth (or evaporation) law in these cases is of the form 
Qr2t Pr c: t (3 .14-) 
It is of interest to compute the time required to make a 
droplet visible assuming the v~ry simple law (3.13) and the 
initial condition 
Whence 
r( 0) = 0 
r 2 (t) = Kt: 
Experimentally K is of the order of 10"""6 cm2/second (8:5b). 
-4 For a particle to reach 10 em iri radius 1 which should 
just be visible to the unaided human eye {89).)the time of 
=2 growth is""" 10 seconds. This is a minimum time. 'Thus the 
growth time can be appreciable 9 and the supersaturated state 
must be maintained for at least an equivalent length of time. 
5. Description of the Apparatus 
ao Design Factors 
From the foregoing discussion 9 certain factors in the 
design of a cloud chamber are clearly desirable and they may 
be summarized as follows: 
FIGUR . E SA 
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lo The chamber should be large to avoid wall effects which 
might tend to interfere with the adiabaticity. 
2. No liquid should be present ln the chamber. This 
implies the purification and saturation of a flowing 
gas must be accomplished. 
3. A rapi~ expansion is desirable . 
4 o A direct measurement of re should be made, yet the 
jarring shock phenomena of volume-defined expansions 
should be avoided. The tail effects of the pressure-
defined chamber should be avoided 9 if possible. This 
implies that the measurement should be made during 
the expansion. 
5 . The electric field should encompass the entire region. 
6 . It would be preferable to use some non-subjective 
viewing device for the detection of condensate to 
avoid the inherent difficulties of visual observation. 
b . The Cloud Chamber 
With the foregoing factors in mind 9 the chamber shown 
in Figures 6a 9 6b and 7 was designed . * It consists basically 
of two parts: the upper 11 cloud chamber" ( CC) over a larger 
11 piston chamber11 (pc) o 
The lower piston chamber 9 of cast iron, consists of a 
hollow cylinder 1611 hi g h and 14" in outside diameter with a 
wall thickness of i 11 o There is a low- carbon steel cone (Q) 
*Fabricated by the Waltham Model 1forks 9 Waltham 9 Mass . 
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inside the cylinder, through the axis of' which passes a 1 11 
opening (K) which allows connection to a vacuum reservoir. 
The whole assembly was black-enameled and 'baked (to remove the 
solvent oils). 
- There is ~50 lbs of' mercury (C) in the cylinder in which 
f'loats a close f'itting 10 lb-low-carbon steel piston (B) (8tt. 
high, 12 l5/161q in diameter) • The latter has been painted 
black (and baked) and liu f'rom the top, a yellow line (H) 
passes circumf'erentially~ The oone serves to minimize the 
volume of' mercury which acts to seal the space under the pis-
ton f'rom the cloud chamber· itself'~ The mercury can be drained 
out through the outlet J·~ 
-On the side of' the piston chamber there is a window (D) 
( 6" long, 3/411 wide) through whic_h the piston, and particularly 
the yellow line (H), are made visible •. 
. The cloud dhamber ·(cG) consists of' a cylinder f'ormed 
f'rom the brass plate X (12" in diameter and iu thick) 9 the 
- ' 
two glass rings (R) (14n outside diameter, 4•1 high and t". 
thick) which are separated by a 2" high cast bronze ring (S) 
and a lower brass ring (L) (14" outside diameter, 9 3/4tt in-
side diameter.9 i~' thick). The pieces are held together by 
means of' tie rods (T) (which pass· outside the chamber) and 
the ring (L) is screwed onto the piston chamber to complete 
the assembly~ Gaskets between each piece serve to make the 
whole vacuum tight; insulating bushings on the tie rods in X 
and L (the latter sealed with beeswax-rosin) allow a voltage 
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difference to be applied between these plateso 
The cast bronze ring (S) has mounted on it, at 90° ·inte~ .... 
vals~ four lu windows (optical flats) on two of which (90° 
apart) are mounted a collimated light source (U) and a photo-
multiplier tube (P)*o :rn addition~ there are four !" brass 
tubes (V) 1 to each of Which a three way, 4-mm stopcock is 
sealed (with rosin-beeswax) 9 for the introduc:tion of the 
carrier gas and vaporo To one of these a manometer is per-
manently attachedo 
Co The Optical System 
The light source is shown in detail (to scale) in Figure 
8"-ifit:. It consists of a 150 watt projection lamp (P) mounted 
in an aireooled***,holder ·with a light-baffle cap (9)., The 
lamp is located at the focUs of a mirror (M) which collimates 
~ . . ' ' . 
the beam 9 passing it through a heat absorbing optical flat (H)o 
Further collimation is secured by means of lens (L)., The 
mirror is adjusta?le and the whole lamp housing slides along 
the.tube '(T_) to make further adjustments possible.., The whole 
assembly (of brass, and oxide-coated) is bolted onto the 
* These will be described more carefully in the next sectiono 
*:* We gratefully acknowledge the assistence of the staf'f of 
the Waltham Model Works in the design of the housing for 
the light source and the photomultiplier tubeo 
*** By a blower not showno 
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window (~) which is in turn bolted onto the central bronze 
ri:rig (sJ. 
\ 
The window 11 a 1" optical flat (OF), is 'made vacuum tight 
by means of two 1,0 011 rings at 0 and 0 1 • 
The light stop B allows only a one-half' i:rich circular 
collimated beam to enter the cham?er. To reduce internal re-
flection, the beam i_s passed out of the chamber through the 
window at 180°. 
The lamp was initially operated by aDO power supply to 
eliminate spurious.AC signals to the phototube. In later work, 
this light source was removed and an AG American Optical Com-
pany microscope lamp was substituted. The heat absorbing flat 
(H.) was removed (by unscrewing the plug R) and used to form 
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one end of a 411 cylindrical cell contalning a 2% CuSo4 solu-
tion, the end of which was placed at the dotted line. The lamp 
was placed at the other end. There was no detectable difference 
in performance" 
The 1P21 photomultiplier housing is shown in Figure 9-
(to scale). The mounting, similar to the light source, con-
tains a lens (L) designed to focus the radiation from the 
center of the collimated light beam onto the photosensitive 
target, (T), of the 1P21. A dark stop (D) permits only a tt\ 
circular beam to be seen by the target (T) • Thus, a volume of 
about 1/8 cubic inch is viewed by the photomultiplier tube. 
The phototube was shielded. and coaxial cable (RG 59U) 
and connectors were used exclusively •. A standard 1P21 photo-
multiplier resistor circuit was used (91) together with a 
. - · ... · .. · .. 
·r;-; > tl_j. 
PHOTOMUL. TIPU ER . HOUSING 
FI~--·URE 9 
regulated high voltage supply _(Figure 10). The tube was op-. 
erated with about 90 volts across each dynodej a total of' 
950 vol~s. 
d. Mode of' Operation 
The experiment consists in the photographic recording 
of' the·tempo.ral displacement of' the piston and the corre-
lati.on of' that displacement with the appearance of' scattering 
' 
due to condensate in the chamber. ~he sqattered light is 
m.onitored by the photomultiplier tube, the output of' which is 
suitably recorded.; The condensation occurs during the expan-
sion rather tha:p. at the end, as in previous iri.ve~tigationsj 
but the relevant pa:rameters are measureable .. 
The detailed operation consists in elevating th~ pis-
ton (by means of' air admitted through stop~oek (.WL (Figure 7J) 
to some desired initial pqsition and charging the chamber with 
vapor and carrier gas by t:lushing through the ports (V) until 
the foreign nuclei are removedo* _The initial position is 
then recorded with the camera (E)** by photographing the 
yellow.:·l.:tne {H)-. The expansion-is initiated by opening the 
valve (I) (a qu~ck openiug valve) to the vacuum reservoir (a 
120 lite:;- steel tank), which causes the piston (B) to descend 
rapidly .g expanding the gas above it. 
When the valve (I) is opened, the mercury switch (;M) is 
. ' 
* This is discussed in section 7b· 
** Crown Graphic 4 ·X 5 • 
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activated completing the circuit between z and z .0 (a:fter an 
unknown :fraction o:f a second).and causes two processes to 
be initiated simultaneously: 
1 .. The strobolux (~), a high, intensity stroboscope (Gen-
eral ;Radio. 64~) which is held just below it.s strik-
ing potential, is activated and illuminates the yel-
low line on the moving piston at 1/50 o:f a second 
intervals. (It is·driven by a strobotac, General 
Radio 63l ... B) a _The successive positions o:f the piston 
are recorded. (by an open-:flash technique*) with the 
camera (E) • 
2a The output o:f the =!-P2lphotomultiplier tube is con-
nected to the vertical plates o:f a high voltage 
o,scilloscope (Dumont 250A:ij) through the oscilloscope 
DQ am.pli:fier. The instrument is designed :for an ex-
ternally triggered sweep and the closing o:f switch (M) 
initiates that sweep causing the ampli:fied output to 
to be displayed on the oscilloscope screen. This out-
put is recorded by an oscillographic camera (Dumont 
Type 296). When condensate appears, the scattering due 
to the droplets is re:flected in an increased current 
output :from the lP21 and a 10,break•' appears in the 
"'' 
horizontal sweep.(See Figure 19)~ 
The strobolux pulses are also detected by the 1F21 and 
*The whole process is carried·out in a darkened room. 
• . I . 
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appear as vertic~l markers on .the relatively slowly varying 
horizontal sweep. ~- direct correlation between the piston posi-
)· .. 
tion arid the appearance of' condensate i.s obtained. The ex-' 
pansion ratio is obtained :from a previous calibration of' the 
distance on the photograph (:from camera (E:)) as a .function of' re• 
.. 
A DC voltage c.ould b~ applied between the roof' of' the 
cloud chamber and the base which provided a :fi.eld strength of 
either 30 1 60, or 90 volts/em. A. standard I?O power supply was 
used· for this purpose .. 
In order to J?rev:ent tindue overexposure o:f:' th~ fi]Jn* in 
ca.mera (E.) the flashing of the strobolux was controlled by an 
interval timer which 9 once -having initiated· the timing cycle 
("'tia the :Hg switch)1 allowed flashing for some definite frac-
. ' .... 
tion of a second 1 then turned off the stroboscope and preven-
.. ·, . "·,. . . 
ted any reinitiation of the sweep of the oscillograph (pre---
venting double exposure on the oscillograph as well). 
i 
Its essential ~~eration consisted in removing a short 
. . -
circuit "J?etween the ;strobo·lux and the driving oscillator 
\ --
for a fixed length o;f' time. Th~ circuit is shown in Figure 11. 
Since the expansion ratio may be expressed in the form 
whereh.is the descent of-the piston (as measured, for example, 
oh the photograph), and o( ::some ~geometrical factor related to 
the crqss sectional area of' the piston chamber, it is neces-
_sary to fix the initial piston position quite exactly. This 
*DuPont High Speed ~an (#428). 
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was accomplished in the following manner:. two glass slides 
separated by 1 11 spacers· had lines scratched -:i11 :from their 
upper edgeso This assembly was pressed against the window (D) 
and the yellow line (H) was aligned with the two scratches 
(see Figure 12)o The reproducibility of' the initial piston 
setting was checked manometrically and :found to be reprodu-
cible ~o within one mmo This leads to an error in V1 of' about 
.. 06 literso If his measured as the distance on the photo._ 
graphic plate~~~ o9~ The error in re is then ~o003. 
The initial temperature of the gas was obtained by mea-
suring the initial temperature of' the chamber, the mass of' 
which~ relative to that of' the gas~ is su:f:ficient to insure 
its action as a heat reservoir. The entire room was air con-
ditioned·and to insure uniformity of temperature 9 electric 
fans were employed as stirrers, one of' which blew on the 
chambero This uni:formity was checked with thermocouple mea-
surements at 7 points on the chamber and two thermometers•• at 
the top and bottom of the cloud chamber. Once the proper l.o-
cation of the fan was found, the-thermometers served to in-
dicate-the temperature. The experiments were carried out in 
the steady cycle of the air·conditioning unit, insuring 
thermal equilibrium. 
6. Water Vapor Saturation and Analysis 
It is desirable in the saturation of' the carrier.gas 
* The thermometers were compared with a standard thermometer 
and found t~ be quite satis:factory. 
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stream for nucleation experiments to avoid the production of 
spray. To this ena, the saturator shown in Figure 13 was 
built in which the gas passes ~ the surface of the water 
and accumulates vapor. The system was designed to allow any 
mixture of dry N2 and nearly saturated N2 (at the temperature 
of the thermostat bath) to be reproducibly obtained and, hence, 
a wide range of vapor pressures can be ·obtained. Time must be 
allowed for a steady state water vapor concentration to be 
reached. When this is done~ the use of the saturator alone, 
for example 9 delivers a vapor nearly saturated. The flow 
meters were calibrated by emptying an inverted carboy of 
known volume but no pressure corrections were made. Absolute 
rate of flow was not important- only constancy and reproduci-
bility. A standard N2 reducing valve was sufficient to hold 
a steady flow. 
One cannot calculate the vapor pressure in such a system 
since the degree of saturation is unknown and, accordingly, 
a convenient system for water vapor analysis was developed. 
':Che method depends upon the reaction of' concentrat.ed 
H2S04 with H2o vaporo* The apparatus is shown in Figure 14. 
A sealed fragile bulb filled with concentrated H2so4 (C) was 
placed in the bottom of· the analysis flask. The carrier gas 
and vapor entered through arm 1 and passed through the flask~ 
through t~e manometer, and out of arm 3. When a sample was to 
* The use of this reaction has been previously reported (43 9 63 9 71) but the specific form is new and quite important. 
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be collected~ Eg was poured into arm 3 until the system was 
sealed. Th:e gas was then allowed to flow out arm 2. The rest 
of the Hg was poured in and then the system isolated by -shut-
ting stopcock A and connecting stopcock B back to the mano-
meter. This eliminated any spurious sample collection in the 
manometer arm. The flask was then immersed in a thermostatted 
bath, the initial heights of the Eg in the manometer recorded 
and the bulb broken. After about 1 hour, all the water was 
removed and the pressure change noted. The latter, corrected 
for atmospheric pressure fluctuations and in some cases for 
th~ decrease in volume due to the rise of Hg in the manometer 9 
yields directly the vapor pressure of H2 0f the q~antity of 
interest. Two sizes of analysis flasks were used, 500 and 
1000 cc to check on dilution errors. 
The method was tested by placing two 5 cc bulbs of H2So4 
in a flask in which a third 3 cc bulb of H2 0 could be broken 
with a plunger. The water bulb was broken in the thermostat 
and then after 1.5 hours the H2so4 bulbs were broken. As an 
example of the results: 
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APt:r 
15.17 mm 
- 15.65 mm 
Atmospheric Pressure 
Initial pressure difference 
before any bulbs broken 
Final pressure difference 
after all bulbs broken 
Final corrected· pressure 
difference 
15.25 mm 
765.2 mm 
764.8 mm 
.AP- +.4 mm 
The error is N 0.1 mm, which approximately that due to the 
determination of atmospheric pressureo The partial pressure 
of water over a solution of'lOcc H2so4 and 3 cc water is 
< o • 1 mm ( 88) ~ 
Dynamic checks for consistency were carried out by pass-
ing the sample simultaneously into four analysis flasks for 
2t hours; the saturator bath was at 20.4°0, the flow 1 liter/ 
minute. Sampling was at 2 minute intervals. 
Volume Va:Qor Pressure·· of H2o 
#1 500 cc 16.:7 mm 
·#2 500 cc no ~analysis 
#3 1000 ;. ... 17~4 mm cc 
#4 500 cc 16.8 mm 
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The result obtained with the· large flask was due to a dilution 
error. Note that the saturation pressure at 20o4°0 is 17.97 mm. 
With two flasks in parallel a flow of 1.5 liter/minute, 
and the saturationg bath at 20.3°0 (vapor pressure 17.86 mm): 
I 
#1 #2 c .. 500 cc 500 cc 
17.0 mm 
16.8 mm 
The measurement was repeated immediately afterward (with 
larger bore stopcocks on the analysis flasks): 
#l 
#2 
500 cc 
500 cc 
It is apparent that the vapor pressure averages about 1mm 
under saturation when a steady :,state is reached. The di-
luting system was checked for consistency using two flasks 
in series. The results for dry N2 plus nearly saturated N2 
and a bath temperature of 20.5°0 were 
#1 
#2 
500 cc 
1000 Cty 
4.9 mm 
4.8 mm 
and with four in parallel with decreased dry N2* 
#l 500 cc ToO mm 
#2 500 cc 6 .. 8 mm 
#3 500 cc 6 .. 9 mm 
#4 1000 cc 8 .. 3 mm 
The importance of dilution effects 1 as evidenced it+ the re--
sults obtained with the larger flask, is clearc The mano-
meter correction due to the volume change is usually less than 
al mm as can be seen from the following analysis: 
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If . Ptnn. ::: Pt - l'~,,t­
and P~ : P~o + t>.,.,~)t 
then ?~0 = ?>m- PMj +"Pt~~!-
?~~measured pressure difference 
p~ =initial pressure in flask 
~ tdinal pressure of N2 in 4 flask . · 
~1 Fini tial pressure of N2 
' in flask 
p~~partial pressure of E20 
But ~2,l v{) -=. ~Nl.)~ L Vo -lT\"2..~] 
where r:::: radius of manometer tube~ h the rise in the height 
of mercury in the manometer arm connected to that flask9 
V0 the initial volume" 
Then 
For o6 em 
[ rrrlhJ ~:2.:0 : ? ~N"~ + t>tij~) t Vo 
2 diameter tubing; lrr h = o283h 
the corrections are tabulated belowa 
TABLE 7. 
CCo For V = 500 cc, 
0 
hem PN2,f o3h/V O 
• 
PN2;r.mm. 760 12Q 740 
1 o05 o05 o04 
2 o09 o09 o09 
3 ol4 .. 14 ol3 
* 
The absolute flows wer.e not ineasuredo 
(For a 1000 cc. flask 9 the correction is halved). These cor-
rections have been included in all the foregoing. 
7· The Purification of Nitrogen 
a. General Considerations 
It is clear that in an investigation of spontaneous 
nucleation~ the priniary experimental requirement ,is .the ab-
solute purity of the carrier gas and vapor. Purity~ in this 
sense 9 implies removal of all nuclei capable of initiating the 
condensation process. Their unsuspected presence could easily 
invalidate the theoretical interpretations. 
Purification 9 as the term will be employed here~ in-
volves the following processes: 
l. Removal of condensable vapors which might serve as 
nuclei or take part in a bina!_'y nucleation process (66a). 
2. Removal of particulate matter which could catalyse 
the condensation. 
3o Removal of ions 9 large or small 9 which act as nuclei. 
The usual scheme for effecting this purification con-
sists in the freezing out.of condensable impurities in suit-
able traps and the filtration or deposition of particulate 
matter by or on suitable surfaces. Ion removal is accomplished 
by the application of an elec~ric field to the region. ·Though 
adequate theoretical analyses of these situations are lack-
ing and the experime~tal data is very meagre ( in the con-
centration range of interest) 9 it is possible to examine the 
physical processes and draw qualitati:ve conclusions .. 
Consider the condensati_on of a vapor in a cold trap. The 
principle of operation is the creation of a sharp concentra-
tion gradient between the vapor in the gas stream and the 
walls of the trap so as to force the vapor to diffuse to the 
colder trap wall. If the temperature gradient is too sharp~ 
the vapor will cool before diffusion to the wall can become 
appreciable and condensation in the gas stream (aerosol form-
ation) may occur. In general, there will be a competition 
between diffusion to the walls and nucleation. The temperature 
gradient and flow rate essentially determine the cooling rate 
which in turn determines which process will occur. 
It is possible to preferentially influence one or the 
other of these processes. If the wall is moved closer to the 
vapor (by packing the trap) the distance a molecule must dif-
fuse is lessened; the linear flow velocity, however, goes up 
and some compromise must be reached. The presence of foreign 
nuclei in the vapor stream makes the process of aerosol form-
ation much easier as the supersaturation required to cause 
condensation on foreign nuclei is lower than for spontaneous 
nucleation. The aerosols are not removed by the trap! (9). 
One point is clear: other factors being equal, a more 
efficient trapping of the vapor may result from the use of a 
10 warmer11 cold trap. The higher the vapor pressure the more 
important will be the effect. 
Experimentally, this problem has been studied by Bircum-
shaw (9), Goldman and DallaValle (29) and recently by 
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Mizushino~ Nakajimana~ Omotop and Fukusen (53). Theile (72) 
has. reviewed the subject and essentially confirms the ideas 
outlined above. Thus~ he found that foreign nuclei were nece-
ssary to cause fog formation in traps and filtration of the -
gas could reduce or eliminate .the fog. 
The only theoretical approach based on similar ideas was 
that of Amelin and Borodastova (2). Their calculation indi-
cated that though 15 mm of ethanol in air would be completely 
trapped when the trap temperature was') -33°C, 7a% of the 
vapor would be lost at -8o°C. This analysis is~ however, un--
realistic in that foreign nuclei are not considered. The 
authors reach a similar conclusion about increasing the ef-
ficiency of the process by using warmer traps or a series of 
progressively colder traps. 
The problem of the removal of particulate matter from air 
streams has been thoroughly treated in the Handbook on Air 
Cleaning of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (85a). The 
methods involve applying forces to the particles to cause them 
;_ 
to move to the collecting surface and include inertial, dif-
fusional, electrical and thermal forces. 
Fibrous filters, such;as cotton and glass wool, depend 
upon the inertia of the particle to cause impaction on the 
fibero The finer the fiber, the higher the impaction effi-
ciency~ Clearly, a longer filter is more efficient in the 
random process of impaction. 
Paper filters are thought to act by means of electrical 
forces as well as impaction. 
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In general~ very fine glass wool and CC-6 filter paper* 
are about 99o99% efficient in removing particles between 1 
and olp radius but unfortunately 9 particles of < ol f may 
still be very active catalysts. Since they cannot easily be 
sampled 1 the real efficiency is not known (85b). 
Electrostatic and thermal precipitators share the dis-
advantage of not binding the particles precipitated, so that 
blow-off results; their real efficiency for our purpose is not 
known since it is the extremely minute traces of invisible 
particulate matter which are important. 
A fundamental difficulty in this work is that no good 
method has been developed to analyze for the concentration of 
vapor and particulate matter in which we are interested; one 
-
can only guess at the upper limit of impurities present but 
there is no knowledge of the upper limit tolerable. 
It has been pointed out that ions can and do serve as 
nuclei" The usual scheme of removal is the simple application 
of a strong electric field to the region but the efficiency 
of this process depends upon the mobility of the ion (its 
mass and eharge) and its dielectric character" If the charge 
would remain on the ion 9 the field would hold it on a plate. 
If it discharges 9 it may fall off or be blown offo 
The sizes of ions range from 10-7 to 10=5 em~ in dia-
meter and their mobility varies accordingly (89b)o It is 
*Manufactured by AoDo Little Coo, Cambridge 1 Mass. 
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FIGURE 15 
difficult to estimate the efficiency of io~ removal by the 
application of a field. The results of Andreh indicate it is 
not as straightforward a process as it might seem at first. 
b. Criterion of Purity 
• It will be well at this point to indicate the method used 
to infer purity of the gas. At the outset it must be admitted 
that the method is subjective and requires subjective inter-
pretation of observed phenomena. Nonethel.,.ss, it is at least 
an indication of the degree of purity. 
In essence, the method consists in observing in an aux-
iliary chamber (Figurel5) the condensation process and from 
the nature of the results, the 10 puri ty 00 may be inferred. The 
saturated gas is led into the lower flask~ the 3 upper flasks 
serving as the vacuum reservoir. The following observations 
are noted: 
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a. Initially, when the gas has not been flowing through 
the cleaning system for any length of time, immediately 
upon opening the stopcock connecting the flask to the 
reservoir, a dense cloud is obtained with rather 
small droplets. 
b. In time, formation of the cloud does not occur at the 
instant the stopcock is opened but· some one second 
later. This cloud forms ·sharply, with few but large 
droplets. 
c. Occasionally, one sees a single very large droplet 
fall rapidly to the bottom and nothing else !·Some-
times a few (2 or 3) droplets form immediately, fall 
out and a second cloud appears with few but not too 
large droplets ('1double cloudu). 
These results are interpreted as follows: initially, the 
vapor has condensa'tion nuclei. The saturated gas is cooled as 
soon as the stopcock is opened; the condensation nuclei act 
and a fine dense cloud forms (a). In time, the nuclei are re-
moved and then considerable supersaturation must exist before 
condensation will occur. The rate of cooling is governed by 
the rate of efflux of the gas through the stopcock. Since the 
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chamber is pressure-defined, this rate diminishes near the end 
of the expansion and considerable time must elapse prior to 
reaching the temperature for spontaneous nucleation; hence the 
time lag (b). The last observations (c) are striking illus-
trations of what a single condensation :n.ucleus may do! Even 
a few will complicate the phenomenon. 
The criterion chosen was to observe absolutely nothing 
for~ 1 second and then sharply defined condensation. The 
test chamber was at an exit port of the large cloud chamber 
and in this manner one could tell when the large chamber was 
colean.* 
c. Description of the Purification Systems 
Tb.e first cleaning sy~tem built (Figure 16) proved to 
* It is clear that this method cannot be used on unsaturated 
vapors. One must always test a saturated vapor. 
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be remarkably efficient being, in fact, one of the few which 
worked at all. N2 (oil. pumped) was passed into a tube (h) con~ 
taining glass wool (20°0) and cold glass beads (-80°G). The 
former served to remove condensation nuclei (and raise the 
critical supersaturation ratio for vapors), the latter in-
creases the cold wall surface (and so reduced the diffusion 
distance). The gas then passed into a cold copper coil (g) 
(copper being a very efficient heat exchanger) and then into 
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a 4 ft. cotton filter @. On the outlet side a safety uT1' ® 
with a blow out plug was placed. The gas then passed into a 
medium porosity 410 sintered glass filter funnel @ .. Passage 
through a trap and cooling coil (§) completed the purification. 
The carrier gas then entered the saturator. 
This line was remarkably s~ccessful for a period of over 
four months. In that time, the saturator 11 went bad11 once and 
the cotton filter had to be rep~aced 'once. When the system 
failed, all efforts to track down the cause were unsuccessful. 
Minor modifications such as changing shape, path length and 
packing of traps were not successful. Complete rebuilding of 
the line was similarly unsuccessful. 
Line number IV (Flgure 17) represented a second success-
ful cleaning system. Essentially, the impurity was oxidized 
with hot CuO; hot Cu was used to remove excess oxygen. Acti-
. . . ~ 
vated silica gel was used to take ~P water .. * The heated 
* The traps were at -8o0 c. 
800C ·. 
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traps,(H) 9 added to break up aerosol which might have been 
formed, were superfluous. Both oil pumped and water pumped 
N2 were usedo The line was erratic and only worked for a few 
weekso On occasion 9 however, it.worked without the oven! 
Modifications attempted in Line IV included: 
0 
a) Using glass wool filters as traps at -80° and -169 C. 
b) Using trap temperatures of -169° C~ 
of 
c) Graded coolingAtraps (ice and salt 9 dry ice and tri-
chloroethylene, liquid N2). 
d) Insertion of various paper filters (006 paper)o 
Attempts to rid the gas of nuclei by charging it with 
water vapor before passage into the traps, under a very 
sharp temperature gradie~t, were not successful due to rapid 
clogging of the traps with ice~ 
A close copy of the initial line, using liquid N2 as the 
carrier gas source, again proved successful and Volmer-type 
measurements were carried out (Figure 18)a A manostat (M) 
controlled the heater in the liquid N2and kept a quite steady 
flow of N2 a 
The conclusion reached as to the cause of the inability 
to consistently obtain pure N2 was that the removal of par-
ticulate matter was incomplete/ Fortuitous packing of the 
filters was probably responsible for the success of the va~­
ious linesa The oven aided by burning out these impurities 
since it always improved the situationo The degree of im-
provement with increasing oven length was negligible (from 6" 
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to 18H). In the last line 9 however, the cooling of' the traps 
was very important indica4ing possibly that a condensation 
process was involved though mass spectra taken of' samples* 
indicated no impurity! The il!lpUrity is probably present in 
concentrations of' less than 1 part in 106 o 
An electrostatic precipttator was built but the results 
were un£uccessf'ul. 
8~_Error Analysis 
It is of' interest to compute the degree of' experimental 
precision required in the measurement of' the relevant var-
iables assuming an ideal experiment where· the supersaturation 
would be given by Equation (2.1). The measured variables are 
the initial pressure, P'is the critical expansion ratio 9 r , 
. e 
and the initial temperature 9 Tl, .. (f'rom which T2 and p 00 (T2) 
are then determined). 
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Thus S:S(p19 re,Tl)~pi/P00 re-i [where Poe~Poo (T1 9 rej] (2.1) 
The total differential of' S ~s 
dS: ( C3lS/e> T1)dT1 + ( 'OS/'0 re)dre t· (''d S/ro Pi)dpi (3.18) 
For finite qhanges in the variables (2la) 
6S~ }~)~T,I +l &re)llfe + I \~JLIPII (3.19) 
* ~y Dr. M. Zelikoff', Air Force Cambridge Research Center. 
( '35/oq> ~ )Tt J re =-
..6 s =- I ft .6 ~ I + \ B> ~ re \ 
Three typical cases have been tabulated (Table 
(3 .22) 
(3.23) 
8}. 
The error inS due to errors in Pi, re and T1 may be 
easily estimated :from Table 8~ Thus 1 if' the precision in T1 
is:t 0.100, re±O.OOl, pi:rO .. l mm, then the error inS is 2%. 
If', however, the measurement of' T1 is!-0.5°, re±"O.Ol and 
Pi ± 0.5 mm, the error in S is about 13%. 
Since the usual representation of' the data plots S vs T2, 
it is of' interest to examine the error in T2 due to the errors 
in T1 andre. T2 is given by Equation (2.2) and by a similar 
process to that illustrated by Equation (3.18) to (3.23) one 
obtains 
('J l l-'i - 1 1-r;Cr~i) r;~.hre! ~~2 - 1e A\, + (3.24) 
r' } /\16 T, \ + \B'~rel (3.25) 
Typical cases are show:h in Table 9-
TABLE 9 
re Tl A :$ A~ AT1 LlT2 
1.32 294.7 .90 80.4 .01 ·5" 1.2° 
.001 ol .2 
1.41 296.3 .• 877 72.8 .01 
·5 1.2 
.001 ol .'15 
The errors in T2 may be appreciable when the error 
in re is r-J .01. On a percentage basis, however, the error 
is not large. 
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TABLE 8 
Error Analysis 
T °K 1 re Pi(mm) sideal A•• B c A['l ..sre 41J?i ...o.S 
294o7 lo32 14.5 4.43 -o304 21.5 o305 0 0 0 0 
.1 0 0 .03 
0 .. 01 0 .22 
0 0 1 o3 
ol oOl 1 o55 
296o3 1.41 17.0 7o38 -o65 47o3 .61 .1 0 0 .06· 
0 oOl 0 .47 
0 0 1 o6l 
.1 oOl 1 1o14 
295 1.38 l6o0 6.79 -.40 23.9 o42 .1 ·o 0 .04 
0 .01 0 o24 
0 0 0 o42 
o1 .01 1 o70 
* A~B,and Care quantities defined by Equations (3.20),(3.21) 
and (3 o22 ). 
. 
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9 o Reaults 
Three types of measurements were carried out: 
1. Nucleation of supercooled water vapor in the presence 
and absence of an electric field (using N2 ~s a car-
rier gas) observing the formation of condensate by 
means of the photomultiplier tubeo 
2. Nucleation of supercooled water vapor in the presence 
of an electric field using the classical technique of 
ever-increasing expansion wi.th visual .observation a 
' 3o Studies of the nucleation of water vapor by forei~n 
nuclei in an attempt to assess the validity 9f the 
adiabatic hypothesis. 
ao Nucleation in the Absence of an Electric Field 
~he early experiments were carried out under somewhat 
crude conditions but the results are still meaningfuli though 
. 
subject to a larger error than the later work • 
I 
The technique of the measurement differed from the gen-
eral scheme outlined previously in the following re.spects: 
' -
lo Tne initial position of the pisto~ was fixed by align= 
ing the yellow line of the piston with a scale on the 
window~ by observation on the sround glass screen 
of the camera (E). 
2o The photomultiplier tube 9 a 1P21 9 was powered by 
4 Burgess· 300 volt ba. tteries (#U-200 L a total of 
l200•volts (120 volts/dynode). 
3o The projection lamp (150 watts) was powered by two 
Burgess 45 volt batteries (# 5308) in series. 
4. The saturator was a smaller version of the one shown 
in Figure 13.consisting of six t liter round bottom 
flasks, half filled with distilled water. There was 
no diluter. 
5. The vapor pressure of water in the carrier gas was not 
measured. Accordingly~ some reasonable value must 
be assigned to this parameter. 
From the data'on the larger saturator~ which device pro-
duced a vapor pressure some 1 mm under saturation (with re-
ference to the saturator bath temperature) it would seem 
likely that the vapor pressure of the gas from the smaller 
saturator would be even lower. One measurement of the vapor 
pressure was made (the saturator bath was at 19.0°C and the 
flow ~ liter/minute) and it was found to be 15.6 mm; satu-
ration would be 16.5 mm. The relatively high vapor pressure 
is undoubtedly due to the low flow rate, a condition not met 
in the actual experiments.-Accordingly, the results tabulated 
are calculated on· the basis of an assumed vapor pressur.e 
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taking into account the flow rate~ the length of time the 
chamber was flushed and the saturator bath temperature (since 
the carrier gas is more easily saturated at lower temperatures). 
It should be noted· that an error of ± ·1 mm in the vapor 
pressure results in only about 10% error in Scritical• 
The photographic resu4.ts are shown in Figures 19 and 20 
while the analysis of the data is given in Table 10. 
3A 
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5A 9A lOA 
I lA 12A 
13A 14A 
FIGURE- 19 
lOA . I lA 12A 13A 14A 
FIGURE 20 
TABLE 
Analysis of' Data 
Run# T °K Saturator Flushing Maximum 
. 1 Bath Temp- Time and Vapor 
erature i:b. Rate Pressure 
0 0~. :1,n mm. 
1A 296.2 18.5 15-97 
5 March 51 
3A 294.7 18~0 3 hrs 15.48 
14 March 51 1 lit/min 
4A 296 .. 2 18.0 1.5 hrs 15.48 
15 March 51 1.5 lit/miri 
5A 294-7 18.0 3 hrs 15.48 
15 March 51 3/4 lit/min 
9A 294.7 19.0 2t hrs 16.48 
19 March 51 1 lit/min 
lOA 294.3 18.8 2 hrs 16.27 
19 March 51 
11A 295.4 7.8 3t hrs 7·94 
19 March 51 3/4 lit/min 
l2A 295·7 7.0 4 hrs 7·51 
19 March 51 
13A 296.2 ·o.o 4.58 
20 March 51 
14A 296.7 0.0 4.58 
20 March 51 
10 
Runs lA - 14A 
* T °K P-(T2) Run# Probable .Number Distance relcri t) 2. Scrit Vapor of' ~ <.('(\.) in mm~ 
Pressure Pulses 
:1n mm. 
15.0 11.8 30.·84 1.318 265.0 2.48 4.14 1A 
14.5 3.2 31.11 1.32 263.6 2.22 4.44 3A 
beyond last 
14.0 11.3 32.30 1.332 264.0 2.29 4.09 4A 
14.6 1.9 32.55 1.338 ·. 262 .l 1.97 5.05 5A 
beyond last 
15.5 12.0 2.9 1.313 264.2 .2 .33 4.54 9A 
15.2 12.3 31.2 1.322 263.2 2.15 4.79 lOA 
7-5 7th f'rom46.15 
end (4.42) 1.478 
252.4 .89 4.91 11A 
7.0 5th f'rom 1 .. 498 251.3 .84 4.73 12A 
end 
4.58 20.5 5.50 1.59 245.8 .6 4.14 13A 
4.58 23.5 60.2 1 .. 622 244.2 .52 4.5 14A 
*When d~lO em, the densitometer traces were used. 
The photographic results were interpreted by enlarging 
the oscillograph and visually estimating the minimum number 
of pulses from the initial pulse to the 11 break11 which in-
dicated that condensate had appearedo In some cases, the 
counting was done from the last pulse backward to insure that 
no error would be made in locating the initial pulse. 
Having obtained this number of pulses~ the piston photo-
graph was used to obtain the expansion ratio at the point 
where the scattering began ( using a previous Boyle's Law 
calibration). The measurement of distance on the piston photo-
graph was carried out initially with a measuring microscop~ 
directly on the negative but later, densitometer traces were 
made of the negatives and a calibration in terms of distance 
on the densitometer record was used to compute r 9 • Both direct 
measurements and densitometer traces were used to check the 
calculations. 
The following:points are to be noted about the various 
runs: 
Run #3A- The pulse~ ended prior to the ubreak". The temporal 
similarity between the motion of the piston in Run #lA and 
#3A is striking; five lines superimpose exactly. Accordin.gly, 
the piston photograph of #lA was used to extrapolate that 
of tf3A. The extrapolation of the oscillograph is rigorously 
valid inasmuch as both the spacing of the pulses and the 
sweep of the oscilloscope are quite uniform'. 
Run #5A- Extrapolation of #5A had to be carried out in a 
simil~r fashion to #3A. Here, #4A was used as the model. 
Runs # llA. 12A- The 10 break1~ was obtained by counting back-
ward from the final pulse to ~voi_d any uncertainty in the 
initial pulse. The satur_ator bath temperature was changed 
between runs # lOA and llAo Accordingly, due to the short 
flushing time, the vapor pressure in the chamber for run #llA 
may be higher ~han the saturation vapor pressure. #12A should 
be more nearly normal. 
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Runs # 13A. 14A-. Since the saturator bath temperature was again 
lowered, preliminary flushing was necessary. The vapor pres-
sure for #l3A may be higher than saturation, with #14A 
being more nearly at the.saturation vapor pressure (at 0°0). 
The results are graphically illustrated in Figure 29 
along with those of other investigators. It appears that they 
~re essentially in agreement with previous results for con-
densation on ions (in the absence of an electric field). The 
discussion, however, will be deferred until all the results 
have been presented. 
b._Nucleation in the Presence of an Electric Field 
The next set of experiments was carried out with the 
electric field connected across the upper plate of the 
chamber,X,(Figure 7) and the lower brass plate,L. The piston 
makes electrical contact with_the piston chamber (and L) 
through ilhe mercury (C). Tl:le technique of· the m~asurement is 
that described pelow (s-ection 5d).* All the measurements were 
*The new m~thod of fixing the initial position of the piston 
necessitated a new calibrationo 
made at the same field strength~ 60 volts/em. 
The photographic data are shown in Figures 21 and 22 and 
the analysis is given in Table 11. 
In general~where two water vapor analyses were carried 
out~ the two results being denoted by #1 and #2~ the two 
flasks were in series at an exit port of the chamber~ with 
flask #2 being closer to.the chamber and probably represent-
ing more precisely the vapor pressure in the chamber for the 
particular experiment. When the results do not ag~ee, #1 
always yields a higher result. Use of the vapor pressure 
measured in #2 merely sets a lower limit on the calculated 
value of Scritical· 
The following comments are to be noted about.these runs: 
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1. The purification system was the same as that used in 
the earlier experiments (Line #1) for runs 19A to 29A 
except that a new cotton filter was inserted into the 
line before Run #19A as well as the new saturator 9 and 
the cotton filter was again replaced before Run #28A. 
Run #32A used line IX (Figure 23) as the purification 
scheme and Runs #33A and #35A used line IV (Figure 17). 
2. A new calibration was carried out for runs #33A and 
35A due to the long lapse of time between these runs 
and the previous calibration. A DC amplifier was 
added* in an attempt to increase the sharpness or 
.... Designed and built by C.Aker. Schematic is shown in Figure 24. 
19A 
22A 
·26A 
29A 
20A 
24A 
27A 
32A 
35A 
FIGURE 21 
21A 
25A 
28A 
33A 
19A 20A .21A 22A 24A 25A 26A 
. 
27A 28A 29A 32A 33A. 35A 
·FIGURE 22 
TABLE 
Analysis of' Data 
Run# 0 Saturator Flushing Measured T1 K ~ath Temp- Time and Vapor 
erature in Rate Pressure 
0 c., in mm. 
19A 295.,2 20.2 12 hrs 17.1 
30"May 51 
20A 295.0 20.3 7 hrs 17.,3 
31 May 51 1 .. 5 lit/min 
2lA 295.,5 20.3 5 hrs 16.6 
1 June 51 
22A 295·9 20o4 (1) 15.0 
5 June 51 1 lit/min (2) 15 .. 8 
24A 295-2 20.4 10 hrs 
7 June 51 1 lit/min 
25A 294.4 20 .. 35 l lit/min (1) 15.2 
9 June 51 (2) 13.1 
26A 295·8 20.5 5 hrs (1) 17.,5 
12 June 51 1 lit/min (2) 16.4 
27A 296 2-0 .. 5 8 hrs (1) 17.1 
13 June 51 1 lit/min (2) 16.5 
28A. 296.4 20.5 5 hrs 17~0 
16 June 51 1 lit/min 
29A 294.7 20.3 5 hrs (1) 17.6 
6 Aug 51 1 lit/min (2) 16 ·9 
32A 296.9 21.75 7 hrs 18.34 
10 Dec 51 1 .. 5 lit/min :r.o4 
33A 297.4 21.80 1 lit/min 15 .. 0 
20 Dec 51 ±.05 
35A 297.2 22.18 5 hrs 15.,2 
1 lit/min 
11 
Runs 19A - 35.A 
Probable Number Distance re T2oK :p_(T2) Scrit Run# Vapor o:f (Cf11,) 
Pressure Pulses 
1n mm. _,_ 
17.1 6 54.55 (5.254) 1.360 
260.8 1.78 6.00 19A 
17.3 6 55.00 (5.255) 
1.362 260.5 1.72 6.53 20A 
~ 
16 •. 6 (1}3 .25 4.9 1.34 262.6 (1)5.37 21A (2)5.75 1.40 ~58.0 (2)7-34 
15.B 10 6.15 1.425 256.5 1.24 7.80 22A 
8 .. .6 6l .. Q 1 .. 403 257·5 1.36 7·79 24A 
13.1 6 60.8 1 •. 400 (5.800) 257·9 
1.40 5·83 25A 
16.4 8 5.815 1.400 258.2 1.44 7.11 26A 
16.5 8 5.815 1.400 258.0 1.42 7-29 27A 
17.0 6 5.865 1.408 258.1 1.43 7.38 28A 
16.9 5.8 5.61 1.·388 258.2 1.44 7-40 29A 
18.34 261.6 6.25 32A 
15.0 (1)7.5 5.68 1.;375 261.5 5-10 33A (2)10.5 6.00 1.395 260.0 5-64 
15.2 6.6 6 .. 13 1 •. 405 259-3 6 .. 00 35A 
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the ubreak1.1 ; the 1P21 base was sealed in wax to re-
duce leakage between the plns (due to moisture) which 
might resuce the amplification factor of the tube. 
3. In Run #24~ the photomultiplier tube was a 931Ao 
4. Both in Run #2lA and #33A~ two breaks appear on the 
oscillograph. 
The first break is interpreted as due to an extraneous 
nucleus being activated, the resulting droplets falling into 
the region of observation. There is steady and very slight 
scattering for about 1/25 of a second before the main scat-
tering starts. This second break is interpreted as the phe-
nomenon of interest. This whole process may be analogous to 
the 11 double cloud" seen in the test chamber (see section 7b). 
The amount of water vapor removed by these extraneous 
nuclei is not known. The supersaturation has beem computed as 
if __ none were removed. The values of S at the second "break11 
are probably a little too high. 
The results are definitely not in agreement with the 
Volmer-Flood data but rather they seem to divide into two 
classes, one near the Wilson cloud limit and the other some-
what lower (Figure 29). 
c. The Volmer-Type Measurements 
In order to check the reliability of the photoelectric 
technique~ measurements were carried out using the classical 
technique: the gas and vapor are led into the chamber (which 
is flushed free of nuclei), the initial pressure (atmospheric) 
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and temperature noted and the expansion carried out. Obser-
vation was,visual~ the observer looking into the chamber (at 
right angles to the light ·beam) through the glass rings (R). 
The final pressure in the chamber, at the initialtemperature, 
was recorded and the ratio re= P1/P2 =V2/V1 obtained. 
The field strength in all of these runs was 90 volts/em 
rather than 60 volts/em, since there should be no dependence 
on field strength for truly spontaneous nucleation. 
To simplify the experimental procedure, the saturator 
. 
was thermostatted to :t 0.01 °C (by a Magneto-Set Thermoregu-
lator with a Sargent Zero-Current relay) and the flow fixed 
at 3/4 liter per minute. The bath temperature (21.3000) was 
monitored with a Beckman thermometer. This procedure yield~d 
a c~nstant vapor pressure of 17.8±0.05 mm (saturation would 
yield 18.94 mm). 
The purification system used was Line XI (Figure 18). 
The modified light source (microscope lamp) was used in 
these measurements. 
The results are given in Table 12 and graphically illus-
trated in Figure 25. From this figure~ it is clear that the 
minimum value of S above which condensation was unequivocally 
observed was 7•7 at 258.1°K. The range appears to be 
Scritical= 7·3=7·7 at a temperature of 258.6- 258.1°K. 
This result coincides exactly with the higher set of 
values obtained photoelectrically.(See Figure 29). 
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TABLE 12 
Analysis of Data Volmer-Type Measurements 
Test # T °K re T2°K Saturator Flushing STerminal Comment l Bath Temp- Time & 
erature °C Rate 
14 298 1.504 252.8 2.86 5 hrs 10.05 Cloud 
14 July 52 29.5 em 
15 297.6 1.442 256.8 2.86 6 hrs 8.38 Cloud 
14 July 52 30.0 em 
16 297.6 1.407 259·3 2.86 7 hrs 7.06 Few par-
14 July 52 30.0 em ticles after 
long time. 
18 297·3 1.421 258.1 ~-85 2 hrs 7.68 Cloud 
15 July 52 29.5 em 
17 297.4 1.431 257-4 2.85 9 hrs 8.00 Cloud 
15 July 52 30.0 em 
19 297-4 1.403 259.4 2.855 4 hrs 6.99 No cloud 
15 July 52 29.5 em 
20 297.8 1.430 257.8 2.855 5 hrs 7-75 Cloud 
15 July 52 29.5 em 
21 297·6 l.4ll 259.1 2 .. 855 7 hrs 7.14 No cloud 
15 Jul~ 52 28.0 em (2 observers) 
22 297·5 1.415 258 ·5 2.855 12 hrs 7.44 No cloud 
15 July 52 29.0 em (2 observers) 
23 297·5 1 .. 423 258.1 2.870 14 hrs 7.65 No cloud 
15 Juli) 52 29.0 em 
24 298.1 1.421 258.7 2.925 7.28 No cloud 
16 July 52 29.5 em 
25 297.0 1.427 257·4 2.9t5 >l hr 8.07 Cloud 
16 July 52 29.5 em 
26 297.4 1.425 258.2 2.86 3·5 hrs 7.60 Single drop-
17 July 29.5 em let was seen. 
TABLE 12 Continued 
Test # · T °K re T °K Saturator Flushing STerminal Comment 1 2 ., Bath Temp- Time & 
.erature oc Rate 
27 297·.6 1.444 256 ·7 2.875 6.5 hrs 8.46 Cloud* 
17 July 52 29.5 em 
28 298.0 1.423 258.5 2.89 12 hrs 7·39 Cloud 
17 Jul_y 52 2T.O em No f'ield! 
29 297.2 1 .• 421 258 .o 2.85 13 b.!>s 7.72 Cloud** 
17 July 52 29.5 em 
30 296.8 1.419 257.8 2.862 2·.5 hrs 7 •. 83 Cloud 
22 July 52 
31 298.2 l .. 425 2;>B .. :E 2.925 6 hrs 7 .. 30 *** Few particles 
.. 22 July 52 .30 •. 0 em 
32 297·5 1-375 261.7 2.93 2 hrs 6.04 No cloud 
23 July 52 29.0 C1Jl 
33 298.4 1.428 258.5 2.86 3 hrs 7-34 Cloud af'ter 
23 July 52 29.5 em long lag. 
34 296.6 1 .. 419 257-7 2.86 4·hrs 7.90 Cloud 
24 July 52 30.0 em 
35 297-0 1.424 257-6 2.87 13· hrs · 7.98 Cloud 
24 July 52 28.5 em 
36 296.6 1 .. 420 257 ·5 2,86 4 hrs 7·29 Cloud 
28 July 52 26.5 em 
37 297.1 1.431 257 .·1 2,856 2 hrs 8.21 Cloud 
28 July 52 28.3 em 
38 297 ·5 . 1.425 258.0 2.85 6.5 hrs 7.69 Cloud 
28 July 52 28.5 em 
39 296.8 1.409 258.4 2.855 10 hrs 7·55 Cloud-
28 July 52 30.0 em not dense 
* A new section of' CuO was moved into the oven. 
** Ovens of'f' bef'ore run. 
*** Introduced new CuO charge 
TABLE·l2 Continued 
Test # T °K re T °K Saturator Flushing STerminal Comment 1 2 ·. Bath Temp- Time & 
erature oc Rate 
40 297.4 1.413 258.7 2.865 2 hrs 7·a6 Few par-
29 July 52 27.5 em ticles af'-
ter long lag 
41 298.0 1.410 259·5 >2.90 8.5 hrs 6.94 No cloud 
31 July 52 29~5 em 
42 297.0 1.411 258.5 2.86 9-5 hrs 7·45 No cloud 
31 July 52 29.5 cin 
43 297.4 1.419 258.2 2.853 11.5 hrs 7.60 Few par-
31 July 52 28.5 em ticles af'ter 
long lag. 
44 297.0 1.418 258.0 2.93 6 hrs 7·74 Cloud 
1 Aug 52 27.5 em 
45 298.4 1.424 258.8 2.86 7 hrs 7.21 Definite 
1 Aug 52 28 .. 5 em cloud! 
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do Foreign Nucleation Studies 
The last set of' measurements was designed to test the 
validity of' the adiabatic assumption by e~amining a situation 
in which the supersaturation at the condensation point is 
knowno For unfiltered air1 -with nuclei which do not support 
supersaturation 9 Scritical= lo If' the intital vapor pressure 
of' water is known~ the value of S iti .1 ? assuming the · cr ca 
adiabatic law~ can be computedo 
To insure a plentiful supply of' nuclei NaCl smoke was 
introduced into the chamber in all b'ut the first two runso 
This introduced other complications which will be discussed 
belOWo 
The analysis flasks were placed so that the vapor pres-
sure of the gas ~tering the chamber and that of' the exit gas 
were measuredo This technique is superior to the previous one 
of' placing them in series at an exit port as the vapor pres-
sure limits are more clearly definedo The arrangement is 
shown in Figure 26o 
To allow an appreciable descent of' the piston to occur 
before condensation (to overco~ the lag of the mercury 
switch) a single 1 liter flask was used as the sa~urator re= 
sulting in a low partial pressure of water·o 
Run #Tl used an 18 liter carboy {half filled with an 
ice-water slush) as the saturator and the analysis flasks were 
in series at an exit porto Run #T9 used the 1 liter flask 
saturator but also used analysis_ flasks in serieso The 
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regular projection lamp provided the light sourceo Later 
experiments (';rl6 to ~23) used the microscope lamp assembly. 
For runs Tl6 to T 23 9 the NaCl nuclei~ generated from a 
hot pt wire~ were passed directly into the chamber. The total 
number of nuclei was varied by varying the time that the gen-
erator was on at red heat (after a 10 second warm-up~, Then~ 
the nuclei were flushed into the chamber for oneminute. The 
chamber was seal~d and the expansion carried out. 
The photographic results are given in Figure 27 and 28 
and the data is analysed in Table 13. 
The results divide into two classes: 
1. Without NaCl 9 using unfiltered compressed air and 
where very little NaCl was present~ giving rise to 
two 10 breaks 10 
-- . ~ 
S : l (for the second "break" ) 
2. When appreciable quantities of NaCl were pr~sent or 
for the first •.1breaku when small amounts of NaCl were 
present 
S = o75 - o90 
10. Discussion of the Experimental Technique 
The fundamental assumptions of the experimental tech-
nique are the following: 
~. The growth of nuclei to visible droplets occurs rap-
idly enough so that the piston does not move an ap-
preciable distance in the period from nucleation to 
the appearance of scattering. 
2. The process is adiabatic. 
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T9 . Tl6 Tl7 
Tl9 .T20 
T22 T23 
FIGURE 27 
TIS 
T4 
. 
T9 Tl6 Tl7 . TIS Tf9 
T20 T21 T22 T23 T 4 
FIGURE 28 
TABLE 
Analysis of' Data 
Run# Tl Carrier Gas; Measured Number 
Impurity ' Vapor of 
PressurE} Pulses 
"""-
T4 297·3 Compressed #l 5.80 3.82 
Air;Atmos. #2 4.32 
T9 II #1 .92 
#2 3.35 
5 
Tl6 296.6 N2 ;large .... 3.0 3.66 
amtt NaCl 
Tl7 298.2 N2;unknown 4.03 5-71 
am't NaCl 1:..03 
Tl8 297-9 N,2 ;very lit- 4 .. 09 9 
tle NaCl ±..03 
Tl91 296-7 N2; NaGl 3.97 6.57 
Tl92 
II 
generated 
for 45 sec 3.97 9-43 
T.20 300.2 N2; NaCl on 4.32 7·43 
f.or 78 sec. 
T21 296.1 N2;NaCl on 3.98 5.67 
f'or 111 sec. ±.02 
.T22 296.2 N2;NaCl on 4.5 5-57 
f'or 144 sec ±..1 
T231 296.2 N2; NaCl 3.45 7·57 
tl. 
generated 
T232 f'or 31 sec. 3.45 10 
l3 
Runs T4 - T23 
Distance repri t) ':r2 Vapor Scrit RUn# (ern.) Pressure 
at TZiat Cond. 
4.345 l.,290 267_.9 3.l0 3 .. 09 l.O T4 
5.l5 l.340 264.l 2.3l 2 .. 22 .97 T9 
4.55 l.305 266.4 2 ·76 2.06 ·75 Tl6 
4.03 l.27l 270.8 3.84 2.87 o75 Tl7 
4.90 l.328 265.8 2 .63. 2.75 l.05 Tl8 
4.0l l.266 2Q9 .8 3.57 2.85 .8l Tl9l 
4.80 l.320 265.3 2.53 2.68 l.06 Tl92 
4.5l lo30 270.2 3.67 3.,01 .,82 T20 
3.80 l.254 270.3 3·73 3.01 .78 T2l 
3.90 l.260 269.9 3·59 3.24 .90 T22 
4.54 1.304 266.l 2.69 2.37 .. 89 T23l 
5.10 1.340 263.2 2.l5 2.20 l.02 T232 
I 
I 
In a~ort to assess the validity of these hypotheses~ 
th~r-type measurements and the fOreign nucleation 
jY~dies were carried out. 
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/ In the Volmer-type measurements, the supersaturated 
1~ stat~s maintained for some period while the nuclei are allowed 
to grow. This occurs at the end of the expansion. The results 
were in exact agreement with those obtained with the photo-
electric method for the higher critical supersaturation ratio 
indicating !1.2. appreciable growth time was involved. Moreover~ 
the absence of the strobe pulses (which are quite rich in 
ultraviolet radiation) did not af.fect the upper limit. The 
glass effectively cuts off the undesirable radiation from 
the chamber. 
The studies with foreign.nuclei revealed the interesting 
behavior noted previously. The explanation of the observa-
tiona is clear. It has been reported tha NaCl particles, when 
exposed to a relative humidity of 78% Or above, (S >/' 0.78), 
grow rapidly into large droplets (5lb). Thus, when there is 
a high concentration of ~aCl present, the condensation occurs 
at S ~ .75 to .90. When ordinary unfiltered air is used, 
scritical is o97 and 1.00 as would·be expected if the adia-
batic law held -and the particles supported no supersaturation. 
When small amounts of NaCl are present~ in unfiltered 
N2 , two 
11 breaks 10 are observed. The first, small and steady, 
"" represents NaCl nucleation at S = .75 while the second re-
presents the much greater number of ordinary nuclei acting 
at S r;; 1.0~ S.ince we do not know how much vapor is removed by 
the NaCl in this case, the values o~ Scritical ~or the second 
11 breaku are maximum values. From the very slight scattering· 
at the ~irst ubreak11 , there is probably not too much re-
IJl.OVea. With large quantities o~ NaCl enough is removed to 
prevent any further nucleation .. It would seem that the adia-
bat~c hypothesis is valid for this system (barring any 
accidental compensation of error.s). 
The error in S due to errors in the measurement o~ T, 
Pi andre may be estimated according to the scheme outlined 
in section 8. 
The probable error in T1 is small, amounting at most to 
1: 0.2°; the resulting error in S is negligible ( N 210 while 
the error in T2 is about 0~2° ( N .1%) .. 
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The error in re.may be estimated in the ~ollowing manner: 
the strobe pulses app~ar in the piston photograph with a 
spacing of approximately 0.25 em. The determination of the 
location of the. oscillograph 11 break11 is definitely within 
one-half a pulse intermal and hence the piston distance. is in 
error by no more than~ 0.13 em. Since re is of the form 
r ~ 1 + ·9h/13 e 
then l-6\e.\ ~ (·91\'3 )lA\, I 
• This leads to an error in 
the computed value of Scritical of about 7%; the error in 
T2 is about 0.80 (,...., .3%). 
The total error in S critical due to err0rs .. ~ T1 and 
re is then only about 10%; the error in T2 is large~ amount-
ing to to6°o Note that the errors in T1 andre alter both 
S and T2 o 
Errors in Pi? which alter only Scritical~ are not as 
easily computedo For the early runs 9 lA - 14A 9 where no meas= 
urement was made 9 it is not likely that the error in Pi is 
greater than± 1 mmo which implies- 2Q% error in scriticalo 
To illustrate the reason for this 1 the vapor pressure neces-
sary so that at the computed final temperature, the results 
would coincide exactly with the results of Pound (for nuclea-
tion on ions) has been calculated (Table 14)o It is clear that 
the errors in assumed vapor pressure need not be too large to 
allow the measurements to give exact agreemento 
For the later runs, where measurements of the vapor pres-
sure were made 1 the errors can be assessed a little more 
adequatelyo In particular, the measurements indicate that with 
the larger saturator~ significant variations from saturation 
are observed indicating that the assumed values for the vapor 
pressure in the earlier work may be too high (at the high bath 
temperatures in any event)o This agrees with the calculation 
shown in Table l4o 
In runs 19A to 36A, the error is probably not more than 
1 mm, or about 10% in Scriticalo 
In the Volmer-type measurements, the error due to un-
certainty in pi is probably not more than 0.1 mm, a negligible 
error in Scritical o (The error in re=- o002) o 
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TABLE 14 
Estimated Vapor Pressure Errors 
Run # Assumed Pressure Pressure Error* 
lA 15 .o mm + 0.5mm 
3A 14.5 + 'G..m 
4A 14 .. 0 o.o 
5A 14.6 + 2.6 
9A 15.5 -4- 1.5 
lOA 15.2 +L.7 
llA 7 ~.5 -+ 0.4 
l2A 7.0 o.o 
13A 4.6 -0.9 
14A 4 .. 5 -0.5 
* The error is estimate~ by subtracting the assumed 
vapor pressure from the pressure computed to c~use 
the experimental data to agree with that of Pound. 
The foreign nucleation studies seem to indicate a fairly 
consistent saturation, with an error no greater than 0.5 mm, 
with a resulting error in Scritical of about 10%. 
In summary: 
Runs Total Error in Scritical Error in T2 
lA ~· 14A. i- 3Cf'/o .:1" 10 
19A.- 34A "'20%. 1 1° 
Volmer-type "' 5% ±.5o 
measurements 
j- 10 Tl - T 23 ,.. 2o% 
These are maximum errors. The actual location of the 
11 break1\ which determines re, is probably better than one-
half a pulse interval; the error in pi is also very likely 
smaller. 
11. Discussion of Results 
.Since this research was initiated there have been two 
other reported investigations of the spontaneous nucleation 
of water vapor. 
Pound (33), using an apparatus very similar to that of 
Sander and Damkohler, has carried out an extensive series of 
measurements in various carrier gases over a very wide temp-
erature range. The results at the higher temperatures (in 
which our own work was performed)are summarized below. (See 
Figure 29). 
1. The critical supersa~uration ratio for condensation 
in the absence of· an electric field, using air,. o2 
and N2 as carrier gases, is virtually identical with 
the Volmer-Flood results for the similar situation. 
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2o In the presence of an electric field the critical 
limit obtained in o2 and air is virtually the same 
as that found by Volmer ~nd Floodo* 
3 o For N2.~ there is a distinct and appreciable elevation 
of the critical supersaturation ratio in the presence 
of an electric fieldo 
4o Ver.y recently (59c)~ using H2 as a carrier gas 9 in the 
I 
presence of an electric field 9 the results for water 
vapor were found to be virtually those found by 
Wilson and Powello 
This last result is very striking~ 
Pound at first interpreted these results as due to the 
variable content of ions in the various-carrier gases 9 in-
creasing from H2 through N2 being highest in 02 o ~ilson and 
Andren expressed similar views to account for the anomalous 
behavior of H2 (in which no ion limit could be found)o In a 
more recent report (59d)~ Pound considers either that the 
_characteristics of the energy transfer in H2 are sufficiently 
di_:t:ferent to effect the change or that the presence of per-
manent dipoles in the other gases heterogeneously nucleate 
the water vaporo He does not elaborate on these arg~entso 
Pollerman (58) and Rathje and Stranski (65) using a 
*A very early report (59b) failed to confirm the Volmer-Flood 
data with air but insertion of an extra three foot section 
·of cotton filter into the purification system raised the ob-
served critical supersaturation ratios to those observed by 
Volmer and Floodo, This is a striking illustration of·the 
need to examine results carefullyo 
chamber devised by Pollerman (Figure lh) have reported con-
firmation of the Volmer theory for spontaneous nucleation and 
for condensation on negative ions (though for ions the sit-
uation is somewhat uncertain as one experimental point must 
be used to correlate the theory ·With the other experimental 
points). The results are shown in Figure 3a. 
The situation has clearly not been settled by either of 
these investigators though the work of Pound (and essentially 
Wilson and Andren) sheds light on the situation. 
The results obtained in this research may be classified 
as· f'ollows: 
1. Without an electric field 9 the critical supersatu= 
ration ratios for H2o (in N2 ) appear to agree with 
the earlier results for nucleation on ions. 
2. In the presence of an electric field 9 the results 
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seem to divide randomly into two groups. The lower 
group of critical supersaturation ratios centers around 
the results obtained by Pound using N2 while the higher 
group centers around the Wilson cloud limit, ob-
tained by Pound using H2o 
3 o The Volmer-type measurements yield the higher value 
(though they were carried out at a higher field 
strength than the photoelectric measurements). An 
interesting point is that not once at these high 
supersaturations were the very dense clouds observed 
which are described by earlier investigators. 
• 
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The experimetJhal facts which must be correlated are the 
following: 
1. The existence of nuclei effective in the range 1.25 
~ re ~ 1.38 which are few but nearly constant in 
n,umber~ which do not exist in freshly prepared hydro-
£en~ and which are not affected by a field of 400 volts/ 
em (in air) (Wilson and Andren)o 
2o The data of Volmer and Flood indicating that spon-
taneous nucleation occurs below-the positive "ion 
limit set by Wilsono 
3. Assuming Andren's data are correct~ the failure of 
the number of observed droplets to change very sharp= 
ly with supersaturation in the re.gion denoted by 
Volmer and Flood for the occurrence of spontaneous 
nucleation as would be predicted by theory" 
4. The dependence of the number of observed droplets~ in 
_the presence.of the same electric field 9 upon the 
intensity of the ionizing ~ource (Andren). 
5. The internal consistency of any given set of data. 
6. The influence of the various carrier gases (o2 ~N2 P 
H29 air)· on the process (Pound 9 Wilson). 
7o The results of this research indicating that either 
result obtained by_ Pound (in N2 or H2) can be ob-
tained using N2 alone. 
8. The almost universal agreement on the data for the 
(negative) ion limito 
9 o The role of reevaporation nuc.lei o 
It must be clearly recognized that a major part of the 
disagreement lies in the specific criterion of condensation 
taken by various investigators .• Whether 1 droplet/cc or '~defi­
nite cloud•o is used to define condensation actually seems to 
make a differenceo Theory indicates that suqh should not be 
the case; calculat.ions for water vapor indicate a 2a{o dif-
ference in.Scritical for a difference in I* of l06g Clearly~ 
this range must include all criteria employed yet the experi= 
mental discrepancies are much greater (tv 60=7afo) o 
The 1~1 correspondence between nuclei formed and droplets 
observed has been tacitly assumed. There have been two 
' . 
numerical investigations of this problem 1 based upon quite 
different concepts. ~arnar~ (5) has considered the problem 
as one in which the actual integral of I* over time must be 
computed where the time dependent parameter is the terminal 
temperature reached by the expanded gas. For this functiong 
the analysis of Williams (81) was employedo The author ob-
tained as a typical result for water 
tl -'2. (Y)2. 
No -::. \0 Io s 
where I 0 is the initial rate of drop formation~ N0 is the 
number of dropleis observed. 
Further corrections were introduced to take account of 
the finite time of.expansion and tq.~ probable failure to 
attain the theoreticai (adiabatic) terminal temperature. The 
value of N0 then appears to be somewhat lower. It does not 
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account for the 6Q% experimental discrepancyo 
Mason (5la) n~s attempted to shoW by calculation hoW 
the data of Frey may be explainedo ije considers the expansion 
to proceed stepwise~ at each step (in~ V) taking account of 
the vapor removed and the heat of condensation liberatedo 
The calculationi howeverj involves a knowledge of the rate of 
growth of nuclei - a difficult approximation to evaluateo The 
agreement is onl_y g_ualitiative and sheds little light ,.o~ the 
situationo 
There is no criterion which is clearly valido Any dis= 
cussions of the various criteria can be meaningful only when 
a decision as to the spontaneity of the process can be madeo 
The presence.of impurity renders any definition or criterion 
of condensation quite useless. 
The correlation of most of these results is possible on 
the basis of the following hypothesis: the discordant experi-
mental findings result not from the inherently ionized nature 
of the carrier gas alone but. from the efficiency with which 
any given piece of apparatus is able to remove ions from the 
chamber. 
Ions are continuously being formed.in any piece of ap-
paratus even when a field is applied. A..s·pointed out earlier~ 
in llJ.OSt chamb~rs (except those of San¢i,er and Damkohler 9 _Pound 9 
and the chamber used in this research) where a clearing field 
is used$ field-free spaces exist inside the chamber with the 
consequent possibility of ions entering the region of obser-
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vation.* The average number of ions per cc formed in field-
free space is large (~103 ) compared to the number existing 
in the region of the field. Hence)relatively large numbers 
may be pulled into' this region. If these ions are not all 
removed 9 spurious results will be obtained. 
The observation by Andren on the influence of various 
field strengths on artificially and naturally ionized air is 
striking evidence for the failure of a strong field of this 
type to remove all the ions present., 
If this is true 9 the results become meaningfulo The in= 
ability of Wilson to affect the number density in the range 
< 1.25 ' r ~ 1.38 is simply due to the small but constant num-
e 
ber of ions which were not removed·by the field. There is no 
need to postulate the production of ions by the expansion. 
The internal consistency of any set of data is due to 
.. 
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the constant average behavior of the apparatus in yielding ions. 
The failure of the nucleation frequency to rise sharply 
with almost 7o% change in supersaturation,as indicated by 
Andren and. Wilson in the range 1.25 ~ re ~ 1.3B,is in sharp 
contrast with the predictions of the theory of spontaneous 
nucleatioh. It does occur at the Wilson limit (where no at-
tempt was made to remove ions). 
The Volmer~Flood results probably represent hetero-
* See section 3. 
geneous nucleation on ions* since they fall below the po,si tive 
ion limit (and below the cloud limit) but above the negative 
ion limit. The data of Frey, in which artificial ionization 
was used to purify the gas 1 may be extrapolated to yield the 
V9lmer-Flood data. 
The variation in behavior due to carrier gas and the 
uanomolous" behavior of ~ can be explained as due to the 
varying numbers of ions in·the H29 029 and N2 as Pound origin-
ally suggested. In chambers in which clearing of ions is in-
e:f:ficient1 the gas with the lowest ion content will yield 
the highest value of S critical (:for a given criterion). When 
the clearing field is e:fficient 9 it makes no difference.** 
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The very inhomogeneous field used by Pound may not be efficient. 
The failure to observe the-very dense clouds at or near 
the cloud limit in this research cannot be explained unless 
it is assumed that the field was not fully efficient and that 
the true spontaneous limit had not yet been reached. 
The sporadic occurrence of values around the positive 
ion limit may be due to the rando~ occurrence of ionic 
impurity. The Volmer-type measurements at the higher :field 
strength yielded the higher ratio; random occurrence of low-
er effective ratios would not be observed due to the short 
range of supersaturation studied. 
* This has been suggested by Pound. 
** Crude theory shows that Sgritical should decrease with 
increasing ion cont.ent (7 aJ. 
For the reasons given above~ the decision as to which 
condensation c.riterion is valid becomes somewhat obscure and 
vagueo 
One can only say that the Bec~er-Doring theory in the 
present quantitative form (including the use of I*= 1 as 
the conde~sation criterion) is not correeto There are many 
sources of error~ s.ome of which have been mentioned; others 
will be mentioned in the following chaptero 
One interesting point may be noted: the growth of the 
particles is-certainly not instantaneous (on a time scale of 
1/50 second observational intervals) as judged from the oscil~ 
lographso That this is not an artifact of the electronics 
(high frequency cutoff) is clear else the strobe pulses would 
not have passed undistortedo It may even be possible to ob= 
tain information on the growth law since the intensity fol= 
lows a law like (80) 
I-= intensity of sea ttered light 
n: number density of particles 
r::: mean radius 
~:; coefficient depending upon relative value of r and wave= 
length of light 
K =: constant 
though this would have to be examined carefullyo 
12o Suggestions for Further Work 
The lack of a reliable purification system is clearly a 
definite deficiency for spontaneous nucleation studies and 
even for foreign nucleation studies with specific nucleio 
Until such a system is produced-- and a method of establishing 
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purity found, studies such as these will always be subject to 
questiono 
'rhe chamber desori'bed.previously oa.n be improved in 
several ways and these will 'be outline~efore desori'bins the 
suggested plan or attaok on the nucleation problemg 
lg ~he observation of scattering should not be made at 
90° but at some rorward angle where the scattering 
is more intense for smaller particles (83c)o 
2o The light source should. be modulated. _to s~mplif'y the 
electronic components (permitting AO amplifiers to 
be used) and allowing noise red.uotion to be more 
easily carried out. 
34 In order to see more of the beam, the observing lens 
or the phototube should be a wide angle lens. This 
wi~l also provide a mor~ intense signal. 
49 The minimum size and concentration of particles de-
tectable by the optical setup should be determined by 
calibration with h:Ol,Ilogeneoue aerosols., 
5q The descent of the_pisto.n may be followed electricall~ 
by placing a reeistance~w_ire on the aide of the pis-
ton and calibratin~ the,resistance of the wire (due 
to that portion above the Hg) against expansion ratio., 
The initial position can then be fixed electricallyQ 
A function of this resi'stance may then be displayed 
on the oscillograph on one axis (say the y axis) while 
the phototube output is displayed on the x axiso The 
Hg switch will also be eliminated as the sweep can me 
set to trigger at a given resistanceo 
6o Alternatively the piston roof and Eg surface may be 
caused to act as plat.es of a capacitor and the var-
iable capacity related to piston height. 
Once the chamber is in good operating condition the hypo-
thesis outlined above is capable of experimental test. It 
merely involves placing electrodes ·inside the chamber in 
' various positions and using various field strengths. If the 
hypothesis is correct?· electrode systems such as shown below 
should not allow the attainment of the high supersaturations 
previously obtained. 
The testing of various carrier gases, with these modi-
fications? should prove of great interst. In particular, the 
results with~ should be the~ irrespective of the elec-
trode scheme while those.with N2 should definitely depend 
upon the location of the electrodes and the field strength. 
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IV. T'HE THEORY OF NUCLEATION 
1. Introduction 
It has been pointed out that the experimental observation 
represents an integrated process of nucleation followed by 
gTowth. To facilitate the theoretical development, these pro-
ceases must be separated. The usual assumption asserts that 
the nuclei grow instantaneously-to v;isible droplets and, con-
sequently, the-theory has centered about the calculation of 
the rate of development of·nuclei which are capable of growth. 
In the following sections 1 .the relevant thermodynamic 
I 
background Will be reviewed and the theory will be presented 
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in its most refined mathema~ical form, that due to Frenkel (22b). 
This will be followed by a detailed analysis in which the con-
ceptual weaknesses of the theory will be reviewed as well as 
a new analysis of the fundamental thermodynamic postulate. 
Various other proposa~s to modify the theory will be 
examined. 
2. Thermodynamics of Surfaces 
The usual treatment of systems in which a new state 
variable is to be consider~d c·onsists in the ,inclusion in the 
fundamental equation of the relevant variable in the form of 
its work term. For systems- involving non-homogeneous inter-
-
faces, this is not a valid procedure when the details of the 
interface are relevant 9 since the usual equations are de-
veloped for strictly homogeneous phases with geomet~ically 
sharp boundaries. However, a device, due to Gibbs (27a) en-
ables one to treat :aueh syst'eme a. 
Consider a two phase system, separated by some non-homo-
geneous interfape .. Let there he- passed through the non-homo-
.. 
geneous region a dividing surface* ·~.s~milarly situated with 
.. 
respect to the eondi tion of adjacent mattert~ (27a) .. Consider 
the matter on either side of the d .. s .. to be homogeneous 
ri_ght up_ to the d .. s .. The interface cha~acterized by the d .. s .. 
can now be defined precisely by ~its geometric.al parameters, ' 
the surface area,A, and the principal radil of' curvature, cl 
and c2 • 
i'· 
Gibbs then writes for .. the total internal 
... 
energy, UT, (27e) 
-~ ~ ., 
lJ.r-:: U1 (.S1> V,., N.) + U2. (S2.., Vz., N~) + U'5 (Ss, Ns,A,c.> C1.) 
where u1 ~u2 : energy of phase 1 and 2 assuming them homogeneous 
right up to the doSo 
Us - a correction term which may be positive .2.!: neg-
ative and to which.is assigned the dependence of 
energy on A, C19 c2 as well as the cor.rection terms Ss ,N s. · · ·. ..· ... 
Equation (4 .. 1) essentially defines Us; other extensive 
~ '. ~ ' 
quantities, S~ and Ns 1 are ~imil~rly defined .. 
In differential form, •'·the fundamental equation may be 
written (27f) 
dUr =: id ST -l',dV, ~~'l.d\l;r + p..dt-.tT,+ <rdl\ + e,~c. + e~ <icz. 
where the equilibrium condi t.ions (27g) 
. 
l 
have been usedo 
* D~n.oted in the following by d .. s .. 
(4 .. 2) 
(4 .. 3) 
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From this relation, the further condl.tion of equilibrium 
[) t> - tT" r c. + c.').) + e, de., + 92. de~ 
r'2. - r, - " ~ t d V d V . (4.4) 
is obtainedo-*It is essentially a generalized Kelvin relation(ll). 
Gibbs now chooses to locate the d9s. (which up to now has 
had an arbitrary location) by choosing e\ -\- ~ = 0 
and assuming el- e, =0 
(the latter condition being satisfied by a spherical inter-
face). 
The usual Kelvin relation results:. 
p"2.- p\ ::: a- ( c, + CL.) 
- 2..G'"" 
-·-,=-
for sphe_rical interfaces. (2 .3) 
Thas _thermodynamic criterion of equilibrium for the 
particular surface, defined ]2y_ a, + 92. :: 0 is the same as 
the qondi ti.on .. of mechan_ical equilibrium defined by the Kelvin 
law, and hence, the quantity <r may be identified with the 
mechanical macroscopic surface tension obtainable e')(peri-
mentally by application of the Kelvin law ( or relations 
based upon similar considerations regarding the quantity cr 
as a mechanical parameter)~ 
For .this _surfaee,known as the Surface of Tension, the 
work of formation of a spherical segment of the new phase is 
(l/3) CTA. 
Thus~ 
Uvo.,or = u' :: \C:,,.-+ ~NT - p\ ( v\ + Vl.) 
U~ r\uS t'Awt~c;t:. \/: TS,. + J.l"-l,. - 'P,\f\- p._ \11. + (j"A. 
Therefore 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
= <tfi :for a sph~rical segment (4.12) 
3 
If' one c.onsiders the interface to be planar, the term,s 
e, and e2. do not appear and it is then possible to define an-
other dividing surface. From the Gibbs-Duhem relation~ :for 
; ' . ' 
a one component system (27i) 
~ · . P =- N-s/A 
d. 'T = - ~ d 1' - r d p. w~Ql'e. ~s e ~s/A 
If' one sets " = 0 to d,e:fine the su_r:fac_e (. called the ," r :::. 0 " 
surf'ace), d.~=- ~"Sd '\' 
d.o/dT :: - ss (4.14) 
which is a :form of' the Gibbs adsorption equation. It is valid 
:for other planar surfaces in addition to the f'::: 0 surf'ace 
since ~ is rigorously independent of' the location of' the 
planar ·· d • s • ( 27 j ) • 
same 
This 
The :fundamental equation :for the P::o ~ur:race takes the 
:form as :Equation (4.2_~_ except that 
Ni' :::: N, + N~ 
Ns :0 (4.15) 
equation does not admit of' an integrated :form due to 
the presence of' the intensive parameters ~l and c2 and hence 
' 
a Gibbs-Duhem relation does not·result :from an application 
of' Euler's Theorem. 
3. The Frenkel Theory 
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The class.ical theory of' nucleation, in the :form developed 
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by Frenkel (22b) and Zeldowitch (84b) is based upon the concept 
of the heterophase fluctuation (22a). Frenkel considers that 
fluctuations in density in the vapor phase are sufficiently 
great as to lead to the formation of fragments of the liquid 
phase (spherical liquid droplets.> and that an equilibrium dis-
tribution of these fragments exists in both the unsaturated 
and supersaturated vapor (within a. certain range.). 
To illustrate the nature of this phenomenon, it is in-
structive to examine the equilibrium condition of a. system 
composed of a. single liquid droplet and a large mass of sur-
rounding vapor~ The most conv:enient procedure is to examine 
the relevant thermodynamic potential. In particular, the dif-
ference in thermodynamic potential betw.een the system in 
which all the molecules are in the vapor state and that in 
which a given number have condensed to form a liquid droplet 
(the rest remaining in the vapor), subject to the proper con-
stra.ints3 yields the work of formation of such a. droplet. The 
formulation as given by Frenkel will be presented here but it 
should be noted that it represents an approximation, the 
validity of which will later be examined (section 4). 
The fundamental assumption of the Frenkel theory is the 
expression of the thermodynamic potential, i , of the system 
vapor plus droplet in the form 
where 
~.~number of vapor molecules 
t-11., number of molecules in the droplet 
P.c '::: chemical potential Per molecule in the vapor 
phase at pressure p1 
(4.16) 
)A-z~chemical potential per molecule in the liquid 
phase at pressure p1 t":::: radius of the droplet 
q-~ bulk surface tension of the liquid 
Frenkel assumes that the Gibbs free energy of the drop-
let can oe expressed as the Gibbs free energy that the liqui.d 
molecules would have were they present at the pressure out-
side ~he droplet (since from the Kelvin law 1 the pressure 
inside the droplet is larger) plus a contribution from the 
surface 1 to the free energy; of O""Ao 
Since ~ is identified with a Gibbs free energy !1 the 
condition of equilibrium is given by 
(cS~)T>Pt., l•h : O 
from which may be derived 
J..l, lY,,T) = ~~ (.,,l>1') + '2.~~1. (4.18) 
where r* = the radius of the droplet in equilibrium with the 
-
vapor and '1-a = partial molecular volume of the liquid 
phase (assumed incompressible). 
Further examination of the function ~ reveals that the 
condition given by (4.17) leads to a maximum value of ~ 
rather than a minimum and hence represents an unstable . 
equilibrium. 
To illustrate this more clearly, consider the reversible 
work of formation of the droplet: 
.6~:: (~- ~0 )T, P,) NT (4.19) 
where ~0 ~ Thermodynamic potential of vapor 
Ll~ ~ (N, -\-~~))l,tT,)T)- N,p,tt,,i)-N1.~\.l\)1,T) (4.20) 
- 4lft'"2.~ 
-= tJJ.-a -)A,) Nl. • 4Tir1.a-
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_~hi_s is vali9. f'or any v.alp.e of r. There is~ ~owever ~ only 
~ value of r for which ( jl"L- P.1 ) is known ( and for which 
<r is d,eflned) _and that is giy,en by equation (4_.18) .•. Sub-
stl tution into equation (4 •. 20) yields for. r: r.* 
~~ • ::. 4\nc:r t- ~ ~~~ ~ r* 2 I (4o2l) 
. -·~ . .. . 
':. (4~) T{ r* ~\r = <tJ . (~.22) 
i.n agreement with the value found previously from the exact 
analysis (Equation 4.12). 
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If one examines the behav_i_or o.f A~ away . .from equilibrium~ 
. ·,,. 
e.~.rtai!l qualitatively-: useful features emerge. Thus, let the. 
vapor be. unsaturated? i .~. )J.l ~ ;, . Th~ function-~~ is th~n 
alw~ys po~i ti ve and henee there is no possi bi.li ty of. ev.er 
spontaneously forming a dr?.plet ~rom t.he v_apor. When the vapor 
is supersatui'ated~ Jl, > )l.,. and the function ~~ passes 
tb,rough a maximuma T,o se~a_ tlJ.is, i;nsert (4.18) i~to (4.20) 
to <;)btain 
(4.23) 
. . ·.• . ~'· .. : . 
This function passes through a maximum at r = r~ (wh~re 
. -~~:: 'i ri'A } . T1lis is. illustrate:d i,n Fig~r~ 3~ where Ag? 
is sketched as a :f'.un.ction of r. (Note. that ~is qnly really 
de;fin~d at r:: r*~ an equili br?;um poin:t; anyw~E?r.'e els_~ it is 
•• <! 
~ot tP,ermodynamically d.efi.nable as. the system is not in 
; -. ;, :. .... . ' .· . - . . .. . 
. . 
equilf:brium.Qualitati.v~ly though, it is useft+l. ~o consider 
this depen~ence on r). 
It is clear that forir:(r*, 4i is positive .. Such drop-
lets callecLembryos, oann()t_ arise in a spontaneous fashion. 
, . ' ' .. 
' .. 
. ·. t . ' 
·.h. ep· :: . 
'' .' o ~· ' :·' ' ' I 
.... 
'· . . . ·I . ; ·. 
. . ' . . . 
. ... ··• : ...... · .. , '' · ..... ' '" ' ·. ': 
• . I 
·I. 
'• .' ·. ' ., . . . 
I .. 
I. . 
REVERSIBLE ·WORK OF. FOR.MATION OF A NUCLEUS · 
FIGURE · 30 
When r. ~ r* the droplet can grow with a _deorease in A~ , . a 
possible spontaneous prpcess. The point t:' = r.* represents a 
condition where the drop can either grow o.r decay spontaneously • 
. · - ' . - . ~ . . . . ' •· . . ' ·... . . .. -·· . . . . -
~he droplet of' radius r::: r*;, i.s called a nuc.l.eus. (pr cri :ti.cal 
. ,... . ''· 
nucle\ls). 
,Tp.e .connecti.on with tb,e s~pe~':l.a:turation phenomenon _is 
clear. By a fluctuation p~oces~,. embryos ~rise and grow up to 
become nuclei. Once in this latter condition, :further growth 
cap. proc~ed spontan~ously ~. ];n a .sense~· ,the 9-u~nti~~ (4 i >rc:r* 
-. j;' . 
is an '1activat1.on ene.rgy" :'for the spontaneous conversion of' 
. . . '"' . . . :' -~ . . . . 
~ '•# •• •• - "' • 
vapor to a droplet!. I:t api~es · ~hro_ugh the introduction ot the_ 
r . -,~. . . ; .. • : I ·. '' • ' ·. ' . . . • • ; • '. : . ' ., ' ·. . ~-.; 
quantit_y ~ ~ t;he surface': ~ens±on, which is' important when 
the dimensions of the· phase ar>e su.ch that th~ surface con-
tril:n~ .. tion cannot .be neglected. 'The rate o::( .formation of nuclei 
• . .. : ' _- . • - .. 1 . • . . ~ ,; • :..: • - • __ ; • ' • 
represents, ~heD:, t}le_·r,ate determin~ng step in the kinetic 
. -· p:p~c~ss o:f the tr~nsfo~m~y~~n (by analogy w~ th o~~inary 
chemical kine~;cs) .• ~ .. 
. . - '• 
Having briefly in~~od~~e¢1. the relevant c.pncepts, the 
,•, .. , . .: .'. :~_ ;, '-> " :t ,· 
determinatio~ of the embryo di~_tribution can· now qe carri_e_d 
,.. . ,~~,-~ ~ 
out_. According to the :lfre.tike+· Hy;p.9thesis_, a sp~c:tr.um o,t 
; :. .. r: . . . . , , ~- -·. :: , ~ .. 
embryos exist ~n :the vapor phase 9 arising through fluc~uations. 
' • • : ' • r.: ' It •' .' ; ' • '· ~ ', • ' •' ~ .. 
. l 
The analysis·'· howe_ver, accords to embryos of ~~1 s.iz.es, 
,J ... 
equilibrium properties" The rationalization,. of· this pro.cecJ.ure 
·.. ·-~- :: .._.. . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ -~=·· 
is simply that only one size of droplet 9 the nucleus, is 
.. 
!,>. 
'. ~- . 
. .... , 
important and one nev.er need know the actual distribution of· 
embryosp In a sense, t'b.e analysis is really based upon the 
; . 1 
fluctuation theory as proposed by Einsteino 
To carry out this program~ one assumes that the various 
sized embryos form an ideal dilute solution in the "solvent" 
of single vapor molecules, each embryo of a given size being 
one of the types of solute o · (Spherical embryos are assumed) o 
Let n(x) be the number of embryos of a given size,x 9 
with a chemical potential }Ax per embryo. If ~1 is the chem-
ical potential of the gas~ per molecule 9 the thermodynamic 
potential of the system9! 9 may be written: 
. ~:l\,}", +~ noc)Jl.~t. +~Tl'f\,~~ + ~n\X)~wJ (4.24) 
where 
(The last two terms in (4.24) arise explicitly when one 
chooses to regard )J.t and )A..-x as functions of the total pres-
sure, p1 ) o 
The equilibrium condition 1 Equation (4.17), coupled with 
the conservation condition 
leads to. 
&-tJ,. =- o-wl "'"~ )(.~(\ex) = o )( 
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It has been noted that the Frenkel approximation regards 
~xas composed of an intrinsic chemical potential the material 
would have if it existed at the pressure outside the droplet 
plus a surface term and hence 
}J..x. :X}J-2 (.~,,T) + 41\t~tr (4.28) 
or in terms of the number of molecules ~x, since 4~r' e. X ~l. , 
}t ~ ~ X )lz. + ol "'-"J.J., where o{: ~11"0" lv~ \lf )"3 ( 4. 29) 
Equation (4.27) may then be written 
06<) = r" ~ -~, [ x~:a.- ).l,) -+ 0( x~] 
It is interesting to note the following facts: 
1. For an unsaturated state ( }J--2. ~)l,) the quantity n(x) 
goes exponentially to zero as x increases. For a 
supersaturated state 9 n(x) goes through a minimum 
defined by 
r d n<."')1 . = o l d..')( ><e. x* 
This leads directly to Equation (4.18) 
,, ... A = ~ o< ~ -•t, = '2.G' ").. 
,., \ ~ . ,,. 
which relation defines what has been previously called the 
nucleus. The least probable embryo is the nucleus (85). 
Thus, 
2. The exponent is equal to <r% for the nu·cleus. 
3. For the supersaturated vapor 9 one must not allow any 
arbitrary sized droplet to appear in the system (7b). 
t-.l T ~ Z ><. t\UC) + "'t ~ C..O'r'\-.+~'C\-\- ( 4. 32) X . 
but ~ X. n tJt) diverges badly once the nucleus size x* is 
)( 
passed and hence 9 to retain the validity of the expression 
for the conse,rvation of the total number of particles, there 
must be a cutoff at or slightlY; beyond x*. This is essentially 
where growth is separated·from·nucleation and this internal 
constraint keeps the metastable state from collapsing! There 
is no convergence problem for an unsaturated vapor. 
4. The expression for n(x) may be written in a form in-
volving the measurable variables when }J.'l.-Jlr is 
expressed in terms of pressure and temperature. 
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For an ideal gas 
Jl, l'?,)\) :: }J.,0 1- "'' lM \) 1 (4.33) 
For liquid-vapor equilibrium ~ t thepa tura tion pres sure, p oo ~ 
}J.-a.l\>co,\) = JA, l?oo;T) (4.34) 
Since the liquid is nearly incompressible 
hence 
J!l.- JA t -= ~ T \M ~ ~ '2.<l'":l. 
f, ' 
(4.36) 
(4.30) combined with (4~36) yields 
1\LlC) =- n, e.'lt\'- *,.. l J<. ~on 1.. V, + ocx11a] 
The quantity n(x*) is given by ~ 
nOt*)= n, e~ --k,..l t.,~,..~., ?~)2] 
since x* (defined by (4.31)) is given by 
• 8ol~/ '3 
X = /z1(\,(T ~ Pfvce) 
4. The Rate Theory 
Tbe quantity of interest is the rate of passage of em-
bryos through the nuclear size in a given volume at a given 
pressure and temperature since,(a) nuclei are capable of 
spontaneous growth and (b) the observed droplets have been 
j 
assumed to arise in a 1:1 fashion from the nuclei. The treat-
'I 
ment below is essentially:.that of Zeldowich though originally 
formulated and solved by Becker and Dorins. 
Let_Sx be the surface area of an embryo of size X 9 o( x the 
·:I 
probability per unit.area that a molecule will evaporate 
from S in unit time. In the time dt then 1 
. X 
is the probability that a single moleouie will evaporate 
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from an embryo of s.ize Xo If Sx-l is the surface area of an 
embryo of size (x-1) ~ ~~ the·'-n"mllh'e-r of impacta/second/uni t area 
of single molecules on this embryo, then in the time dt, 
>siC-r ~d-t 
will be the probability that a molecule will condense on the 
e~bryo of size (x-1). 
If ... f-A:..t represents the number o.f embryos of size x at 
the time t (a non-equilibrium distribution), then the flux 11 
Ix, (in numbers of embryos passing through a given size 11 x, 
per unit time) is given by 
Ix.,-t-=- 'fl(.-fl-t:s1C"7"t i' ~- fl(,t Sl( o(x ~-·. (4.40) 
On~ ignores e.ll collisions between embryos: they grow and 
evaporate in steps of single molecules only. (This point will 
be considered in Chapter VI). 
At equilibrium 
'I: x, f :::. .0 .. ~· . by detailed balancing 
and .. .7t,~"' ·!1~\ 
-·-
the equilibrium distribution (4.42) 
Hence 
(4.43) 
If' x is regarded as continuously variable, (4.44) becomes 
.Llx1 :::- Q(X) Sl'>()(3L ~x (~~(~~)1 (4.45) 
and af(}(,t> = _ a:r:o(<~c) 
a -t o x ( 4 • 46) 
from the equation of continuity (when there are no sources or 
sinks in the system). 
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Combining (4.45) and (4.46) one obtains 
'O~CX,t) -: .2_ [nCX)'50<)R ~ I ·H.X,4:) )] ~ -t oX \- ex\. n(.)c) 
This equation is known as the'~Zeldowi tch equation" 
The boundary conditions are clearly indicat~d. There must 
be a cutoff on the size of droplet allowed in the system to 
keep the equilibrium distribution defined (required to pre-
serve a constant total number of particles). This is carried 
into the rate theory demanding that 
+CGt,t:) = o c;. > x..¥- >/ l 
One also demands that 
(4.49) 
since the single molecules are virtually unaffected by the 
incipient nucleation process. These conditions imply that the 
molecules of each droplet of size G removed are put back in 
as single molecules to conserve the total number of particles 
in the system and hence allow the use of the equation of 
continuity in the simple form above. 
The equations derived include in their formalism the 
expression n(x) 9 an equilibrium expression. Once the nuc-
leation process really begins 9 however 9 there are severe non-
equilibrium conditions and one could not expect the equations 
to remain valid under these circumstances. One usually regards 
the equation as holding infinitesimally close to the point 
where the supersaturated state collapses. The closeness is 
determined by the degree of meaning which can be attached to 
n(x) (a function of temperature and pressure)9 at any point 
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in the nucleation process. 
The Zeldowitch equation is generally solved under the 
steady-state approximation:* 
{}f()(,t) =- c ~ ~ r nL'IC') soo ~ Q. (~{X,-(::))] 
bt -.. aX l ~ o ~ {)L)() (4.50) 
This implies r~ constant (from the equation of continuity 
Equation (4.46)}. 
(4.51) 
(4.53) 
Since 1/n(x) goes through a very sharp and steep maxi-
mum at x =: x* one can expand 1/n(x) about x* to obtain a 
Gaussian approximation. 
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Since the only region in which the integrand contributes 
to the integral is around x*~ it is possible to write 
SCX) ~ 5 (x*) (4.55) 
and (4.54) becomes 
I / Jco dl< r .~ / f3 s-oc*~ \ Ol;) 
* A true steady state is required only when one desires to 
calculate f(x). The calculation of I* can be made under a 
quasi-steady state approximation. See Chapter VI, section 5. 
Combining (4.56)g(4.58)~ and integrating, 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
T * - f:3 <3()(~)(ltl(*) -' * where i ...,., :.[.l. a <£'t~¥)] '1-z. ( 4 ·59) 
._ ~ if lx; ~ ~ 11\:.T' 
This result is essentially that obtained by Becker and Doring 
(to within an order of magnitude w?-ich? as will be seen, is 
not a significant error). 
If one expresses the rate 9 I* 9 in terms of the super-
saturation ratio? (pjpC'O ) 9 and plots ln I* vs ln P/Poo 9 a 
curve similar to Figure 3.1 is obtained. The extremely sharp 
variation in rate with ln pfp~means that the phenomenon 
should appear to be critical in nature, the rate going from 
nearly zero to virtually oo with a minute increment of pres-
sure. Experimentally, this is observed for condensation 
phenomena. This sharpness 9 too, is an a posteriori justifi-
cation of the use of a quasi-equilibrium equation almost up 
to the point of appreciable nucleation. 
The nucleus size, x*, determines the rate 9 all other 
embryos being unimportant• One'does not need to worry, then, 
about the use of C1 for an embryo. The only droplet of im-
pptance is the nucleus which is an equilibrium droplet. 
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The predicted critical supersaturation ratios tor various 
substances are shown in Tables 3 and 4 assuming the 11 criticalu 
rate, I*, corresponding to the observed nucleation, is unity. 
The agreement with the experimental data of Volmer and Flood 
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is phenomenal! 
5· Criticism of the Theory 
In view of the seemingly striking success of the theory 
it is strange that even before new experimental evidence was 
found 1 severe criticism of ~he conceptual basis of the form-
ulation arose as a result· .. of the controversy between Pound 
and LaMer,and KirkWood and Buff. 
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Before proceeding to enumerate these inherent difficulties 
( and those pointed out by other authors) it is profitable to 
examine the fundamental assumption of the thermodynamic 
analysis of Frenkel in the light of the rigorous Gibbs theory. 
Frenkel asserts that the quantity 
(4.16) 
is a thermodynamic potential for the sytem vapor plus droplet 
· and further asserts that this is a Gibbs free ·energy of the 
system so that the equilibrium condition is given by Equation 
(4.17) This represents an approximation. The Gibbs theory for 
such a system yields the fundamental equation 
where the dividing surface has been chosen to be the "Surface 
of Tension'\. In this case, application of Euler's Theorem to 
(4.60) yields 
u't" ~ nT - ?, 'V\- ~).. "'l.. ~ JA, (J")\>,) tJ I +- ~'l.lT) i\)~l +- ~s lT)Iif) Ws ( 4 ° 61) 
+ <!"J\ I 
Let the quantity ~ be defined by 
~r-=. L)1 -T<:)T-'\>,\11 -?~\[ 2 -~s(~\T)~s (4.62) 
= 'f 1\ + N, }!-' tY, \-r) +- N'l. ~1.. <.. T~ ~}..) 
The Frenkel treatment requires that ~~be a function of p1 • 
Renee, 
(4.63) 
which for an incompre-ssible drop yields 
A ".l. (.T> \>\..1 .::. J..\'l. l~ ?, ) +-LP).. -~) v~ ( 4. 64) 
Therefore, combining (4.62) and (4.64), one obtains ~: 
~ ~ N1 }l1 lT1 \),) + '\4.,_ ~'l. l,..l~\) +~ft e VT -~+ ~,V,-t \>~V\. (4.65) 
. - J.lsNs-~"l.V\.\f'l.-~1) 
~ut V 2N.2-:: V 2 by definition and therefore ( 4. 65') becomes 
¢? : UT- TST + \\ \f\ T \>1 '(').- }h N S eN,~~ (T, ?,) + ~l.~l..(.T~ p1) ~A ( 4 • 66) 
..... 
~~ when combined with the expression for dUT, Equation 
(4.60), yields 
d~ t. - ),. tl T ~ t ¥\ --9~) cl,'/' 1. .., (V, +Y.t.) d,~,-1·-hcl ~ .s ~ J.l, t\.\1, ~ ~ ~ lT, \\ )dtl£ 4. 67) 
+~A 
At equilibrium 
(4.3) 
Hence 
d~=- '51 d\ + lY, -fl. )d.\1, + VTd.f,-~-h~ ~ ~-t }1. (s:b-\, +ct~~) ~trA (4 .68) 
For the Surface of Tension, a condition of equilibriqm is 
{4.6) 
Hence 
( 4. 69) 
In order that ( o ~ )T ,P1 ,NT be zero, as required by the 
Frenkel formulation, the condition 
must be satisfied. In this case 
(4.71) 
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and 
The choice of Ns~ 0, however, is equivalent to the 
choice of a new dividing surface and in particular, th~ r::. 0 
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surface. Thus, if one can ignore the distinction between the 
Surface of Tension and ther= 0 surface ( so that both e,-e~~o, 
e,+ 9t, :. 0 and Ns =. 0 are satisfied for a curved interface) 
then I is indeed a thermodynamic potential for the s'ystem 
with the independent variable T, P1 , and NT.* Note that l 
is not a Gibbs function since it cannot be expressed in the 
~
form 
G ~ U + PV- TS 
Another possible choice to effect approximately this 
result is to demand that for the Surface of Tension, G"" be a 
constant. In this case, at constant temperature, d~s = 0; NT, 
however_, is .not N1+ N2 • 
Thus 
(4.73} 
and if dNs (< dN2 
cL~ ~ CS,cli + ~ tit---h· + V,ci~\ (4.72)** 
The fundamental criticisms of the theory, chiefly due 
to Volmer (76h), Kirkwood,and Buff (42b), Buff (11), and 
Reiss (66e) are the following: 
* Buff has indicated that in the Beeker-Doring theory this lack 
of distinction occurs though he does not exhibit any analysis(42a). 
**Reiss (66g) has pointed out 'that in the approximate Frenkel 
formalism the constancy of ~ must be ass~rted else i is not 
a thermodynamic potential. 
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1. Since typical nuclei are so very small (<100 molecules) 
the applicability of' macroscopic thermodynamic con-
cepts is questionable. The essence of' the thermo-
dynamic treatment is the insignificance of' the relative 
fluctuation (73c). This quantity varies as 1/Jlf 
(where N is the number of' molecules in the system) and 
when the system is a droplet with N~lOO, the f'luctu-
ations are quite severe. Volmer has attempted to 
rationalize the thermodynamic analysis but can only 
present a plausibility argument. 
2. The distinction between droplet and vapor molecules 
and consequently the definition of' r, the radius of' 
the droplet, is very uncertain due to the relatively 
/ large thickness of' the non-homogeneous transition 
layer compared with the radius of' the droplet. The 
arbitrary location of' the dividing surface in this 
layer may profoundly alter r. 
3. The Kelvin law in its usual form relates only to th~ 
Surface of' Tension and the bulk value of' ~ can be 
applied only to this surface, the location of' which 
cannot be obtained thermodynamically. The assumption 
that it is the radius gotten by assuming that each 
molecule has its bulk liquid molecular volume is 
questionable. 
:t/.f 
The last two criticisms are superfluous when applied to 
the crude Frenkel formalism since these distinctions are 
inherently ignored in the-thermodynamic analysis. They become 
meaning~ul only when a more rigorous thermodynamic ~omalism 
is employed. 
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4. The dependence of surface tension upon curvature is 
ignored though Tolman (73a) and Kirkwood and Bu~f (42a) 
have shown that <J should decrease with decreasing 
radius and should be·signi~icant i~ applied to drop-
lets of the size under consideration. B~f has in-
dicated how the Frenkel treatment can be extended to 
cover this situation and how the more rigorous treat-
ment of Gibbs can be made to include this dependence(ll). 
Reiss has shown that'the approximate Frenkel potential 
is a potential only when ·a- is· constant. Attempts such as 
those of Pound and LaMer to modify the crude Frenkel theory 
... 
by inclusion o~ the curvature dependence are inc.orrect. 
5. Various attempts have been made to modify the Kelvin 
law on the basis of a statistical analysis. Thus 
Kuhrt includes terms involving translational and ro-
tational degrees o~ ~reedom for the embryo in the 
Kelvin law (44a) and derives a modified nucleation 
theory (44b).The results are not significantly di~­
ferent. Herzfeld and Reed (36) have attempted a 
similar treatment. These analyses do. not account ~or 
the observed discrepancies. 
6. Frenkel (22b) has noted that possibly other than 
spherical embryos. are ·formed but he regards this as 
not a signi~icant error. (The sphere has a minimum 
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area and~ crudely, a minimum free energy and hence· is 
the most stable configuration)o 
7• The use of a steady-state approximation in the 
Zeldowitch equation has been questioned (62a,38). 
8. The influence of heating of the droplet due to con-
densation has been considered and will be discussed 
more fully in Chapter 5 as will criticisms of the 
steady-state approximation, both of which were formu-
lated as a result of nucleation experiments carried 
out in wind tunnels (62a~38). 
9. There is some question as to the correct value of 1 , 
the condensation coefficient for the growth of embryos. 
One assumes it is unity but experimental values for 
bulk systems indicate a value closer to 0.01 (76o). 
Volmer has found an 1.8 error11 in the Beeker-Doring ana-
lysis which just com~ensates the ommision of ai~ l0-5 ! 
(76p) 0 
10. The criterion of cond€msation I*:::: 1/cc/second has 
been questioned (3~) though there appears to be no 
experimental evidence which uniquely supports this 
view. 
11 .The use of ~:::: f for embryos may be questioned I- -J -z:rrm Itt '1' 
as it is derived for a planar macro surface and is 
independent of the embryo size. 
V. NON STEADY STATE NUCLEATION 
1. Introduction 
The solution of the Zeldowitch equation (4.47) in the 
classical rate theory, is usually carried out under the ap-
proximation of a steady-state in which 
of tx,-t) 
ot ::o (4.50) 
The nucleation rate 1 I 1 is then a constant, independent of 
time and size.(See Chapter VI, sect\~n 5). 
As noted earlier* 1 the application of the classical 
theory to describe the conditions under which water vapor 
condensation shocks would occur when expansions in wind tun-
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nels were carried out was originally quite satisfactory but 
in later work on H20 and in the extension to the condensation 
of the components of air itsel~ (in supersonic wind tunnels), 
no such agreement with experiment was found. Condensation 
always occurred much later than predicted 1 if' at all! The 
calculations did not take:account of' the possibility of 
foreign nucleation though: little e:ffort was expended to clean 
up the air used in the early experiments. Lees and Bogdanoff 
(47), in :fact, introduced.up to 2% co2 with no noticeable 
e:f:fect. Later work indicates (62a), however 1 that this is 
~robably the most important factor in determining the pos-
sibility of condensation shocks. The discrepancy then is even 
~ severe than it would appear at first sight, since 
* Chapter II, section 5· 
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foreign nuclei tend to promote rather than inhibit condensation. 
Several suggestions as to the cause of this discrepancy 
were put forth and in order to assess them adequately, it must 
be clear as to what the experiment actually determines (47). 
The essential procedure is to set up a very high velocity 
linear flow of matter in a tunnel by e~pansion of the gas 
through a nozzle. After the. initial shock front has passed 
through the tube, a steady-state distribution of temperature 
and pressure is set up.* Due to the very high degree of ex-
pansion the temperatures reached are quite low, usually ex-
tending far below the boiling points of the gases. As.a result, 
the possibility of supersaturation and condensation arises. 
The experiment differs from that in a cloud chamber in this 
important respect: in the steady-state, both nuc~eation and 
growth are occurring simultaneously at every point in the 
tube. As a consequence, the first nuclei formed which grow, 
remove vapor from the adjacent mass moving down the tube but 
nucleation is still occurring. One therefore computes the 
mass.of gas removed by nucleation and growth as a function of 
the distance from some fixed point (where there has been no 
mass diminution from the vapor, for example, at the nozzle). 
At some point, the mass condensed reaches a sufficient value 
to cause a shock. The theoretical criterion for such a shock 
is that the heat of condensation be some fraction of the 
* Matter in a given volume element passes through the tube 
in about l0-5 seconds. · 
stagnation enthalpy (70)o The analysis is clearly dependent 
upon the calculation of the rate of growth of nuclei. 
The failure of the theory may then be due to several 
causes: 
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a. The inadequacy of the growth calculation for particles 
of nuclear dimensions.· 
b. The failure of the theoretical cri'terion for con-
den~a ti on shock. 
c. The failure of the Volmer theory to describe the 
nucleation process. 
The most popular criticism of the theory has been (c) -
the breakdown of the Volmer theory. The difficulty waa thought 
to arise in the steady-state approximation*. In the following 
sections the various proposed solutions will be examined and 
an approximation method will b~ introduced and used to solve 
the equation. 
2. The Early Approximations 
The first general no!l s-t'e'a,dy--stat.a soltJ_tion. was proposed 
i. ·~ ' 
by Zeldowitch (84a) who 9 on the basis of simplifying assump-
tions, derived. the relation 'Z 
. . I~ cJ.. eX~ t- -" ~:oc*)-t 1 (5 .1) 
where I~ steady state rate giv~n by Eq~atio~ (4.59). 
*Bogdanoff and.Lees 9 however 9 felt that the basic thermo-
dynamic struct~e broke down at some point (the continuum 
concept of the fluid state was _no longer valid) and tried 
to reformulate the problem in terms of a cutoff size below 
which the Kelvin law had to be abandonedo The procedure is 
quite arbitraryo 
Turnbull (74) has carried out numerical investigations for 
solid-solid transitions using some appropriate value for~ • 
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The first attempt to calculate the transient specifically 
for the vapor nucleation problem was due to Kantrowitz (38). 
He suggested that there might be a time lag in the approach 
to the steady state distribution of embryos of particular 
importance in wind tunnel experiments due to the very short 
times involved. He further suggested that the heating of the 
embryos by molecular bombardment (heat-- of condensation) must 
be taken into account. Thus, if one writes the Zeldowitch 
equation,Equation (4.47), using for n(x),(4.57),it becomes 
::i.:f(Xd) c. .2_ \ l>b<) f[X,-t) l + ..L :2_ '··1)()() -t&,t) dh~(lt~ 
at- oX. L "(X) J ""'ax.. L -crx j (5.2) 
where 
(5.3) 
The approximations introduced by Kant·rowitz consist in omit-
ting the 2nd term on the right hand side of (5.2) and modi-
fying the value of the evaporation coefficient O(X from 
r::J..'I. ~~ex?-~, L cl£fJ (which is \3 for x= x*, the nuclE?us) 
to 
(5.4) 
where~=Temperature difference between droplet and ambient 
temperature. 
~Latent heat of vaporization of the liquid droplet. 
Probstein (62b) in a more refined analysis kept part of the 
term omitted b3 Kantrowitz but also included the corrected 
value of <Xx • 
These analyses, therefore, are devoid of meaning, not 
simply because of the omission of terms in the equation, but 
due to the introduction of a corrected value of o(X ~ The 
theory is an equilibrium theory; the quantity n(x) appears • 
. ,: 
It is f'undamental for a system in thermodynamic equilibrium 
(in which the n(x) is definable) that the temperature in the 
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system be uniform. Any attempt to introduce temperature 
corre~tions into an equilibrium theory cannot be correct (31). 
Collins (14) formulated a solution of the time dependent 
Zeldowitch equation but assumed that the region of importance 
in the solution was that about the nucleus and hence set 
D(x)-= D(x*). 
He found for the rate of passage of embryos through 
the nucleus size I~(t), 
:c*l-t') c -1>* L ~ ~1 '(c x* (5.5) 
. . w co i<x~ [ -'1~ 2.\) ~. ~ -"'~ll-t4y 
::W, e~ 'D* ( 2.lt~T) + ~~)1~ ¢'0~\ 'l-1f\,tT1(5 .6) 
which for short times may be written 
-;rltLt) ~fw.ett-l "!.~t)]~-e:\)~:1 H~r~ (5.7) 
where ()(eX (oi~) '(~)::.. l, \> \.<:T d'l< (5.8) 
't> {X) 
1:: -t::~ 1,,:)(* e ~ lT4 ( $ )<Jx.*- "f/;, (5 .9) 
It was desirable to test the error introduced by the use 
of D(x)=D(x*) and 9at ~he same time, obtain expressions for 
f(x,t), and the flux in the region before any appreciable 
number of nuclei are formed. Since D(x) is not constant, an 
approximation scheme had to be employed. In the following 
section the method will be described in some detail for a 
simple case. Following that~ the nucleation problem will be 
formulated and solved.. 
3. The Approximation Seheme of Reiss 
I 
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The method is a generalization of one previously employed 
by Reiss (66b) but apparently first due~ in very crude form 1 
to Rashevsky (64). Landahl (46) has recently present~d a 
systematic survey of an extension of the R~shevsky method but 
it is not nearly as general as the current formulation de-
veloped by Reiss (66c) since one must assume the precise 
functional form of the answer and certain average properties 
of the system must be known (or defined). 
'· The basis of the method rests upon an analysis of the 
physical situation rather than upon any well-defined sequence 
of mathematical steps; by a plausibility argument it can be 
shown how the method is related to exact formulation. 
I 
Consider the case of ordinary diffusion from an infinite 
reservoir~ at x:: 0~ into ~>semi-infinite region (with no 
sources or sinks). The problem may be defined formally by 
the set of equations 
0 e:/·c o<,t) _ o c_oc,-t) ox~ .... a-t 
( (.O,t).:: (o 
--c._cx,o)co 't..-:>o 
C (co,-\::) :::. 0 (5.10) 
The ex~ct solution is easily generated by the method of 
integrals (12a) and is found to-be (12b) 
CtX,l: h c., L 1- rf~ e.-~,_ d 11:. C,erfc [f-~ 1 
0 
The series expansion, to the first term, is 
C()(\t) =Co Ll- -J~t>t l ~ G, (l- ~~~ J (5.12) 
and is valid when~~ is small compared to unity. 
Consider the actual physical sit.uation. Material is 
diffusing into the region from an infinite reservoir, the 
concentration at the boundary being fixed at 00 • ·The total 
amount of material passing into the region from time t= 0 
to t = t is given by the integral, over time, of the flux at 
' 
the boundary, I 0 , multiplied,. by the boundary cross-sectional 
area, A. 
Thus t -(: 
Total mass input::. f 'IoAc\.:\:;-=- ~ 1)A;~~ \c.coclt-}o o (5 .13) 
The mass in any volume element, Adx, in the region is 
given by C(x,t)Adx. The total mass in the region is then 
given by the integral 
Cb ~ 0 11- c.t.)(,*) d~ (5.14) 
(where the ~ limit arises due to the use of a semi-infinite 
region as th~ diffusion field). Hence, from the law of con-
servation of matter (with no sinks or sources in the region) 
. ~tt)~~ )d,t = rl:> (.(.'){,t') cix (5.15) 
0 ~"'b 0 
Suppose one were to define· the quantity~ Lt) by the rela-
tion 
(5.16) 
where\.~~) is not evaluated at the boundary but at any point 
~· In order to preserve th~ conservation of mass, no material 
can be located beyond ·1\. Lt) " Hence 
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CLx,-t) :::. o x '7/ ~ l±\ (5.17) 
Obviously 9 :erom the definition 9 (5.16), 
This approximation 9 bas-ed on an analogy with the exact 
·physical analysis 9 implies directly the form of C(x 9 t). Thus 
tUt) ( . t I ~ 
0 
((..~,t') ~~ :::. G.l *:') ;::.. a... WN ... -\\oV\ o "t\¥4\e ( 5 .19) 
and therefore 
~: 1) (~;) d,-t :::_ ~ lt) (5.20) 
Hence l~~x)=- a function of· time and 
(.(X ,t) ~ ~ Lt~ + X ~ \:t) 
Note that this approximation essentially asserts that the 
flux is uniform spatially over the region but not in timeo 
The original formulation of Reiss used the condition, 
(5.22) 
and derived from 
tol:c. ) D \..3;<2. ..:::.. o 
the relation 
c.()(,t) -=:. \1 Lt) +- ¥.. B L-t) 
The conservation condition together with the condition( 
c ( 'l. 9 t)::: 0 9 was then invoked to define the problem, since the 
conditions 
cannot be met by a linear approximationo C(o 9 t): 00 can, of 
cdurse 9 be satisfied. 
The specific form of C(x,t) may easily be generated: 
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From (5.10) 
Co :::. Cto 1t) t: \tLt) (5.24) 
From (5 .17) Clt't\t)-.::. o =- Cc-\- ~Lt) (\I±) 
Therefore 
(5 .. 25) 
and 
c.l'i. ,t) =- c., L \- ~)] (5.26)* 
Now from (5.15}and (5.26) 
-\: \) l ~) J~~ : c.,~ :\1- ~) 1 <L)( 
Therefore 
r -t- b k cl-t -=- ~ i\ Lt) 
) 0 1\lt) 2.. (5 .28)** 
Differentiate (5.28) with respect to time: 
1> ~(±-) = ~ ~) (5 .. 29) 
Solution of the ordinary differential equation (5.29) sub-
ject to (5.18) yields 
tt,::.. ± 'L ft>-t: (5.30) 
Hence 
(5. 31) 
(since the positive root of ll. ' would imply that the concen-
tration in the region was increasing~ that at the boundary.) 
The schematic form of the solution is shown in Figure 32. 
The approximation to the exact solution yielded Equation (5.12) 
which is very close to the approximate result. 
*This is the precise form which Landahl assumes. 
** This relation is also assumed by Landahl. 
' ' ' ~ ', 
' ; : ~
. •' 
,\'., 
' '·, 
--~ 
'7J(.t, ) > "7li2) 
X_,. :•' 
. I 
APPROX.tMAT\ONS TO C\)(,t) 
FIGURE 32 
There has been no rigorous validation of the technique~ 
though in every case for which the exact solution is known~ 
to which the method has been appl~ed~ the first approximation 
to the exact solution is obtained (66c). 
It was felt~ therefore~ that a good approximation to 
the exact solution of the Zeldowitch eqution could be ob-
tained~ and hence f(x~t) and I(t) evaluated 9 without assuming 
D ( x ) '= D ( x*) • 
4. The Non Steady-State Z.eldowi tch Equation 
The exact problem is def~ned by 
~ = fx l \)6qt'j(.x) ix (t~~)] 
fC&, -t-') t:.. o ~ '> x* 
i--tt, t) ~ N l,\) -=. . constant 
where NO<.).:.. \1\ ~~ (Cl..X +~X~13) 
t> ()(.) c {\_ X lr/'3 
(4 .. 47) 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
(5 .32) 
(5.33) 
The approximate solution may be expressed as the solution of' 
the following equations: 
t- ( \(. tt) ~ 
0 
d: Lt) ti-t -= } \ t-()<,t) cb<. 
~ l \,{, -t-) ::. 0 
-K(o) =- l 
+ t \, t:) .:.. \J Ln 
(5. :!5' 
(5o36) 
(4.49) 
where the approximation that I ~r(t) only has been explicitly 
included. (5 .34). implies that 
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and hence 
'd (-f~,*)\- - ~) ~" ~~))- \\llx)~(X) 
Integrate (5.38) with respect to x: 
( )( ~ [+(:;1..,-t) 1 -\ ')( -1:bt) d~ 
J, ox ~~) d~ .... J, ~lY.) l>0t) 
where B(t) is some arbitrary function of time. 
Then, using (4.49) 
-5-(X,-t) _ ( X \I:Lt) d'l< + "6l4:) 
~~) -\ ._ )\ Nlx)~()t) 
and to satisfy (4.49) 
Hence 
j-(t,-t) ::. hl l~) l \- \ ')( ttt)dll. l ~()(.) bOG) 
Let \JL'l) .:::.. \J l ~(X) 
and l= (X) :::: ~X d:~ 
' ~be) x1.'1 
Then, using (5.33), (5.42) becomes 
t{X, t)" t), §()() [ I - "J:: ~) ~(){) 1 
From (5.34) and (5.45) we obtain 
~* \ ) \(, lt) ~ \( l~) ~(t) f()C) J:lt) I lt) a..\:- = lJ, (> ~) d)( - ---(\---d X: 0 I - I '\ 
Differentiate with respect to time: 
(5.39) 
.. 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
(5.43) 
(5.44) 
(5 .45) 
(5.46) 
'I.lt) ~ ~~ ~l~)dU. - f~l-\:-) ~~)~ di: d')(- ~{J.<.\f=-~Yt.Lt)dK ~ J, l\ at l\ Cit (5 .47) 
But from (5 .. 35) 
f(.l(, o) ~ o "- ~. ft~t_) l I-. ;r:Lt):(l.(,)} (5.48) 
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hence 
From Equation (5.49) di/dt may be obtained: 
d.'J: - \J \ ()_ cU: d V\ 
~ 'C [ ~t\<.) 1 "1 d\( d:""t 
Hence~ from (5.47) and (5.50) 
f W d,f:. ( ~Lt) l d~ 
:tlt) ~[.f:~)1~ cr~ }, ~6t)FbL) d\l J d1 
Equating (5.49) and (5.51), we obtain 
dV\ . 1l 
di =. cL\N\ \= {y\.) f V\ (f)()<.) ~~) d v 
CLv< )l - " 
This ordinary differential equation is separable: 
~: d.t- "' ~ r(t) L d~'7) )~ ~(Ji.)t:(j,\ dl( 1 dl( 
' 
Therefore~ 
j_ [ \.( lt) [ dk RIA~ l \<: ffi(X) R)G\ dx] d \.( 
t--=- (\ J, d\,( 1 
(5 .54) may be integrated by parts: 
if U=- ~ \~ f{)() F()(} <h: 
and dv ~ <l~ ~OA~ d,\( d\.( 
(5.53) 
(5.56) 
(5.57) 
Unfortunately 9 the integrals do not admit of an analytic 
evaluation and must be evaluated numerically. 
From the numerical solution of (5.57), one obtains K(t) 
and hence I(t) may be computed from (5.49). 
To facilitate the calculat1on 9 it is advisable to change 
variable: 
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Let (5 .. 58) 
whence (5~57) becomes 
. ~lt) l 
-t = '3 ~f=lto) r :rl.."'l~) \-
f\ ) \ 
(5.59) 
where ~ J 
FL ~.) " "' Ck. I e~ (-CLt!- ~ :&~ ) "'- 1.) ~ ':. Q..~o-{. 'In,_ d ;z, < 5 . 6o J 
and 
and 
(5.61) 
(5.62) 
4 tt \) ( '3~ \'2(3 
1\_ -=- {:2.-~Vw\)'IL. \. 4 rtf ) ( 5 • 63 ) 
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The integrals F(Z) and F(Z 0 ) may be evaluated conveniently in 
the following fashion (32) 
Let 
t=-C.:e-) :::: ~ L =c:\ ~~ (- o./t ~-b ir '") 
Obviously h(l) =-o (from (5.60)) 
Differentiate (5.64) with respect to Z: 
d~"i- ;:: s-t.. ( .... ~o.--t-~~ 2b~) 
Solution of this equation with h(l)= 0 will yield the desired 
integ_ral. 
The differential equation was solved numerically for 
two cases using the method outlined by Hartree (32). The 
initial values were checked by the more exact Runge K~tta 
method (49) and found to be in excellent agreement with the 
method of Hartree. 
The final integrals for the time, t, were evaluated at 
intervals of 0.1 in Z using Weddles Rule (15)., 
5 .. Results 
For N2 at 76 .. 81°K and ln PIPcP ::: 1 and ln PIPo.o: t,F(Z) 
was obtained (Table 15)o In this case 
cr= 8a97 dynes lcm2 
fc:o=715 .. 1 mm 
f = o 812 gms Icc 
(28a) 
(28b) 
{28c) 
and 
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For 1n p/pc::o"' 1 
p "'"l943ol mm 
a- 1 · I 
b ~ -6.084 mol!8ules1 3 
'l c 1 o 05 8 X 10 
for lnp/p..o::. l 
p =- 1178.,7 mm 
a= t 113 b "'-6 .. 084 mol~cules 
'(. ~6.417 X 10~ 
The results of the calculation of the flux, I(t), are 
shown in Table 16 and illustrated in Figure 33. For c9mparison, 
the results obtained from the short-time approximation of 
Collins are also plotted (see Table 17) .. 
At first sight~ there is a very severe discrepancy be-
tween the two calculations but this is only illusory .. 
Thus~ consider the expression for the flux: 
'ILX,t) ~- t\/l~)1)(X.) fx l £-~,~\ 1 (5 .. 37) 
d~~H>'.) at (x,-t) 
o:.. t>()c.) flX,t) ({:)( - \) 0 X (5 .66) 
Collins has calculated I(x*,t) which is correctly defined 
as the nucleation rate: the rate of passage of embryos through 
the nuclear size. At x ::.x* 
(4.31) 
(50 67) 
We have calculated I(x,t) and hence included the extra 
term 
Tabulation of. Functions h(z) and ln F(z) 
ln p/p.::sl 
z h.(U ln F(z) 
1 ~0 0 -00 
1.1 ol9292 4.3851. 
lo2 .25940 5~6836 
1~3 .27546 6.7957 
1.4 .27375 1 .. 8851 
1~5 .26711 8.9939 
1.6 .26008 10.1322 
1.7 .25409 11.2997 
1.8 .. 24948 12.4918 
1.9 .24623 l3o7027 
2.0 .24427 14.9265 
2.1 .24354 16.1569 
2.2 .24402 17.3881 
2 ·3 .. 24571 18·.6138 
2 .4 .24863 19 0 8280 
2.5 .25286 21.0252 
2.6 .25851 22.1990 
2.7 .26575 23.3442 
2.8 .27482 24.4550 
2.9 .28600 25.5256 
3.0 .29972 26.5511 
3.1 .31653 27o5259 
3o2 o33757 28.4462 
3 o3 o36289 29 o3041 
3.4 .39483 30.0977 
3·5 .43539 30.8225 
3o6 o48781 31.4748 
3o7 o55700 32.,0518 
3.8 .65091 32.5516 
3o9 o78265 32o9735 
4.0 ·97510 33.3188 
4.1 1.2702 33.5902 
4.2 1.7498 33·7933 
4.3 2.5851 33 ·9360 
4.4 4.1636 34.0287 
4.5 7.4416 34.0831 
4.6 15.023 34.1110 
~· 1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
lo5 
1.6 
'1."7 
1 .. 8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.8 
2~9 
3.0 
3.1 
3.2 
3.3 
3.4 
3·5 
3.6 
3o7 
3.8 
3·9 
4.0 
4.1. 
4.2 
4.3 
4.4 
4.5 
4.6 
4.7 
4.8 
4.9 
ln p/p.lt 
hl..U ln F(z) 
0 -t>O 
017963 4 ·9792 
.22741 6 .. 4160 
.23043 7 "7157 
.22092 9 .0426 
.20932 10.4376 
o 19 848 11 o9 099 
.18893 13.4599 
o1806Q 15o0847 
.17331 16.7810 
016690 18.5456 
.,16123 20.3750 
.15620 22 .2660 
.15173 24.2152 
.. 14773 26.2194 
.14416 28 .. 2756 
.14096 30.3805 
.. 13810 32 .. 5311 
ol3555 34o7242 
.-13327 36.9565 
ol3125 39.,2253 
,12945 4lo5272 
.12787 43 0 8595 
.12649 46.,2187 
.12530 48 0 6020 
.12429 51 .. 0064 
.12344 53o4286 
ol2277 55.,8660 
.. 12225 58.3153 
.12188 60.;7734 
.12166 63.2375 
012159 65 0 7044 
.12167 68.1713 
.12189 70 0 6350 
.12227 70,0927 
.12279 75·5412 
.12348 77·9777 
.12433 80.3993 
.. 12534 82 0 8027 
.12654 85.1851 
TA,BLE l5 (Continued) 
ln p/pQp=t 
z hl.U J.n F£z) s:o .i279l 87.5 36 
5ol .l2948 89. 87Sl 
5.2 .l3l25 92.l768 
5·3 .l3325 94.4456 
5 .. 4 .l3549 96.6785 
5·5 .1.3798 98.8728 
5.6 .l4077 l0l.026 -.., 
5o7 .l4388 lo3.134 
5.8 .l4734 J.05.l95 
5·9 ol5ll8 1.07.205 6 .. 0 ol5546 l09 .163 
6.l .. ].6023 J.ll.064 
6.2 .• l6555 ll2o907 
6.3 .J.7l5l 1l4.687 
6.4 .1782l 1l6.404 
6o5 ol.8577 ll8oP53 
6.6 .l9432 ll9 .633 
6.7 •. 20407 J.2l.l40 
6.8 .21524 l22.572 
6.9 .228l2 l23 .. 927 
7"0 .24308 l25.202 
7ol ,26065 l26.394 
7.2 .28l48 l27o503 
7·3 .30648 l28.525 
7o4 ·33693 129.460 
1·5 o37460 l30.306 
7.6 .422l2 l3l.061 
7.o7 .48342 13lo727 
7.8 .56456 132.303 
7·9 .67534 132.790 
8.0 0 83224 l33.192 
8o1 1.0642 133o513 
8.2 l.42l9 l33o756 
8.3 2.0173 133·935 
8.4 3.0709 l34.057 
8.5 5o0906 134.l34 
8.6 9·3292 l34.l78 
8.7 l9.l673 l34.200 
8.8 44.66l9 134.208 
TABLE 16 
Approximate Time Dependence-of Flux I(t) 
t(sec) 
l.9xlo-lO 
1.23xlo~9 
3o2 X tl 
7 •7 X ~ 
l.26xlo-8 
1.6 X t1 
t(sec) 
2.3xlo-~ 
l .. 7xl0-
5. 7x •• 
l.4xlo-7 
2.5x 11 
3 • 6x 11 
3<>7X ~ 
TABLE 17 
I(t 
8.3xlo23 
3 x1o11 
5.3x1o-1 
8 xlo-13 
6 -21 1. xl0_25 3.lxl0 25 2 xlo-
Short Time Approximation (Collins) to I*(t) 
t(sec) 
lo-lo 
lo-9 
1o-8 
lo-7 
10-6 
ln pjp..,~ l 
I*(t) 
9.3x1o-12 
2.3xloi§ 
4.5xl0 
2.7x 11 
9.2x1o17 
· I~(t 
l.6xlo-~9 
4.4xlo-27 2.7xlo- 5 
1.5x 11 
4.8xlo-26 
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To reconcile the two points of view, it must be recalled 
that in this approximation there are no nuclei until a time 
tx*where 
\\\ ltx.*) \ ~ b<~) 
since f(K~ t) = 0 x ~ Ko 
Thus for all t < tx*, I(x*,t) in this approximation>is zeroo 
At t = t(x*) the calculations of Collins and this calculation 
should agree and they do!(See Figure 34). 
From the definition of the rate (in this approximation) 
(5.49) it is apparent that when \K/ reaches \x*l (that is 
t == tx*) the value of the integral F(K) cannot increase 
significantly since the integrand for \K\ ~ \x*l tends to 
vanish. Therefore, I(t) is constant for all t ) tx*" This is 
the_steady_state. The correct steady state solution is indeed 
given by the approxima.tion since (5.49) reduces to (4.59) 
when \ K \ '>, \ x* \ • 
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The initially huge flux found in this calculation merely 
reflects the very great concentration gradient at the boun-
dary x.::.l, at time zero. As time goes on and the concentration 
of embryos in the region rises, the reverse reactions (decay 
of embryos) begin to take hold and the return flux becomes 
important. Eventually, a steady state is reached. 
It is of interest to compute f (x, t) to observe the 
buildup to the steady state. f(x,t) is given by 
-\-l'Jc:~t) =- \J~) l \- ~~J\ 1 (50 68) 
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and the cases of interest are illustrate¢!- .. in Figure 35. 
Naturally, whenlxl =IK\, f(x,t) vanishes, since this was.a 
boundary condition. 
6. Conclusions 
The results obtained indica:te that the buildup to the 
steady state occurs several orders of magnitude more rapidly 
than the times involved in the wind tunnel experimen~s. It 
would thus appear that the cause of the discrepancy lies 
elsewhere, probably in the growth calculations which are very 
crude. 
The method of analysis should prove useful in nucleation 
problems in which transient.s are important i.e. solid-soli.d 
transitions. 
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V.I.. KINETICS OF NUCLEATION OF SY8TEMS UNDERGOING 
ASSOCIATION: MONOMER-DIMER EgUILIBRIUM 
1. Introduction 
A great part of the current controversy over the valid-
ity of the quantitative BoDoZd·theory stems fromthe fact 
that the theory is apparently confirmed quite exactly by the 
experiment.al measurements of Volmer and Flood (76n) though~ 
in principle~ there are severe conceptual difficulties in 
its formulation and application (as indicated in Chapter IV). 
In the discussion of the experimental research (Chapter 
III), the possibility that the Volmer-Flood experiments re-
present heterogeneous nucleation on ions has been conside.red. 
The general concept of the need for very 9areful comparison 
of theory and experiment has been emphasized throughouto So 
far~ the discrepancy has been attributed to the unsuspected 
presence of impurity but there is another~ equally logic.al 9 
possibility. The clue lies in the fact that for one substance, 
methyl alcohol, there is w. agr~en:ent between theory and ex-
periment. (The experimental error for ethyl acetate is suf-
ficiently large to consider the results unreliable). 
' 
If one examines the substances investigated by Volmer 
and Flood, particularly water and several lower alcohols~ 
it is seen that they are substances ~hich associate in the 
vapor phase; this has been experimentally observed to the 
12~ 
extent of measuring the equilibrium constant of the reaction(88). 
The vapors investigated in the nucleation experiments then, 
should contain some·fraction of molecules in the form of 
dimers or higher polymers. 
The basic premise of the rate theory~ however, asserts 
that embryos grow and dec~y by the addition and loss of 
single molecules: coll isions between embryos are extremely 
rareo If the dimer concentration is appreciable, it should 
influence the rate of nucleation since the fluctuation 
process to form nuclei can now proceed in steps of two mole-
cules~ the initial step of forming embryos of size 2 being 
an already acoomplished fact. !t has been pointed out by 
Volmer (76i) that the collision of two molecules to yield an 
embryo Qf size 2 is energetically unfavorable. 
It is then quite possible that the theqry and experiment 
do indeed di-verge badlyj not due to impurity1 but due to an 
incorrect theoretical ~nalysis involving neglect of the 
chemical reaction (association) in the vapor phase. One would 
expect, a priori, that the presence of dimers would favor 
the condensation of the supersaturated vapor causing a lower 
critical supersaturation ratio. The experimental results of 
Volmer and Flood for critical supersaturation ratios would 
tP.en be higher _than would be predicted by the correct appli-
ca.tion of the theory. 
It was decided to carefully investigate nucleation in a 
system in which a monomer-dimer equilibrium could exist and 
determine whether or not the Volmer-Flood data did indeed 
agree with the preq.iction of the theory. 
As this research was completed, an analysis of a closely 
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related problem was described by Frisch and Willis (24b). 
Comment on their work will be deferred until later except to 
note that their conclusions do not ref~r to a situation in 
wh+ch a true monomer-dimer equilibrium exists but rather to 
the pert~bing effects of collsions be~ween single molecules 
and embryos of siz~ .. 2. These ~ !!.Q..i the ~· 
24 The Vector. Method. 
The problem may be regarded, formally, as a two com-
ponent nucleation phenomenon, a general formulation and 
solution of which h~s been given by Reiss (66a). In the case 
of monomer-dimer equilibrium it is not necessary to utilize 
the complete analysis ,of Reiss but the concept of the vector 
flow is invaluable for. the systematization of the detailed 
molecular mechanism. A similar method finds application in 
the study of the nucleation of crystal faces (76j ). 
Assume that the monomer and dimer molecules in the vapor 
phase can be regarded as separate entities and that, formally, 
, 
each embryo may be regarded as specified when the net number 
of monomer and dimer a~dition$ (denoted by m and d, respectively) 
necessary to form·the embryo are indicated. Each such embryo 
may be represented by a point on a lattice, the coordinates 
of each point bein.g the net number of monomer and dimer steps 
necessary to f-orm.the embryo (Figure 36).* 
' The funda~ental problem is the calculation of the rate 
* There is no point (0,0) since no embryo is defined there. 
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THE EMBRYO PLAN~ 
Fl G U R E 36 
of passage of embryos through the nucleus size. It is clear 
that one is not intel'e"S"ted in embryos specified by (m,d) 
but rather in embryos of e. given size, x, where x::. m + 2d. 'l'his 
arises from the fact that in the liquid embryo, distinction 
between monomer and dimer would be physically meaningless. 
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(It is not meaningless in the vapor!) The quantity of interest 
is then the number of -~mbeyua Which, pass through the size x*, 
the nucleus size, by iinpe.ct o.f. either a monomer or a dimer. 
It is possible to: regard the flow through a given size 
x as composed of two flows, one due to monomer impact and the 
other due to dimer impact on the embryos. These flows can 'Qe 
represented by vectors. on the embryo plane of Figure 36 and 
a total flow vector defined in terms of these. 
Let Jm(d) be the flow thr'ough ;th~ size (m,d) due to 
monomer impact on embryos of siie Un,d) and J:d(m) the flow 
through the same ·embryo size due to:dimer impact. The total 
flow in which we are interested' is '•the flow through the si~e 
x*. This is repf~sented on therembryo plane by the total flow 
' ,·· 
·. -: 
over the line 
All impacts which lead to a crossing of the line x* con-
i · •. 
tribute t~ the nucleation rate. 
The problem is completely defin~d when the conditions on 
the boundaries of the (m,d) plane are specified. 
3o Boundary Conditions 
.. ~. .. . 
The boundary conditionsof the problem are formulated from 
the physical situation. By analogy with the one component case 
one cannot allow embryos of' size larger than some value G 
where G '> x*, the nucleus size. 
Thus 
f(<:&)dl~') .::. 0 
flm, Gt!z.) t:) -;.Q 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
In the vector scheme, one cannot allow net :flow across the 
boundaries. Hence 
T m (_tc\, d, t) l -=-o (6.4) ~ .... () 
J ci (fl\, d,-t) \ cl,~ 0 -=..o (6.5) 
Finally, the concentrations of' monomer and dimer are :f~xed at 
their equilibrium value and the conditions 
~O,cL-t-)/ nl') :: \ 
f('C1\, \) -t'>/\'\(2.) -= l 
are imposed. 
4 •. Formulation 
Let n(m,d) represent the equilibrium number of' embryos 
. 
composed of' m monomer and d dimers*, in equilibrium with a 
gas phase in which monomers and dimers, at partial ~ssures 
,. 
Pm and pd, exist at the temperature T. (Any e:f:fect on Ptotal 
due to changes in embryo concentration, which may alter p 
. . m 
and pd' are neglected). In the liquid embryo monomer and 
dimer are indistinguishable and hence the quantity of' interest, 
* Equivalent to "having beeh :formed of' m monomer and d dimer 
steps" • 
n(x), is defined by 
~M.,d t\l~)d') = t\lX) 
tr\+"tA::)C 
-(6.8) 
where x-:::. m + 2d, the number of molecules in the embryo. 
Let Jd(m) equal the flux through dimers at a given 
monomer concentration in the embryo.By analogy with the equa-
tion (4.40) 
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)jl"') ~ ~d S(l4\lJ.) ~{~,J,4:)- o(t! (~,d-\-\)-\:')Sl",ch·l)t("'l~~\,{)(6.9) 
where f(m~d,t) is the non-equilibrium distribution of embryos 
of size (m,d) at time t and s(m~d) is the surface area of the 
embryo of _size (m,d). This latter can only depend upon the 
total number of molecules in the embryo (when incompressible) 
and hence must be of the form 
At equilibrium, by the principl~ of detailed balance, 
rc1 c ""'> c. o 
Therefore from (6.9) 
o<dc~,cl.~r') S('t4\+'2.CA~\'))nl~}c1~\) :. ~! St'4"\"'1l)nl'+l\,~) 
Summing over x 
-=:: ~ ~aS~) Oll.l\,~) 
1CI.+14~)C m+ ).4 -= "){. 
Si~~e lt-~~).~X'+1..1 . := Ll~c:.xl 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
If cC 0 (.~, cl~l) is assumed to be constant for a given x (that 
) which is consistent _with the concept 
of indistinguishability in the liquid phase, then 
O(<i Gl·\-'2.) ;::: l3cl <;(:)(') t'tl'>() 
s tx.-+-"') '() ()(.. ~ 't:_) . (6.12) 
Then 
(6.13) 
~ - 9.. 'n~) SOO C> ) .S.l~ '~'~ 1 
rcl aJ L n t "'' 't-4\ 
A similar expression for Jm(d) may be derived. 
T. (il'\,c!,-t)::.- ~"' c;~)t\lX) ~ \ ft~,d,-\.1 I 
1'1\ r a"' l "'\)(.) J cl 
( 6.15) 
The expressions fo:r Jm(d) and Jd(m) 
constant m (6.14) yields 
can be integrated: at 
. 
t(fl\, <kt) \~ 
f\lT4\Y~~) o - ~: T.& l~,4, -t) dd nL~,~~)~c& (6.16) 
Therefore 
G 
fllW\,Gt,t) _ ~C.~,o)Jc) ~ _ \ ~(Y\\6\\'.\ ~~ (6~17) 
1\(~) n L-...'\ ~o f\ti-.1~~Yft! 
From (6.3) ~(lf.,~,t){Cf:.) ~ 0 • Therefore (6.17) reduces to 
t(~,a,-t) -c. ) 6 3d(~,~,~)~~ (6 .. 18) 
~l~ . o t)~}S~) ~t! 
Since at x*~ 1/n(x) has a very steep maximum, one can 
expand n(x) about x* and perform a peak integration. (Only 
in the region of x* is the integral significantly different 
from zero). It is further assumed that 
S0C\ ~~(X~) 
~ u l~)d,'t) ~ -rcl ll'\ l~lllr;_w.. ,'\:) ~ -yd.W:(...,.,) 
Therefore ~ 
-tc.~, o, ~) _ Tic.'#\\ ( ~ 
'f\t'MI - ·~~sex*) J o n6<\ 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
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At constant m, the variable 
)( ~ t<\ ~ 'l.d 
of integration may be changed: 
\)J~~ c\ _., 0 ' ~_., ~ 
d ...":) cO ) X.-'> oO 
<itt -e d~ 
2.. 
Therefore (6.21) becomes 
fL~M,o"'-t)- "fa*-6'1\) 
n(W\) .... 2~4 sex~) 
Since :, · · 
( 6.22) 
( 6 .. 23) . 
(6 .. 24) 
be set to + oo • This introduces virtually no error. Thus 
( 6.24) becomes 
cr L. ~,o,~) ~4 S<.x.~) C'\(}t*)1x~ 
tll..lf\) " -rr 
Sim~larly, it can be shown that 
Where 
~{el~\t\ !• S(X~~ h(X~) ~~t 
()l'U\') n-
( 6.25) 
(6.26) 
J*d(m) represents the flow of embryos (across the line 
x*= m+ 2d) parallel to the d axis , due to dimer impact only 
130a 
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(upon embryos of size x*). 
J*m. (d) represents a similar vector flow (across x*=- m + 2d) 
due to monomer impact~ 
f(m~o,~) represents a non-equilibrium distribution of 
embryos which arise due to a net process of monomer impac~ .• 
:f(o 9 d 1 t) represents a similar distribution along the other 
boundacy. 
Note that f(m,d)~ f(m+2d) since nowhere has f(m,d) 
been summed over m + 2d ': x and, even if it were, the form of 
f(m,d) is still unknown. This means that :f(m,d) has meaning 
only with respect to a point on the m,d plane being the num-
ber of embryos of the size (m,d.) at the time t. n(m +2d) has 
meaning only with respect to a_ line on the plane, each point 
o:f which contributes a quantity n(m 9 d) to n(m-+- 2d). 
From the boundary conditions that the net :flux vectors 
at m ~ 0 and d-=. 0 are parallel to these axis, expressions 
+to,~,'\:) t-t~,~h~) . . · 
for 1\L"'M) and M."fii\) may be derive.~. 
Thu~ ( 6.4) an~ (-6 .. 15.) yield 9 at m '= 0 
'C) ' f l'tJ\, d, t) 1 <::: 0 
a-"" L Y\l'le) c1)W\tO (6.28) 
Therefore 
Since m= 0 
( o-lei to,~ cU. t: -
~~ (\l'U~St"l-6'>~! 
If Jd (o,d,t) is assumed to be independent of ~ (this is 
equi-valent to assumine; a quasi steady-state on the boundacy) 
(6.3l) oecomes 
. d d~ ~ \I ~~-,A)~~) ~ - (6.32) 
Therefore (6.33) 
Not~ 
Similarly on the ooundarY 
()) \ ~c. \N\ ) c!. ''\:;) l 
a~ 0, from (6.5)and (6.l4) 
From 
-act l V\ c'J(> .J 'fi\, ~t:.-0 
Therefore 
fl~, (), '\:;) 
~l"(\11.') 
( 6 .l5) 
\1"1 T" (_""" .\,-\) ~"" "' - \ 1<1 
I ~()l')){:j._)~,._ \ 
Therefore a. t d ~ 0 
since 
::..0 (6.35) 
(6.36) 
( 6.39) 
The boundary conditions essentially imply that on the 
boundary, a one component distribution exists, at the same 
total pressure as the "two component" mixture of monomer and 
dimer. 
One can see this by analogy with the one component steady 
state solut_ion given by Equation (4.59). 
5. Calculation of the Rate 
\ 
_The detailed _physical mecl:;tanism of formation is not of 
direct interest and the vecto~cheme is used only to organize 
the q'ounting process. 
The total ~ate of flow ac~oss any l~ne x represents the 
flow through a given embryo size x. The line x, however, is 
not any line segment in the (m,d) plane but that given by 
X:: m + 2d since only on this 1:1n~ dp the 11 differenttl embryos 
correspond to the/aa:m.e physical' entity of interest.* This 
considerably simplifies the analysiso 
The critical rate is the rate of passage over the line 
x*:: (m• 2d)*; this is the flux of physical interest. 
To compute this flux, consider a line segment of x*,dL 
(Fig~re 37). If J*m(d) a~d J*d(m) are assumed constant over 
this line segment (which is assumed long enough to intersect 
an appreciable number of points (m,d) ) the number of points 
in~ersected by J*d(m) and J*m(d) may be computed; multiplying 
these constant fluxes by the number of times they occur on 
* The normal t':"o-component case di,stinguishes all embryos, and 
flow across any line segment is :physically significant. 
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d.L and summing, an expres-sion faT J(x*) is obtaiil.ed over 
the segment dL: .·· 
* ~ J"( x•)~,J 'C. \'I'*' 1 ~ lA\ -t t\c! l~ lv.-.\ (6.40) 
where Of'C) is the number of m coordinates in dL and 
II 11 d tl each of which 
- -
contribute J*m(d) and_ J*d(m) res.peetively to the flux over dL. 
But 
z. 
" '\.~ - d.l 'l'ttl t:. (l, i;) VC\ e- ~ ~ (6.41) 
'f\ A. .... ell c;.as ~ ;:: ~ ci l ( 6.42) 
Therefore 
r(x~) , ~ 41. r 2 r~ (.d) + TJ.~ (~)] -
. "''a iS L (6.43) 
The flux per unit length is given by 
-:t_C.X*'\~hc! ::=. 1 L (X*) .1:: ~ :r:Li) + TlL'\\\ 
. (t\... . ~ 
Tpe total flux over x*, J(x*), is given by 
(6.44) 
j(X*) -: ~: JL(.x*)ci. l ( 6.45) 
where K c. tot~l length of the line x·*e m +- 2d. 
The variable of integration may be transformed from L 
to m since L 'C:.~A)"frl is the distance from the point m;: 0, 
d "C. x* /2 to the point (m, d). 
Henc~, if L ~ 0 then m =- 0 and if L :K. -=Q5j2)x~ then m ~ x*. 
(6.45) then reduces to 
• 0 ~ 
x"f R fXf' ~ 
J(_)( ~ ') -:::. s t> J '-(X*) ~ d~ ~ J c l :r.,.J.~l) ~ 
Combination of (6.47), (6.25) and (6.26) yields 
T (X*) ~ )~'*') t\{)(.*) i x • f~[ Ho, .l;\:) 1,. -t !(,., o,-1.-)~ ] d ~ ff J 0 (\ l't .. d') 2. t) l-.,..) (6 .. 48) 
Nowhere has the steady state approximation been explicitly 
used except at the botm.daries ,· and even there, a true steady 
state was not necessary: only a very weak dependence on time. 
It is this weak dependence which is considered in J(x*) (d~e 
to the presence 0. f H~1'1::) an·d -5-CJ..,o.;'c:) ) • 
t) (. "1..4-') - ~ (. 1'4\ ") 
This quasi-steady state situation arises from the fact 
that a peak integration has been performed (66f). If one 
considers the expression for the flux, Equation (4.45), then 
by integration together with (4.49) 
. G 
f(6) :. ( - ) ~ c:l')( 
t'\(G) ' ()l)(.) S~) ~ 
one obtains 
( 6.49) 
The flux as a function of time is schematically shown 
in Figure 38. The flux, I, at early times, t 1 , is nearly 
zero at x*. The function 1/n(x) is zero everywhere else and 
hence their product vanishes • f C<:r) -f:.) :. o , however, and the 
. . 'f\ (!7) 
int~gral must be equal to tm.ity: clearly impossible. When the 
flux increases, though n~t yet a steady state, the integral 
does not vanish and the peak integration will be valid. Note 
that I cannot change too sharply with x in order that it be 
possible_ to take it outside the integral sign. 
J(x*) is thus weakly time_ dependent - a quasi- steady 
state,. It is a valid expression at times long enough eo that 
the flux is not zero through ~* and not changing too rapidly 
with x. 
6 •. The Equilibrium Distribution o·f -·Embryos 
In.order to be able to compute the rate J(x*) the 
quantity n(x), the equilibrium distribution of embryos in 
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,. 
the sy~tem must be calculated. This is most conveniently done 
by the method of.Frenkel though it is realized that there is 
an approximation involved.* 
be the thermodynamic potential of a system 
compQsed o~ a gaseous mixture of monomer and dimer molecules 
together with a distribution of liquid embryos whose size is 
measured in number of particles Xo 
Monomer and dimer in the'gas phase satisfy some equi-
librium relation due to the reaction 
2M~D 
The followin£ notation will be employed: 
m :: 0 
d = 
0 
number of monomers in gas phase a.t pressure Pm with 
chemical potential/molecule equal to ~ (Pto\)i) · 
where · . 
}l\1\ :. ~~ tr) -+ ~ T \M ~"" ( 6 .50) 
number of dime~s in gas phase at pressure Pd with 
chemical potential/molecule equal to .)Ad (,~,'T) 
where 
Acl :. .U.! (-r) t "'' ~ ~cl c 6 ·51> 
pT ~ total pressure.=- Pm + Pd 
n(m + 2d)-::. n(x) 1:. number of embryos of size X in the equilibrium 
mixture. 
)\.'1-.-::.. ch~mical potential of an embryo of size x. 
(in the Frenkel approximation) 
(6o52) 
t .c ' . .. 
AL~~~chemical potential pe~ molecule of liquid under 
.total pressure pT and temperature T. · 
Th.e constraints on the system are 
( 6 .53) 
*See Chapter IV 1 section 4. 
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and 
~T c: \'(\'> + 1.cll) * ~ )(. \\l~) ::: ~-\-~'C\~ ( 6.54) 
(where essentiaily 2 A JJ?. ::. A.d is assumed.) 
If' the whole m.ixture is considered as a dilute solution 
,of' embcyoa in the gaseous solvent, the thermodynamic potential 
may oe written 
~(. T,)>> ~ tl\ 0 ~~ ~ do~~"" 1_ lxA~+ rJ.(;I::l X.L/1 ) n{j) + ~i ~ l'lt1.'l~~ (6 .55)* 
where 
F-= ~\) +-~+- 'L ~~) ~-~o+-~o (6.56) 
~ 
The condition of' equilibrium is given by (4.17), subject to 
( 6 . 53 ) and ( 6 . 54 ) . 
By the method of' Lagrange multipliers (2lb) one f'inds 
(\<;i..) t t'-~ -;t1' \.X (). L (I','T) - ~ .... ~ ... ,'1')} H>(X~ l ( 6. 57) 
The evaluation of' AtJ-~\T)- }A1"\ \~,..;r) is carried out in the f'ol~ 
lowing manner: f'or bulk liquid at ita saturation pressure,p0 , 
A LP()J') ::: H~ (Y0 ;f')-.::. chemical potential of' gas phase (pe(r6 •5S) ~ . r molec~e) 
By def'inition 
(6.59) 
0 wh~re N-=- m-o + 2d0, Pm is the partial pressure of' monomer 
I 
over bulk liquid, and )A.'M l~~ ~T) is the chemical potential of' 
the mon·omer. (Note tha~ P 0 = Pd 0 + Pm 0 ). 
From (6.59) and (6.53), 
A.L lY'o,T} : \'('l:u<Jl~ ~ ~ lA4. c. ~ )l"" ~ '-~ ~"' ~,. ( 6 6· 0 ) U'\o ~.~ \Ao ~-:\'...,. l ------:: .1- t"'tn • ··~ ~ ~,~~1) . 
* There are no f'ree energy of' mixing terms f'or m0 .. and d 0 since the )J..~M and )J.d are expressed in terms of part~al pressures .. 
Since the liquid is v~rtually incompressible, 
A.L lt\),1''> ~ A1.. l\\1') 
Therefore 
-.., AL LP,T} ~ t\"M l~~,'T) 
~ ~~ L't) ~ V... \~ ~"'..., 
,But 
}!.""' l~,\) -::. ~~ L-r'l -\-- ~"= ~ ~­
Combining (6 .so) and ( 6. 62.), 
t.lc.v,n-A.-... c.~~\-r~ ~ AL l~0) -~tr) ... \\\~ \> .... 
( 6,. 61) 
(6.62) 
( 6 • .so) 
( 6. 63) 
and combining (6.63) with (6.62) the final expression is 
Q (6. 64) 
AL ll>,\)- ~'Ml~ .. h\) i::: \(\""' K 
f._ 
Pm can be eliminated as a variable in favor of PTotal in 
the following manner: assuming an ideal 'gas 
~T\1>=-~o~~)'-'.T ~ ~\(.\ (6.65) 
From (6.53) 
v(~ ~ fci/p! 
By definition 
P,- ~ ~"" +--~ d (6.66) 
Combining (6 .. 53), (6.65) and (6.66) when Kp• 0 
(6.67) 
and 
(6.68) 
When Kp::: o 
• e 
'""' ::=.. pIt ., \"~ '= l>T 
ttt'l.\ :.(~.,.) e~ -&~.,. lx '-'Tit.. ~ ~ o(.lt'"'~] and (6.69) 
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The critical nucleus size x* is gotten from 
*K ~ ~~) 1 't,;::. X~ ::; O 
x.*'C. g 0{3 \ ~ ~'t ~0 
'2.1 \v.,'t~ S\t~f'v<t 1 \ L S~\-.q~o\£.~ -\ J 
oc --e 41T cr- ( ~4nr Y"l.13 
Thus, for Kp~ 0 
ff1\ _1..~~3\ I l"l.l ~H~'*) =\'AT) e.i~ ~\ l ~ l l '-"T~ ~\t1f'.<t -Jj r 
~\+"fo\I~-\ 
To complete the analysis 
..J ~ <;(.)(~) ~ ~ x* '3 
r rX , ''1.. ~-v'3 i~ ::. \.. Cj~;t) '1... 
( 6. 70-) 
(6.?1) 
(6.72) 
(6 .. 73) 
(6.74) 
It is of interest to examine the limiting forms of n(x) 
·:for large and small Kp: 
When Kp ::::. 0 (no dimer) 
1\(:,L.) = l_\'~,.) ~ -~,. L'i.\A.T \,. ~~ + o(/IJ 1 (6.76) 
When Kp _, 0 (very small% dimer, so that 4~p <t.. 1) 
. . 
\\+-~ ~~,) 1/"1.. ~ \ t-L\. ~ \( ~ 
and n(x) is Ulialtered .. 
w;hen Kp')) 0 (small % mono¥ler, 4Kp '>> 1) 
(1+.4\)~~)' 11.. ~ l4 \) V..~') v~ (6.78) 
{)()(.) ~ l ~'J.T) ~~ ~~T L \,(.\ lM lYf )'h +- ~1-h 1 (6.79) 
7 .. Results 
The calculatton of J(x*) :for various ratios of monomer 
to dimer has been carried out for ethanol at 273°K and a 
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"supersaturation" of 3*. 
ftO) A,-t) 
The integrals iny_olved in the quanti ties f\ t~li.) and 
ft~o..\:) 
were evaluated numerically in the manne11:. described 
nl'M) · 
in Chapter V. The data are given in Table 18. 
. l 
The rate J(x*) is ~ivan as a.:function of the percentage 
of dimer in the gas9ous·· mixture 
·-
(Taple 19) and is illustrated 
in Figure 39. 
Th~ striking dependence of; the1 rate upon the dimer con-
p~ntration is cle~rly indicated: as·the percentage of dimer 
increases, the rate drop)~, qui~_e co:htrary_ to our a priori 
beliefs and in contrast'with the results of Frisch and Willis! 
If one e:xamines th~ calculation of the latter authors 
carefully, it is clear that their_ analysis is not appli-
cable to the situation env.isioned h~re: a monomer-dimer 
equilibrium in the gas phase. 
, 
.I; .. : 
These authors set up the differential difference 
equation for the collisional flux through an embryo size when 
both .single molecules and embryos of size 2 can collide with 
. . ! 
any embryo.· 
.. 
They write for this flux 
r::: 1(~-1) ~-\)-~ex.>~) - "~\ f~)-+ i (X-1..) ~(-£-~\ ( 6. 80) 
F3-hd the final result is expres·sed in the :form 
- I 
* It was not feasable to use methanol as the example since 
the association cannot be regarded solely as monomer-
dimer (79). The supersaturation refers to t.otal pressure 
over total equilibrium vapor-pressure of bulk liquid. 
TABLE 18 
The Function h(z) ror Various Values of Pm/P0m 
K:£2 ~ 5xlo-4 Kl ~ 10=l Kp= 5xlol 
z h(z) h z) h(z) 
1.0 0 0 0 
1.1 .0632 .06:;1.7 .0604 
1.2 .0841 .0790 .0759 
1.3 .0889 .0807 .0766 
1.4 .0881 .0778 .0732 
1.5 .0860 .0740 .0692 
1.6 .0839 .0706 .0654 
1.7 .0822 .0676 .0622 
1.8 .0810 .0650 .0594 
1.9 .0802 .0627 .0569 
2.0 .0799 .0608 .0548 
2.1 .0799 .0592 .0529 
2.2 .0804 .0578 .0513 
2.3 .0813 .0566 .0498 
2.4 .0827 .0556 .0485 
2.5 .0846 .0548 .0473 
2.6 o0871 .0541 .0463 
2.7 .0902 .0536 .0453 
2.8 .0942 .0532 .0445 
2.9 .0989 .0530 .0438 
3.0 .1047 .. 0528 .0431 
3.1 .1120 .0528 .0426 
3.2 .1212 .0529 .0421 
3-3 .1328 .0532 .0417 
3.4 .1477 .0535 .0413 
3.5 .1673 .0539 .0411 
3.6 .1936 .0545 .0408 
3·7 .2301 .0553 .0407 
3.8 .3042 .0562 .0406 
3·9 .3840 .0574 .0405 
4.0 .0586 .0405 
4.1 .0602 .0405 
4.2 .0619 .0406 
4~3 .0639 .0408 
4. L~ .0662 .0410 
4.5 .0688 .0413 
4.6 .0719 .0417 
4.7 .0756 .0421 
4.8 .0799 .0421 
4.9 .0849 .0432 
5.0 .0909 .0438 
5.,0 
5ol 
5·2 
5·3 5~4 
5·5 5'16 
5·7 5.8 
5.9 
6.0 
6.l 
6.2 
6.3 
6.4 
6.5-
6.6 
6~7 
·6~8 
6.9 
7.0 
7~l 
7·2 
7·3 
7·4 
7·5 
7·6 
7·7 
~BLE l8 Oontinue9:. 
Kp"" lO-l 
h(Z)-
-
.0909 
.0982 
.l0'7l 
.ll80 
.l3l6 
.1492 
.1725 
.2Q44 
?2493 . 
.3164 
.0438 
.o445 
.0453 
.o462 
.o472 
.o483 
.0496 
.OSlO 
.0526 
.o544 
.os6s 
.0587 
.• o6l3 
.o642 
.0676 
.07l5 
.o761 
·o08l4 
.o877 
.0954 
.l046 
.l159 
.. l303 
~]_488 
.l702 
.2044 
.2520 
.322l 
TABLE 19 
Calculation of the Total Rate 
X:p =- 50 (97 • 7%. 
dimer) 
m J*m(d) J*a(m)/2 
1 1.39xlo-28 5.06xlo-27 
20 1.48 
40 1.56 
60 1.62 
80 1.65 
100 1.67 
120 1.68 
140 1.69 
300 
320 
340 
360 
380 
4oo 
420 
440 
458 
5.05x1o-27 
5.02 
4.96 
. 4.83 
4.56 
4.16 
3.71 
3.24 
K:p..,. lo-1(59. 6% 
dimer) 
~ J*m(d) J*a(m)/2 
1 l.07xlo-4 1.44xlo-4 
10 1.18 
20 1.24 
30 1.29 
40 1.33 
50 1.35 
60 1 .. 36 
70 1.37 
110 
120 
130 
140 1.42 
150 1.40 
160 1.35 
170 1.27 
180 1.17 
190 1.06 
200 
·79 
J (x*) ~ 5 .5xlo-±2 
K:p = 5xlo-4 (6. 4 % 
dimer) 
~ Jitm (d) Jd*(m)/2 
l 3.7xlo14 5.7x1o12 
5 4 
10 4.4 
15 4.7 
20 498 
25 4.9 
30 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
59 
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(6 .. 81) 
'5}. <=-Surface area of embryo of size i 
~)p.istribution, :Ln numbers of ( 6. 82) 
·'embryoszof size i 
where JBDZ is the 
(~gu~tion 4.59). 
usual steady-state monomer solution :C* 
Clearly, until the factor (I +- ~ g\"t..) can compete 
with the exponential in JBDZ (equal _to eP<p-~ ) , the 
monomer solution will obtain. This competition will occur 
if' Yl(2))'> 'h(l) and thus an appreciable effect on the rate 
should only occur when the u dimer1 ~ * concentration is very 
high. Furthermore, the rate should increase. 
The resolution of this difficulty lies in the fact 
pointed out earlier: there is a meaningful difference be-
tween the ~erturbation of the flux due to collisions between 
emb~yos and the alteration of the flux due to the existence 
of &ssociation. in the gas phase. 
This difference occurs due to the thermodynamics of the 
situation. Frisch and Willis assert an appreciable effect 
will occur in the system .if 
)\ (~') >""> 'nl\) 
n(x), however, is given by · · 
t\~):::.. No ~- ~T l X'V.,\~ ~Yr> + ~l-/l J 
and n(2) cannot become larger than n(l) 1 
*In the terminology of the authors. 
J."+..l 
These authors have considered the modification in the 
rate theory only and assumed that the original thermodynam~c 
analysis would be valid! For the case of the perturbation 
by "embr-yo of size 2" collisi.ons, this is true. When one 
asserts that association-is occurr:1,ng,* then the constraint 
( 6 ·53) 
is required.** This condition-completely alters the thermo-
dynamic analysis and, in particular, as the concentration of 
dimer 'increasesJ the vapor phase is very strongly stabilized 
(the barrier Ll~ ex*) rises sharply) and the rate falls off 
quite rapidly. 
In the situation for which (6.53) holds it is possible 
to have more dimers than monomers yet maintain the requirement 
that 
since u embryos of size 2" and 1,1dimersu are distinguishable. 
The quantity n(2.) refers to entities derived by a fluctuation 
process over and above the number of dimers present.*** 
~ order to see more clearly the effect of the kinetic 
versus the thermbdynamic effects the calculation of the rate 
has been carried out as if for ·a-pure one-component system 
* Meaning the species can be identified. 
** This implies Kp = Pd/Pm2 • 
*** On could aM~o arp;tfe that the embryo distribution is not 
uurrec-c-::ry- ·g1--ven -except· at the nucleus size since the only 
thermo~amic entities present in the system are the mo-
nomer, dimer and nucleus . · 
t 
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except that the molecular weight has been replaced by a mean 
molecular weight, (M), weighted according to the mole fraction 
of monomer and dimer~ 
Thus, if M is the molecular weight of the mon9mer, 
whe:re Xm =mole fraction of monomer 
x · = " 11 1.t dimer (Mi =mean molecular weight 
and 1 since ~+ xd=l, (6.83) m€\.y be written 
<M'> =: Ml1.-Xn-.\:: M~ 
(6.83) 
(6.84) 
The calculation has been carried out for ethanol at'the 
same temperature and supersaturation. The critical rate is 
given by 
::r:* -= \t \~ >t. \;\~·~ ~x~l- 3 2,fob~2.) ( 6.85) 
and is shown as· the dashed curve in Figure 39. 
Clearly,the effect is quite pronounced; in particular, 
almost the entire.effect is due to the thermodynamics rather 
than the kinetics •. The deviations of the kin.etic analysis from 
; .... . .... 
the pure monomer or pure dimer sys~em are understandable in 
the .following_ manner:wb,en oneallows a small amount of dimer 
to be present in the systein, ~he·number of paths to the criti-
cal nucleus size is greatly i~creased while the thermo-
dynamics is nearly unaltered.:.As more dimer is added, the 
thermod_ynamic effect PEedominates. ·Hence,· the small peak at 
-· 
about 5% dimer. When the system is'nearly all dimer, a similar 
effect occurs and the sharp drop in rate going from 95% to 
lOQ% dimer is observed. 
' 
dimer means a lower rate, J*, and a higher critical super-
satu!1ation ratio. Methanol, it wi_ll be recalledf, gave a 
., '•' 
h~gher value of Scritical than calculated on the basis of 
pure monomer. 
The fact that the purely thermodynamic analysis (with 
the mean molecular weight concept) yields results closely 
paralleling·the more accurate solution suggests that this will 
be a convenient approximate method for handling polymer form~ 
ation in nucleation. It was not extended to treat methanol as 
. . . ~ 
there is only one experimental point to be checked (the 
' ·' ' 
critical supersaturation ratio) and at least two parameters, 
the equilibrium constants for dimer and (probably) tetramer 
formationjare involved. It shbtild qe noted that even small 
percentages of very high ord.er p"olymers could exert an 
appreciable effect. 
.l 
VII. GENERAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this research to examine the 
validity of the experimental basis of the Beeker-Doring 
theory of nucleation; to effect this, a careful examination 
of the usual experimental technique was carried out and a 
modified cloud chamber designed and constructed. The operating 
characteristics of the chamber were examined to insure that 
the modification in design did not introduce new errors in 
place of the ones which the chamber was designed to minimize. 
In particular, the expansion was found to be adiabatic and 
there was no appreciable lag in the appearance of condensate 
on the time scale involved in these experiments. 
The experimental findings, though few in number, do not 
confirm the results of Volmer and Flood on the.critical super-
saturation ratio for the spontaneous nucleation of water 
vapor though they are in agreement with the classical results 
of C.T.R. Wilson and the more recent findings of G.M. Pound. 
In an attempt to correlate all the experimental data, 
an hypothesis. has been advanced whic·h asserts, in effect, that 
the lack of agreement between the various investigators 
results from the failure of earlier workers to remove com-
I• 
pletely, by means of an electric field, the ever-present ions 
from the chamber. The.assoc1ated question of which of the 
various crit~ria employed to define the appearance or con-
~eneate is correct must be examined in the light of the 
a!" 
degree of purity of the carrier gas in any given experimental 
s~tuat~on. The VE:l,rious criteria could easily corre~pond to 
vs...rylnf!/iegre~s -o:fpurity.Closely connected with this prqblem 
' I 
is .the prop;tem o:f the growth of the nuclei to obsepvable 
' droplets wl1ere tl:le usual assumption o:f a l:l correspondence 
is an important part o:f the theoretical cri t,erion !or con-
d~ns~tion. 
I . 
Considerable experimental difficulty was experienced 
in obtaining, consistently, a sufficiently pure carrier gas 
:for use in these· experiments,.· ,Clea:bly, unless purity can be 
guaranteed the experiments are not capable of interpreta-
tf_on in j,erms o:r·. the theory of spontaneous nucleation. Formally, 
o:f course, ion removal 'is simply another :form of purification 
though this was not the problem encountered with the erratic 
c_leanin_g lines previously describeq.. 
An investigation of the influence of polymer :formation 
in the vapor phase upon the gaseous ~ucleation process was 
., '·. . 
carried out since·thevapors· under consideration in the 
eXperiments of Volmer and Flood areoCapable o:f vapor phase 
' •1, 
association •. For' the experimentally observed degrees of 
. . . 
association in ~he lower alcohols, the e:ffec·t ls quite negli-
gible tho·ugh ·any appreciable ,percentage o:f polymer in the 
vapor exerts a tremendous sta'sili.zh:tg influence on the vapor 
:----.·· 
phase. 
' 
-· . .. . . 
The absence o:f relaxation effects in the attainment of 
... :-· '· 
steady state nucleation was con:firin.Eild• 
. ·. 
On the basis 9f the.e.xperinrewt-a.l :findings, one must con-
I"-.$ 
elude that th~·-'Iluanti tative B .D.Z. theory is incorrect as 
applied. There are several factors which enter into the CO!Il-
parisqn of theo~ and experiment and consequently several 
possibilities for error in the analysis. One cannot say. that 
any given part of the formalism is incoFrect. The nature of 
the criticism of the bas.ic thermodynamics, p~rticularly with 
regard to the magnitude of the surface tension, makes this 
appear to be the most reasonable point of departur.e in a 
more refined analysis; Reiss baa indicated a statistical 
mechanical approach to the problem (see Appendi~ I). 
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APPENDIX .I 
THE STATISTICAL .Tim;ORY OF NUCLEATION. 
1. Outline· of the Theory 
The s~vere conceptual difficU,lt.ies of the quasi-thermo-
dynamic th~ary of nucleation led Reiss (66d) to· attempt a 
mare rigorous trea.tment of the problem. In particular, the 
eguilibrium ·~spect of the theory was considered from the point 
of view of statistical mechanics. 
At .the .outset, it was recognized that a truly rigorous 
treatment could nat lead to the existence of metastable 
states, but would .lead to the phenomenon of phase sep~ration 
(as in the theory of Mayer) since. the system in which .!i!t2, 
stable phases exis.t has a lower Gibbs free energy than the 
corresponding single phase metastable .system (20a). It was 
therefore ·necessary to in traduce. some e·ohstraint i.qto the 
s,ystem which would force it to remain metastable; $ince, ··::ror 
a·supersaturated vapor, the metastability is made evident 
by its remaining gaseous, .Reiss chose to constrain the aye- ·· 
tem in this fashion. 
The fundamental problem in the statistical mecha::q.ics of 
cooperative systems is the evaluation of that part of the 
phase integral khown as the configuration integral (20b) 
for from the phase integral all the thermodynamic functions may 
be derived.-- In particular, the pressure is given by (20c) 
.. dk \ 
p =! \AT ( 2>:- J, (A.2) 
For an ideal gas ..a..= \)w (since "U ::.o ) and hence 
For this reas·on, Reiss chose to impose the constraint 
in the form 
without requiring 1r-= 0 • The very fact that condensation 
does occur implies some sort of interaction. 
The evaluation of .J:L was carried out by means of a cell 
method of calculation in which one assumes the configuation 
space to be divided up into cells and approximates the integral 
over the whole space by integrals over the cells. 
The distribution of ·cell-s····of size x (having x molecules 
in the cell), was found to be 
f\('X) = A. ix ~~ \ _ (wuc.))C).JJ l (A •5 ) 
xl l "'"' "j 
where A and i are Lagrange multipliers on the conservation 
of particles and volume, (w~)~ is a mutual potential 
energy of x particles in a cel.l including interactions be-
tween particles in neighboring cells.* 
The conseryation c.ondi tiona are (X) . 
~ 1l l~) -.::. N /g (A. 6a) 
*A similar result was obtained independently by Katsura · 
and Fujita (39) though intercell interaction was ignored. 
~ ~(\(X) x: ::: N 
and .-\ 
0 
and ; are determined from these constra\n\:s. 
If (wO() )," .is zero 1 as for an ideal gas, 
- A\A 'i~ f\()(\ tel. X ~ 
and the conservation conditions lead directly to 
Therefore 
) 
.._; -<j X 
n()C)•I : - e 'L IL <4 (1 I 
J . x. 
(A .7) 
(A. 8) 
(A ·9) 
_Q is wholly determined by A and --l • Reiss chose 
them for the non-ideal system to be those given for an ideal 
gas. (This insures that (A.4) will be satisfied). Renee 
N -~ ( ~ ) Q.vn [- (\JJbO)<ll/1 ~e. \. xr. ' · VZ'\' (A.lO) 
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This n(x) 1 however, cannot satisfy the conservation conditions 
as the series (A.6) diverge. To eliminate this, it is neces-
sary to tut off these series at some value h. Thus 
· 'L .,; e-13 ~ e '- (w<.x) >o.w l -::: \Jfo 
0 <3 X~ ~ L \.(_\ j ') (A.ll) 
(A .12) 
Examination of the extremals of the distribution 
function n(x) (in which x! was approximated by Stirling's 
formula) revealed that two extrema existed: a most probable 
value at 
(A. 13) 
----------
and a second (least probable (85)) defined by 
- t(T% ~'If : [dd ( \ll(J(~)~ 1 
'-! x. lj X:::..)(* (A .. 14) 
It was shown that cells of size x ( x* were more likely 
to decay,. those of x ) x* more likely to grow .. The size x* 
was then identified as the analogue of the classical nucleus 
and for inte~nal consistency, it was demanded that 
x*::: h (A .. 15) 
By means of an inequality argument, ii;. was shown that 
h increases more rapidly than x* with g and hence there was 
a maximum size of cell, rr ( = gv)' defined .. 
Finally an attempt was made to compute the exponent 
of n(x) from the quasi-thermodynamic a~guments of the Einstein 
fluctuation theory", 
The formalism of the rate thaory was left unaltered. 
2., Criticism of the Theory 
In attempting to carry out a numerical investigation 
of the theory, certain difficulties were noted in the 
discussion .. 
The original investigation was concerned with the pos-
sibility of obtaining a consistent set of variables, g and h, 
such that (A.4),(A.6a),(Aol4) a:q.d (Aol5) are satisfied (with 
n(x) given by (A .. lO) ) with the tacit assumption that if 
one satisfied the conservation condition (Ao6a), then (A o 6b) 
would also be satisfied. This implies that 
~ \) 
9?.. {){X) ....... ~ )( {\l'>C) (A o 16) 
0 0 
(so that the average value of x over the distribution is the 
same as the most probable value)*. 
By direct substitution of (A.lO) into (A.l6), one obtains 
~ ~ ct:_' _ r ~~>>~ 1 =- ~ ~ r _ <.\U~>>Q.» 1 2. c_x-1)\ ex~ L \A.' J . o }(~ ~ l ~\ 'J 
0 
or 
(A .17) 
For the crude (Ul{X)~ chosen** this ·d~d not hold***. 
Accordingly, an investigation was undertaken of the 
interrelationship .of A 9 4 ,g,h, and x*. In particular, 
solutions of the set of equations 
we;re.sought. 
Substitution of (A.S) into (A.l8) produces the requirement 
that 
* As will be seen below this is not true. This is an indication 
of the importance of the fluctuations! 
**See section 3. 
*** In this connection, it should be noted that the use of 
Stirling's approximation for x! is not permissible due 
to the smallness of x and the conservation conditions must 
be expressed as s~s; conversion to integral conditions 
is invalid. This is consistent with viewing x as a 
discrete parameter. 
(A.5) 1 (A.6a),and (A.6b) yield 
-i (~-X) '{'>< <2 xcu- [ < wDC)/'QlJ] ::= 0 (A .20) 
o xr " V( ""T 
while (Aol4) and (A.l5) reduce to* 
~' _ I I lU~ 1.·)\ + _L l . w' Cn): (4_ (. w()())~ 7 (A .21) 
., - V\ ex..~ L l.A.""t 2.~ J J dx J~=~ 
The combination of (Ao20) and (Aa2l) yields 
~ l C~-x) h'~<~~l [-xi)J'(~) + (U)(X)/~- ~J =o (A.22) 
o --x-T '-<T a 'n. 
For a given value of h, (which should be an integer) a value 
of g may be derived. Then, from (A.6a) and (A.6b) a value of 
.AfN may be computed. From (A.l9) a value of Ac,l~ may also 
be computed and the two compared. When they are equal, the de-
sired set of g~h, A 1 "i ~and x* will have been found. This has 
been carried out for a particular approximation to {w~)>~ . 
3. Calculation of <w ()c) >9!J 
It must be recognized at the outset that a direct cal-
culation of ~w~~~ is not feasible. Accordingly, an approxi-
mation must be sought. 
A reasonably tractable one would seem to be given by the 
Lenn.ard-Jones-Devonshire theory of compressed gases (20d). 
In this lattice model, valid for highly compressed gases, the 
determining parameter (aside from the fundamental constants 
*Here we must assume Stirling's approximation for x! but 
we choose the more exact form 
x:l, ~ e->< X)( (2TtX) ~ 
In the derivative, we do not make too great an error. 
in the intermolecular potential) is the density. 
The particles are considered to be fixed in a face-
centered cubic lattice and a smoothed average potential w(r) 
for a particle with 12 nearest neighbors is co~puted .. Thus 
1"(.r) ~ t ~) :. ~2. ( I!: [ (_ rt•Q.~- Lo.~c.os.Jll <i.'W\9 de ( . ) 
-u } A .. 23 
Restricting our consideration to the value of w(r) at 
the center of the cell definedby the 12 near neighbors, 
w(Jlh -i <:(eo"! [- 1 ( ~ )' -1' L (.~ t] (A .24) 
In terms of the nearest neighbor distance, since there 
are 2 molec_ules per unit cell, the volume per molecule,V ~ is 
. . .m 
given by 
\)'tt\ ::. Vc.ell -~-
For the cells under consideration, the average volume 
per molecule is given by 
(A .26) 
Hence, equating (A.25) and (Ao26) yields ~ :for these 
cells and hence w(o). 
The energy in the cell tr is then approximately 
t X w(n) (Aa27) 
(where the factor t avoids double counting) ... The :final result 
is 
I 
(A.,28) 
The quantity <w~~ is really a :free energ_y o:f charging; 
since an, .energy approximation is being used, an error is 
introduced .. w( 9) is a maximum (negative) value o:f w and the' 
entropy of charging is essentially a negative quantity; hence 
from 
(A .29) 
it is expected that some compensation of the energy error 
will be obtained by omitting the entropy factor. 
As to the use of the L~nnard~Jonea-Devonshire theory 
itself, one asserts that cella with x particles have approxi-
mately the energy of x particles in a bulk fluid of density 
~ o In this manner, the interactions across the boundary 
of the cell rr are included but with cells of ~qual densi t:y .. 
Since, however, n(x) ((<n_(x-1) it is more likely that sur-
rounding cells will have a lower density and hence, each 
particle in If will not have 12 neighbors. A uniform density 
has been a·ssumed in the cell rr with no transition region 
at the boundaries. Probably, the density in the middle of 
the cell will be higher than at the edge and, approximately 9 
the extra energy due to assuming each particle has 12 near 
neighbors may compensate for the fact that the density assumed 
ias too low. Schematically, 
-~- 't/x 
L__j"' ·tk-wcl deto.~\~ 
~l'T)v,~ 
The use of i ((c)[w(o)]:for (\JJ~'))cw is not as severe an 
approximation as would appear initially. 
4. Results 
The calculations were made for N2 at 76.8l°K with a 
supersaturation of 2.718 (p==-1943.6 mm), 
For N2 (20e) 
..k * = 1.59 x 10~15 ergs/molecule 
V* ~ r~; -= · 5.127 x 1o-23 cc . ] 
(~)ClAJ : -llC~l.) [ ,, ~i2.4 )(\t>-11 + (;~4] [ L '(44~ xlt) 1 
\. 
The results are summarized in Table ll. 
The deviation of~ from vN can be expressed as 
~- ~.Q..- N.~ \r - J. kl~ . )->t ~~~ ) ~ - N - <j. \. <;3A \!\ e (A .30) 
: ~ ~(Ac,~) 
A plot of { vs g is shown in Figure Al. 
It is seen that ~ tends toward zero for large values 
of g and increases quite sharply for small values. Only in 
the limit of g --,.o6 will ..0.. = VN. As the cell size becomes 
very small, the deviation from ideal gas behavior becomes 
quite ·striking! (As g-=, o,~~oo ). 
One interesting point is that h varies linearly with g 
(Figure A2). ~his is not in conflict with the inequality 
argument of Reiss as this argument is valid only when A and 
~ are identified with A~ and --\tel o It is not mean-
ingful with respect to the present development. 
Since no finite values of t\ . 9 g, h, ~ , and x*. will 
satisfy all the required relations, it is apparent that some 
modification must be made. The modification of the cutoff at 
the minimum would be not desirable as it represents a sort 
... 
of critical point for cells. A. more reasonable modification 
would seem to be in the condition on .st. o If the gas is 
ideal -.t'L ~ vN o The gas is not really ideal$ but slightly 
TABLE A1 
The Deviation of ~ From Idea1i ty 
h g_ .. ..., (N/gA) ( I ) A.c.a . ~ 
····--
N g~c:., _x 
1.0 .4551 .4329 1.5623 1.5409 1.0139 4- -2 3.0 3 X 10 
22 1.0127 o9888 2.7197 2.6873 1.0121 1.186 II 
4-1 1.8948 1.8658 6 .. 5432 6.4597 1 •. 0120 6.781 x io-3 
65 3.0088 2.9722 19.825 19.530 1.0151 7·975 tl 
-
85 3·9372 3.8944 4-9.958 4-9.118 1.0171 4 .. 302 " 
.. 
110 5o0978 5.0479 158.74 155.66 1.0198 3.839 " 
1~0 6.0260 5 .9687 399_.47 390.92 1.0220 3o598 II 
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imperfect and from the theory of slightly imperfect gases, 
r·. 
it can be shown (20f) that 
~...n. ... ,. :. N~\r ~ ~ tSw. l ,.') (A .32) v 
where Bm~T.) is the molecular 2nd virial coefficient. 
-For ;N2 at 76.81°K, .B(T) ::.N Bm('l'J = -.2575 liter/mole.(B'(') 
~ = ~.st\.\,- NlM \r (A~?3) 
N 
0.117 at 1943.1 mm. 
It can be seen from Figure ~1 that such a value of i would 
require a very small value of g~ The consequences of a g ( 1 
lead to a quite interesting result in the rate theory. By 
. . exp-<wcx~ 
analogy with the B .•. D~Z..· . .t~rory, the rate varies as V:..T 
For very small values of g the rate becomes independent of g. 
This is qu,ite reasonab;J_e inasmuch as g does not possess any 
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real physical s~gnificance; it ~s merely an aid in the cal-
culation. No physical process should depend upon this arbitrary 
calculational aid. 
This work was not continu~d for reasons which will be 
l .. 
indicated in the comments on the rate theory. Before leaving 
.. 
the equilibrium theory, one last point should be indicated. 
Reiss attempted to sh.ow th?-t the .,exponent in the dis-
. . ~ . 
tribution function. n(x) could. be calculated from the Einstein 
fluctuation theory (within~limits) from a thermodynamic 
calculation of the reversible work of formation of such a 
cell. A careful examination of the fluctuation theory reveals 
that it is imapplicable to this caseu 
The development of the fluctuation theory may be based 
on the canonical distribution function (35). Let there be two 
groups of states 1 and 2. The probability of' the system being 
in a state in group 
~ -@'MT t-o< ~<:1. e. 
t r~-;:------2 Q-E~Q,\ +o( 
c. 
1 is given by 
-.:::" . - E:t4A 
"'-'i.e 
\ 
= 
-'-...Jv--
Where ?.1. means summing only over those which correspond 
' 
to the system being in group 1. From F = -KT 
e-R MT - ~ ~\ <-<.T '?~ =- e. -P 4:r =. e. '" (A .35) 
The relative probability of the system being in group 1 is 
related to the free energy change required to go from any 
state in the Whole assembly to a state in group 1~ When the 
states of group 1 are such that they may also be regarded ~s 
a system, ~hen F1 may be identified with the macro·scopic thermo-
dynamic free energy and calculated in ~manner. If not 
then ~F1 : (F1-F) must be.calculated from the defining 
partition functions. 
Applied to fluctuations in a variable f'rom its mean 
value, this implies that the state to which the fluctuation 
leads is macroscopically describable. Hence, the fluctuations 
from the second state must be negligible. This is not true f'or 
the density fluctuations cbnsidered by Reiss; the relative 
fluctuation varies as ~ where x, the number~particles in 
the cell, is not a large number·. (Note that Stirling ·1s ap-
proximation had to be applied here, again inadmissable). 
The formalism shows too that the fluctuation theory 
leads not to the p~~bability that a system is in a given 
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state (say a cell with a given number of particles) but rather 
to a ~ivision of poss-ible states (that a cell has g..Q. more 
than a given number of particles) (73b)o There may be an 
appreciable d.ifference between the total number of states- with 
a given density and the total number whose density does 
not exceed a given value. 
Reiss has noted too that n(x) can be derived from purely 
probabilistic considerations* and in this manner one gets 
quite exactly the number of cells with a given number of 
molecules (no more and more less) .. It is essentially- a 
Poisson distribution" 
5 ". TJlie Kinetic Theory 
Reiss attempted to follow ,the exact formalism of the 
BoD.Z .. approach in setting:up the rate theory except that the 
statistical mechanical n(x) was 'used. One considers impacts 
on the cell *'walln, which is plane and has a well defined 
area; a~d a ~uite~analogou13 equ~tion to (4.49) for the rate, 
I*, ·may be derived. In particul~r, the identification of , 
. :: ("·';'' < . t. · .• -·· 
the number of impacts on the wall of the cell, with 
--(3·"1:. if ( 1=-condensation coefficient ) 
~'Ur~\(T 
may be made where p: pressure of supersatur.ated vapor • 
If one considers the point; however, one is really not. 
• .... 1.,. 
Q ~: J -·· ·-
interested in the number of impacts on the wall but in the 
number of molecules landing in the given cell .. If.the embryos 
*see aJ..so the calculation on density fluctuations by Frey (25). 
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or the classical theory were cubes, p would be just this 
quantity because the embryos were assumed to have a liquid 
density: impact (assuming "{-::::.. 1) meant it joined the embryo. 
In this case there is no analogous property of x molecules 
in a cell to prevent a molecule, jumping from an adjacent cell, 
from jumping right through the given cell into the next 
neighbor. Even the nuc·leus does not possess the liquid den~i ty o 
The number of impacts on the wall is given correctly· by r 
but this is not the number which remain in the cell long 
enough to be counted (say the time between molecular collisions) 
as a cell of size (x of- 1). 
The mean jump length of the molecule may be assumed, ~o 
a firs.t approximation, to be determined by its local density 
which varies from cell to cell. On the average, most cells 
have 1 molecule and thus their density is correctly given· 
by the gas density and B = ~ • This must be regarded a.s 1- ~~~~ 
only a· fi·rst approximation and the point must be investigated. 
The gases are not ideal! 
When this was realized, the futility of further numerical 
work on the theory became apparent; the results are thus 
limited. 
The formulation of the problem of the evaluation of 
the relation between ~ and the number of molecules remaining 
in a cell long enough to be counted is a problem for molecular 
theory. One must know the types of cells surrounding the· 
given Dell and the distribution, within each, or the particles. 
Then, the problem of a jump of a given length from a given 
position correctly averaged might shed some light on the 
problem. 
6. Conclusion 
In conclusion, the following may ~e observed: 
1. The equilibrium theory as originally proposed by 
Reiss is untenable but modification of the condition 
on _a_ appears to .be a -,reasonable solution of the 
di:fficul ty o ·-
2. The modifications necessary in the rate theory 
may be quite extensive. 
Notice that no surface tension entered these considera-
tions: the activation energy is brought into existence by 
variations in density between various parts of the system. 
APPENDIX 2 
The Vapor Pressure of Supercooled Yater 
The vapor pressure of supercooled water (mm.) as a 
ftinction of temperature (oc) is given in Figure A3. The 
val ties were taken for "T) -15oc from the Handbook of 
Chemistry and Physics, _Chemical Rubber Publishing Co. 9 
Brooklyn,(l951) pg. 1928 and forT (-15°C, from the 
Smithsonian Meteorological Tables (6th Revised Edition), 
Smithsonian Institute, Washington, pg .351· .. 
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ABSTRACT 
It has been observed that a vapor need not con-
dense when it is saturated and, in fact, it may be con-
siderably supercooled (or overcompressed), the general 
phenomenon being known as supersaturation. At sui'ficiently 
high supersaturation, condensation does occur. 
The kinetic process leading to the collapse of a 
supersaturated state is termed nucleation and one distin-
guishes two types of nucleation. Spontaneous, arising 
without external influence and foreign, initiated by some 
external agent (dust,ions, etc.) 
For pure vapors, the theory of spontaneous nucleation 
developed by Becker and Doring predicted quite precisely 
the critical supersaturation ratios (the minimum ratio of 
pressure to equilibrium vapor pressure, at a given tem-
perature,necessary to cause condensation) observed by 
Volmer and Flood for several substances. The relevant 
parameters, beside temperature and pressure, are the 
liquid molecular volume and the surface tension. The 
theory must extrapolate these macro-thermodynamic concepts 
into the molecular domain, however, in which region their 
validity may be seriously questioned. In particular, 
theoretical considerations of Tolman and Kirkwood and 
Buff indicate a dependence on curvature of the surface 
tension of signi!f'icance in the size range enc::>mpassed 
by the nucleation theory. The Beeker-Doring analysis takes 
~v;:; 
no account of this; the agreement with experiment is ob-
tained using the macro surface tension of the fluid. Con-
siderable criticism of the conceptual basis of the theory 
of nucleation has appeared as a consequence. 
It was the purpose of this research to examine the 
validity of the experimental basis of the Beeker-Doring 
Zeldowitch theory by careful measurement of the critical 
supersaturation ratio of water vapor. In the course 
research, investigations were carried out on the influence 
of association-in the vapor phase upon the nucleation 
process 9 steady-state approximation of the nucleation 
theory, and the statistical mechanical theory of nucleation 
as developed by Reiss. 
The experimetnal determination of the critical super-
saturation ratio of water was carried out using the stan-
dard technique, adiabatic expansion of the saturated vapor, 
except that an examination of previous cloud chamber tech-
niques to effect this measurement showed the need for 
modification of the design of the instrument. In particular, 
the measurement of the point at which condensation occurred 
was made during the expansion rather than at the end. 
This was accomplished by observing the formation of con-
densate photographically by recording the output of a 1P21 
photomultiplier~ube mounted at right angles to the moni-
toring light beam and, simultaneoulsy, photographically 
recording the motion of the piston producing the expan-
. . 
sion using a stroboscopic open-flash technique. The 
stroboscopic pulses were a~so picked up by the 1P21 making 
possible the correlation between piston position and the 
appearance of scattering and, hence, the determination of 
the critical supersaturation ratio~ 
It was considered desirable to avoid the presence 
of liquid in the champer and, consequently, the saturation 
and purification (removal of foreign nuclei). of a flowing 
gas stream had to be accomplished. The usual purification 
technique of repeated expansions to "rain out" dirt could 
not be employed. Considerable difficulty was encountered 
in purifiying the carrier gas and the results are limited. 
For condensation on ions, the data are essentially 
in agreement with those of other investigators. For 
spontaneous nucleation, the data are not in agreement with 
th~ results of Volmer and Flood(and the theory). They are, 
however, in accord with the results of Wilson and coworkers 
and the very recent work of Pound. At 258° .± .5 K, 
S critical-= 7 .5 :t .5 using N2 as the carrier gas; theory 
f'J 
predicts Scritical-== 5. Pound has recently confirmed 
these experimental results using H2 as the carrier gas 
but finds a somewhat lower value using N2 ; for o2 tthe 
theoretical value is obtained. 
It is possible to correlate the existing data on 
the following basis. Wilson, Andren, and Pound report 
that the critical supersaturation ratio is dependent upon 
the nature of the carrier gas. The data of Andren indi-
oate that when a clearing field is applied to a region 
by means of electrodes placed inside the chamber (such 
that field free spaces are allowed to exist) ion removal 
is not complete. The observed results probably represent 
heterogeneous nucleation on ions. Thus, the highest ratios 
obtained by Pound are correctly ascribed by him as due to 
the fewer number of ions which naturally occur in H2 as 
compared to N2 or o2 • In this research the highest values 
were obtained using N2 indicating more efficient removal 
of ions than previously attained. 
The decision as to what represents a valid criterion 
of condensation is subject to much uncertaintly when com-
plete ion removal cannot be guaranteed. 
The failure of the experimetnal data to agree with 
the prediction of theory may be due to inherent failure 
of the theory or the error may lie in the application of 
the theory to the experiment. It is to be noted that even 
for the Volmer-Flood experiments agreement with theory was 
not universal. In particular, for methanol, there was a 
serious discrepancy. If one examines the substances in-
vestigated,it is found that most of them associate in the 
vapor phase. The simple theory, however, regards the vapor 
phase as composed solely of monomer units. The-influence 
172 
of vapor phase dimerization upon the nucleation process 
was therefore investigated to determine whether or not a 
correct application of the theory would yield significantly 
altered predictions. 
_,_':,c-: ~roblem was considered, formally, to be one o:f 
bl.:..~: .. · nucleation, a treatment of which had been given by 
Reiss for the general case. The concept of the embryo plane 
in which liquid embryos of varying compositions (o:f mono-
mer and dimer) are represented by lattice points, proves 
invaluable for the systematization of the molecular mech-
anisms leading to critical nuclei. The problem is greatly 
simE)lifi,ed when one chooses not to regard the monomer and 
dimer as distinguishable in the liquid phase. In this case, 
the critical nucleus size is represented on the plane by 
a line, the ordinate and abscissa representing the number 
of monomer and dimer additions making up a particular 
embryo. One can define vector :flows in the plane represen-
ting monomer and dimer impact upon an embryo and compute 
a total :flux through the critical nucleus size by inte-
gration of the net :flow over all points on the line repre-
senting the critical nucletis. The boundary conditions do 
not permit any net flow over the boundaries o:f the embryo 
plane (at m= 0 and d= 0) and require vanishing fluxes as 
m and d tend toward infinity. If one further demands ·i:.hat 
the number of embryos of size l and 2 are fixe.d at their 
equilibrium values, the problem is completely defined. 
The calculations, carried out for ethanol at 273°K 
and a supersaturation ratio o:f 3, indicate an appreciable 
e:f:fect on the rate by a relatively small percentage of 
dimer in the vapor phase, tending to increase the critical 
supersaturation ratio. Though the effect is qualitatively 
correct, the magnitude of dimer concentration necessary 
to account for the data on methanol is experimentally 
unrealistic. 
To compare the relative effects of the kinetic and 
thermodynamic modifications necessary in the theory, the 
simple monomer analysis of Becker-Doring-Zeldowitch was 
used except that the molecular weight was replaced by an 
average (weighted according to the mole fraction of dimer 
and monomer). The effept appears to be almost wholly 
thermodynamic, the association reaction conferring great 
stabi·li ty upon tQ.e vapor phase. 
Frisch and Willis reported that there should be 
little or no influence on the rate due to dimerization; 
any effect should tend to lower the critical supersatu-
ration ratio. The error in their analysis was traced to 
a neglect of the constraint in the thermodynamic analysis 
which relates to the condition of equilibrium in a 
chemiQal reaction. Their results apply strictly to the 
perturbation of the rate due to.collisions involving 
embryos of size.2 and not to the influence of vapor phase 
dimerization. 
Another possible source of error, pointed out by 
Kantrowitz, was the use of a steady-state approximation 
in the simple theory. He gave a very approximate solution 
of the relevant pa~tial differential equation ( into which 
he had incorrectly incorporated certain correction terms). 
Collins derived a much improved solution valid in the 
region of the critical nucleus. 
It was desirable to test the error incurred by 
. 
specifying the solution to this regiono Due to the nature 
of the equation, an approximation scheme had to be employed. 
A ~ecbnique developed by Reiss proved useful. One assumes, 
essentially, that the flux in the region is a function only 
of the time. Proper selection of boundary conditions 
defines the problem completely. 
The calculations were carried out for N2 at 76.81°K 
and various supersaturatioris. The results indicate no 
appreciable transient and compare quite well with the more 
exact solution of Collins in the region of the critical 
nucleus. 
Finally, an attempt was·made to obtain numerical 
predictions of the critical supersaturati~n ratio of N2 
~0~ 
using the statistical mechanical~developed by Reiss. 
Before much work had been done, however~ a serious defect 
in the kinetic formulation of the theory,involving the 
identification of the number of impacts on an embryo 
leading to growth of the embryo, was discovered. The work 
was discontinued. 
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